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Trump’s claims prompt laughter

The Debrief

‘People actually laughed at a president’: At

U.N., Trump suffers fate he always feared

The president had long accused American

leaders of being taken advantage of by foreign

counterparts. But on Tuesday, he was the one

who suffered the indignity.



    By David Nakamura

President rejects constraints imposed by other

nations, says U.S. will act to counter ‘global

control’

Trump keeps threatening to end foreign aid for

disloyal countries. Here’s why it hasn’t

happened.
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who suffered the indignity.

    By David Nakamura2 hours ago

President rejects constraints imposed by other

nations, says U.S. will act to counter ‘global

control’

Trump keeps threatening to end foreign aid for

disloyal countries. Here’s why it hasn’t

happened.

Trump says second Kavanaugh accuser ‘has

nothing’ and was ‘totally inebriated’

In brief remarks after his United Nations

speech, President Trump called the allegations

of sexual misconduct against Brett M.



Kavanaugh “a con game being played by the

Democrats.”

    By John Wagner and Sean Sullivan

The Fix: Trump’s angry, meandering broadside

against Brett Kavanaugh’s accusers,

annotated

The Daily 202

Analysis

Kavanaugh’s Fox News interview risks

contributing to a credibility gap

The Supreme Court nominee’s memory of

himself is very different from his portrayal in a

yearbook. That could undercut his denials

about bigger things.

    By James Hohmann

Analysis: Fox News’s kid-gloves interview

leaves the tough questions to Democrats

Rod Rosenstein’s departure was imminent.

Now he’ll probably survive until after the

midterms, officials say.

The deputy attorney general told the White



House he was willing to quit if President Trump

wouldn’t disparage him.

    By Matt Zapotosky, Devlin Barrett and Josh

Dawsey1 hour ago
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Bill Cosby sentenced to 3 to 10 years in state



prison in sexual assault case

More than a dozen women who alleged abuse

by Cosby crowded into the courtroom to listen

as his sentence was pronounced following his

April conviction on charges of drugging and

sexually assaulting Andrea Constand, a

Temple University basketball official he was

mentoring.

    By Manuel Roig-Franzia2 hours ago

Bill Cosby ‘took my beautiful, healthy young

spirit and crushed it,’ sexual assault survivor

says

 ‘People actually laughed at a president’: At

U.N. speech, Trump suffers the fate he always

feared

2

Bill Cosby sentenced to 3 to 10 years in state

prison
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Opinion: Trump is the

laughingstock of the world 



U.S. Meredith Videos

Another woman has accused Brett Kavanaugh

of sexual assault-here are the details

In July, then-anonymous professor and

research psychologist Christine Blasey Ford

accused Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh of attempted rape via a letter to

her representative.

'These Are Smears, Pure and Simple.' Brett

Kavanaugh Doubles Down on His Defense After

Second Accuser Comes Forward

Time

Former Bush Administration Official Stands By

Brett Kavanaugh's Accuser

HuffPost



Business The Wrap

Michael Rapaport Sues Barstool Sports Over

Herpes Accusations, Revenue From Agreement

Michael Rapaport is calling foul on his former

partner Barstool Sports, and he’s filed a

lawsuit over it. In a suit filed in federal court in

New York on Tuesday, “I Am Rapaport”

podcaster has taken Barstool Sports Inc.,

Barstool founder David Portnoy, and

personalities Adam Smith, Kevin Clancy and

Eric Nathan to task, saying that he is owed

money from his brief business relationship with

Barstool, and that Rapaport was defamed by

multiple statements saying he has herpes.

According to the suit, in 2017 Rapaport and

Barstool entered into an agreement in which

BSI would “host, market and oversee sales” for

Rapaport’s podcast “I Am Rapaport.” The suit

goes on to say that BSI agreed that Rapaport

would deliver a daily radio show for Barstool

on SiriusXM, with BSI agreeing to pay Rapaport

$600K for his videos and podcasts and

$375,000 for “an in-development daily radio



show” on Barstool’s SiriusXM channel.

Politics Yahoo Lifestyle Videos

The internet is going nuts after President

Trump mistakes "cocoa" for "coca"

President Trump isn’t the first commander in

chief to flub a line, but he’s probably the only

one to be accused of trying to ban chocolate.

As the pro-weed blog Marijuana Moment noted,

Trump mistakenly referred to coca, the plant

used to make cocaine, as “cocoa” - the hot,

steamy beverage or the bean that creates

chocolate - during remarks Monday at a U.N.

event addressing drug policies.
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Politics Associated Press

Trump challenges UN, boasting of America's

go-it-alone might

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - President Donald

Trump poured scorn on the "ideology of



globalism" and heaped praise on his own

administration's achievements Tuesday in a

speech to the U.N. General Assembly that

drew headshakes and even mocking laughter

from his audience of fellow world leaders.

Trump Draws Laughter During Speech to UN

General Assembly

Bloomberg Video

UN members laugh at Trump after claim his

administration has 'accomplished more than

almost any in US history'

The Independent



The President's address at the UN General

Assembly should worry anyone who

understands history

Kate Bolduan: World literally laughed at Trump

Trump gets unusual reaction from UN

Watch Trump react to crowd's response

Analysis: Trump bragged about himself to the

UN. They laughed.

The President's address at the UN

General Assembly should worry

anyone who understands history

The President's address at the UN General

Assembly should worry anyone who

understands history

Kate Bolduan: World literally laughed at Trump

Trump gets unusual reaction from UN

Watch Trump react to crowd's response

Analysis: Trump bragged about himself to the

UN. They laughed.



Kavanaugh’s ‘choir boy’ image on Fox

interview rankles former classmates

Some of the Supreme Court nominee's

classmates at Yale took issue with Brett M.

Kavanaugh’s description of his younger self as

a churchgoer and focused student, saying they

knew him as a heavy drinker.

 By Aaron C. Davis, Emma Brown and Joe Heim

Conservatives rally in effort to push

Kavanaugh nomination across the finish line

Rather than tread cautiously amid sexual

assault allegations and the #MeToo movement,

conservative forces have gone on the offensive

— speaking darkly of a Democratic smear

campaign and attacking the credibility of

Supreme Court nominee Brett M. Kavanaugh’s

accusers.

    By Robert Costa

Trump says second Kavanaugh accuser ‘has

nothing’ and was ‘totally inebriated’

GOP senators choose Arizona prosecutor



Rachel Mitchell to question Kavanaugh and

accuser

Rod Rosenstein will probably survive until after

the midterms, officials say

The deputy attorney general told the White

House he was willing to quit if President Trump

wouldn’t disparage him.

    By Matt Zapotosky, Devlin Barrett and Josh

Dawsey

    House Republicans planning to subpoena

McCabe memos
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Today’s WorldView: From ‘Rocket Man’ to a

man of ‘courage’

President rejects constraints imposed by other

nations, says U.S. will act to counter ‘global

control’

Trump keeps threatening to end foreign aid for

disloyal countries. Here’s why it hasn’t

happened.
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Trump is the laughingstock of

the world
    By Dana Milbank

Trump’s America is a bully, not a beacon

    By Karen Tumulty

#MeToo depends on the credibility of the

journalists who report on it

    By Megan McArdle

The GOP's spin on the Russia probe doesn't

add up

    By David Ignatius

If Rosenstein's going to leave, he should

demand to be fired

    By Laurence H. Tribe and Norman L. Eisen

Needy immigrants need not apply

Editorial Board
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U.S. ECONOMY

As Debt Rises, the Government Will Soon

Spend More on Interest Than on the Military

    Tax cuts, spending increases and higher

interest rates could make it harder to respond

to future recessions and deal with other needs.

    The deficit is expected to total nearly $1

trillion next year — the first time it has been

that big since 2012.

Kavanaugh vs. Kavanaugh: Supreme Court

nominee has offered conflicting accounts of

his teenage drinking

By David G. Savage

    • Trump blasts Democrats for 'con game'

against Kavanaugh and dismisses second

accuser as 'messed up'

    • A generation after Clarence Thomas, the

Senate heads for another battle over judging

allegations of sexual misconduct

Trump's boasts in his address to the U.N.

prompt laughter — and then a wary silence

President Trump declared his tenure had



'accomplished more than almost any

administration in the history of our country.'

By Eli Stokols  and Tracy Wilkinson 



U.S. AFP

US arrests Chinese national on spying charge

A Chinese national who came to the US on a

student visa and later enlisted in the army

reserves was arrested Tuesday in Chicago and

accused of helping Beijing attempt to recruit

American scientists and engineers. Ji Chaoqun

was allegedly tasked with providing Chinese

intelligence with biographical information

about eight American citizens -- some of whom

were US defense contractors. The 27-year-old,

who first arrived in Chicago in 2013 to study

electrical engineering on a student visa, was

charged with one count of knowingly acting as

an agent of a foreign government without prior

notification to the US Attorney General.

Chinese Man Charged by U.S. With Acting as

Illegal Foreign Agent

Bloomberg

A Chinese Man Is Facing Charges for Spying

and Recruiting American Scientists

Time

    113



    Reactions

World Bloomberg

China Blocks U.S. Warship From Port Call in

Hong Kong

China refused a U.S. warship entry to Hong

Kong next month, days after Washington

sanctioned the Chinese military for buying

Russian weapons. The U.S. consulate in Hong

Kong confirmed on Wednesday that China had

denied a request for the port call by the U.S.

Navy’s amphibious assault ship the USS Wasp.

“The Chinese Government did not approve a

request for a U.S. port visit to Hong Kong by

the USS Wasp,” Darragh Paradiso, a

spokeswoman for the U.S. Consulate in Hong

Kong, said in an email.

Chinese hotpot chain Haidilao climbs 10

percent on debut in Hong Kong

Reuters

Discussing the IPO market in Hong Kong

CNBC Videos



Operation Northwoods

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Jump to navigation

Jump to search

Operation Northwoods memorandum (13 March

1962)[1]

Lyman L. Lemnitzer, who was in charge as the

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

Operation Northwoods was a proposed false

flag operation against the Cuban government

that originated within the U.S. Department of

Defense (DoD) and the Joint Chiefs of Staff

(JCS) of the United States government in 1962.

The proposals called for the Central

Intelligence Agency (CIA) or other U.S.

government operatives to commit acts of

terrorism against American civilians and

military targets, blaming it on the Cuban

government, and using it to justify a war

against Cuba. The plans detailed in the

document included the possible assassination

of Cuban émigrés, sinking boats of Cuban

refugees on the high seas, hijacking planes,

blowing up a U.S. ship, and orchestrating



violent terrorism in U.S. cities.[2] The

proposals were rejected by the Kennedy

administration.[3][4][5]

At the time of the proposal, communists led by

Fidel Castro had recently taken power in Cuba.

The operation proposed creating public

support for a war against Cuba by blaming it

for terrorist acts that would actually be

perpetrated by the U.S. Government.[6] To this

end, Operation Northwoods proposals

recommended hijackings and bombings

followed by the introduction of phony evidence

that would implicate the Cuban government. It

stated:

    The desired resultant from the execution of

this plan would be to place the United States

in the apparent position of suffering defensible

grievances from a rash and irresponsible

government of Cuba and to develop an

international image of a Cuban threat to peace

in the Western Hemisphere.

Several other proposals were included within



Operation Northwoods, including real or

simulated actions against various U.S. military

and civilian targets. The operation

recommended developing a "Communist Cuban

terror campaign in the Miami area, in other

Florida cities and even in Washington".

The plan was drafted by the Joint Chiefs of

Staff, signed by Chairman Lyman Lemnitzer

and sent to the Secretary of Defense. Although

part of the U.S. government's anti-communist

Cuban Project, Operation Northwoods was

never officially accepted; it was authorized by

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, but then rejected by

President John F. Kennedy. According to

currently released documentation, none of the

operations became active under the auspices

of the Operation Northwoods proposals.
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Origins and public release

The main proposal was presented in a

document titled "Justification for U.S. Military

Intervention in Cuba (TS)," a top secret

collection of draft memoranda written by the

Department of Defense (DoD) and the Joint

Chiefs of Staff (JCS).[1] The document was

presented by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to

Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara on 13

March 1962 as a preliminary submission for

planning purposes. The Joint Chiefs of Staff

recommended that both the covert and overt

aspects of any such operation be assigned to

them.

The previously secret document was originally

made public on 18 November 1997, by the John

F. Kennedy Assassination Records Review

Board,[7]a U.S. federal agency overseeing the

release of government records related to John



F. Kennedy's assassination.[8][9] A total of

1,521 pages of once-secret military records

covering 1962 to 1964 were concomitantly

declassified by said Review Board.

"Appendix to Enclosure A" and "Annex to

Appendix to Enclosure A" of the Northwoods

document were first published online by the

National Security Archive on 6 November 1998

in a joint venture with CNN as part of its 1998

Cold War television documentary

series[10][11]—specifically, as a

documentation supplement to "Episode 10:

Cuba," which aired on 29 November 1998.[12]

"Annex to Appendix to Enclosure A" is the

section of the document which contains the

proposals to stage terrorist attacks.

The Northwoods document was published

online in a more complete form, including

cover memoranda, by the National Security

Archive on 30 April 2001.[13]

Content

This section needs additional citations for



verification. Please help improve this article by

adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced

material may be challenged and removed.

(December 2015) (Learn how and when to

remove this template message)

In response to a request for pretexts for

military intervention by the Chief of Operations

of the Cuba Project, Brig. Gen. Edward

Lansdale, the document listed methods, and

outlined plans, that the authors believed would

garner public and international support for U.S.

military intervention in Cuba. According to the

documents, the plan called for the following:

    Since it would seem desirable to use

legitimate provocation as the basis for U.S.

military intervention in Cuba, a cover and

deception plan, to include requisite preliminary

actions such as had been developed in

response to Task 33 c, could be executed as

an initial effort to provoke Cuban reactions.

Harassment plus deceptive actions to

convince the Cubans of imminent invasion

would be emphasized. Our military posture



throughout execution of the plan will allow a

rapid change from exercise to intervention if

Cuban response justifies.

    A series of well coordinated incidents will

be planned to take place in and around

Guantanamo to give genuine appearance of

being done by hostile Cuban forces.[14]

    United States would respond by executing

offensive operations to secure water and

power supplies, destroying artillery and mortar

emplacements which threaten the base.

    Commence large scale United States

military operations.

Related Operation Mongoose proposals

Main article: Operation Mongoose

In addition to Operation Northwoods, under the

Operation Mongoose program the U.S.

Department of Defense had a number of similar

proposals to be taken against the Cuban

regime of Fidel Castro.

Edward Lansdale

Twelve of these proposals come from a 2



February 1962 memorandum entitled "Possible

Actions to Provoke, Harass or Disrupt Cuba,"

written by Brig. Gen. William H. Craig and

submitted to Brig. Gen. Edward Lansdale, the

commander of the Operation Mongoose

project.[5][9]

The memorandum outlines Operation Bingo, a

plan to "create an incident which has the

appearance of an attack on U.S. facilities

(GMO) in Cuba, thus providing an excuse for

use of U.S. military might to overthrow the

current government of Cuba."

It also includes Operation Dirty Trick, a plot to

blame Castro if the 1962 Mercury manned

space flight carrying John Glenn crashed,

saying: "The objective is to provide irrevocable

proof that, should the MERCURY manned orbit

flight fail, the fault lies with the Communists et

al. Cuba [sic]." It continues, "This to be

accomplished by manufacturing various pieces

of evidence which would prove electronic

interference on the part of the Cubans."



Even after General Lemnitzer lost his job as

the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the

Joint Chiefs of Staff still planned false-flag

pretext operations at least into 1963. A

different U.S. Department of Defense policy

paper created in 1963 discussed a plan to

make it appear that Cuba had attacked a

member of the Organization of American

States (OAS) so that the United States could

retaliate. The U.S. Department of Defense

document says of one of the scenarios, "A

contrived 'Cuban' attack on an OAS member

could be set up, and the attacked state could

be urged to take measures of self-defense and

request assistance from the U.S. and OAS."

The plan expressed confidence that by this

action, "the U.S. could almost certainly obtain

the necessary two-thirds support among OAS

members for collective action against

Cuba."[15][16]

Included in the nations the Joint Chiefs

suggested as targets for covert attacks were

Jamaica and Trinidad-Tobago. Since both were



members of the British Commonwealth, the

Joint Chiefs hoped that by secretly attacking

them and then falsely blaming Cuba, the

United States could incite the people of the

United Kingdom into supporting a war against

Castro.[15] As the U.S. Department of Defense

report noted:

    Any of the contrived situations described

above are inherently, extremely risky in our

democratic system in which security can be

maintained, after the fact, with very great

difficulty. If the decision should be made to set

up a contrived situation it should be one in

which participation by U.S. personnel is limited

only to the most highly trusted covert

personnel. This suggests the infeasibility of

the use of military units for any aspect of the

contrived situation."[15]

The U.S. Department of Defense report even

suggested covertly paying a person in the

Castro government to attack the United

States: "The only area remaining for

consideration then would be to bribe one of



Castro's subordinate commanders to initiate

an attack on [the U.S. Navy base at]

Guantanamo."[15]

Reaction

President John F. Kennedy speaks at Rice

University 69-HC-1245

Kennedy personally rejected the Northwoods

proposal. A JCS/Pentagon document (Ed

Lansdale memo) titled MEETING WITH THE

PRESIDENT, 16 MARCH 1962 reads: "General

Lemnitzer commented that the military had

contingency plans for U.S. intervention. Also it

had plans for creating plausible pretexts to use

force, with the pretext either attacks on U.S.

aircraft or a Cuban action in Latin America for

which we could retaliate. The President said

bluntly that we were not discussing the use of

military force, that General Lemnitzer might

find the U.S. so engaged in Berlin or elsewhere

that he couldn't use the contemplated 4

divisions in Cuba."[17] The proposal was sent

for approval to the Secretary of Defense,

Robert McNamara, but was not implemented.



Following presentation of the Northwoods

plan, Kennedy removed Lemnitzer as Chairman

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, although he

became Supreme Allied Commander of NATO

in January 1963. U.S. military leaders began to

perceive Kennedy as going soft on Cuba, and

the President became increasingly unpopular

with the military, a rift that came to a head

during Kennedy's disagreements with the

service chiefs over the Cuban Missile

Crisis.[citation needed]

On 3 August 2001, the National Assembly of

People's Power of Cuba (the main legislative

body of the Republic of Cuba) issued a

statement referring to Operation Northwoods

and Operation Mongoose wherein it

condemned such U.S. government plans.[18]

See also

    Government of the United States portal

flagCuba portal International relations portal

    Body of Secrets

    Gulf of Tonkin incident



    Family Jewels (Central Intelligence Agency)

    Operation WASHTUB

    Proactive, Preemptive Operations Group

    Operation Himmler

    Bay of Pigs Invasion
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Rachel Maddow

Attorney: Republicans skipped call with

second Kavanaugh accuser

John Clune, attorney for Debbie Ramirez, the

second woman to accuse Donald Trump's pick

for Supreme Court Brett Kavanaugh of sexual

misconduct, talks with Rachel Maddow about

the difficulty his client is having getting her

story heard by the Senate Judiciary

Committee.

    Lawrence: Republicans are running scared

on Kavanaugh

    Pres. Trump reportedly sounds 'fatalistic' on

Kavanaugh in private

Bill Cosby sentenced to 3 to 10 years in prison

for Andrea Constand sexual assault

BREAKING

Bill Cosby sentenced to 3 to 10 years in prison

for Andrea Constand sexual assault

Bill Cosby is led out of courtroom in handcuffs

after being sentenced to 3-10 years in prison



for Andrea Constand sexual assault.

Image: Sentence Announced In Bill Cosby Trial

#MeToo Reckoning

'I don't know whether to laugh, cry or dance':

Cosby accusers react to sentencing

Gloria Allred reacts after Cosby sentenced to 3

to 10 years in prison

msnbc

Gloria Allred reacts after Cosby sentenced to 3

to 10 years in prison
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midterms

Hardball

WaPo: Rosenstein likely to stay on until after

midterms

U.N. audience laughs at Pres. Trump's remarks

praising his administration

Deadline White House

U.N. audience laughs at Pres. Trump's remarks

praising his administration

NBC News chief foreign correspondent Andrea

Mitchell on reaction to the president’s

appearance at the UN General Assembly

Trump on North Korea: Rockets 'no longer



flying in every direction'

Hallie Jackson

Trump on North Korea: Rockets 'no longer

flying in every direction'

Trump bashes Iran in UN speech

Hardball
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Kavanaugh for Friday morning
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Senate Judiciary Cmte schedules vote on

Kavanaugh for Friday morning

Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand: Americans can still

stop Kavanaugh

All In

Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand: Americans can still

stop Kavanaugh

The public can sway key senators, she says,

by sharing their outrage at how Kavanaugh's

accusers have been dismissed by Republicans.

Avenatti: Kavanaugh accuser client may

pursue criminal case

Rachel Maddow

Avenatti: Kavanaugh accuser client may



pursue criminal case

Judicial Crisis Network chief counsel:

Kavanaugh subject of a Democratic smear

campaign

MTP Daily
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campaign
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for Dems in Florida and Arizona
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New NBC/Marist polls show favorable numbers

for Dems in Florida and Arizona

Gillum up in Florida: What the polls say to

Kornacki

TRUMP BECOMES A

LITERAL

LAUGHINGSTOCK
Twitter Users Join UN Leaders In Deriding

President Over Embarrassing Speech

By Ed Mazza



2nd Brett Kavanaugh accuser certain about

alleged encounter, her lawyer says
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2nd Brett Kavanaugh accuser certain about

alleged encounter, her lawyer says (ABC

News)

2nd Brett Kavanaugh accuser certain about

alleged encounter, her lawyer says originally

appeared on goodmorningamerica.com

The attorney for the second woman who has

accused Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh of sexual misconduct expressed

his disapproval of how President Trump has

mocked her account, adding that his client is



certain about the alleged encounter.

"I found that comment by the president to be

pretty disgusting and pretty hurtful," John

Clune, attorney for accuser Deborah Ramirez,

told ABC News chief anchor George

Stephanopoulos on "Good Morning America"

Wednesday.

He added: "She believes wholeheartedly that it

was Mr. Kavanaugh."

PHOTO: Brett Kavanaugh listens to Senators

on day three of his confirmation hearing in the

Senate Judiciary Committee, Sept. 6, 2018.

(Bill Clark/CQ Roll Call via Getty Images)

Trump has questioned the accusations against

Kavanaugh, saying the accusation is "totally

unsubstantiated" and more than 30 years old.

When asked whether Ramirez should be

allowed to testify, Trump said Tuesday she

"has nothing" and pointed to memory gaps:

"She said she was totally inebriated and she

was all messed up."



"And now a new charge comes out and she

doesn’t know that it’s him but it could have

been him. Oh, gee, let’s not make him a

Supreme Court Justice?" Trump said

mockingly, speaking of Ramirez.

(MORE: Trump accuses Democrats of 'con

game,' Republicans set Friday committee vote

on Kavanaugh)

(MORE: 'I'm not going anywhere': Kavanaugh in

emotional Fox interview)

Clune added that he has had difficulties

communicating with the Senate Judiciary

Committee as the majority party did not show

up on a scheduled phone call Tuesday evening

with Clune and Democrats.

"At this point, you know, they keep on

reiterating that they want more information,”

the attorney said. “We’ll be happy to provide

them with more information but why they won’t

even talk to us on the phone is a mystery,”



The office of the Senate Judiciary Committee,

however, denied agreeing to any scheduled

call or conversation with Clune's legal team

and that Clune "decided on a time himself and

held a call without hearing from the chairman’s

counsels."

"The chairman’s office has asked six times for

Mr. Clune to provide the committee with any

statements or evidence on behalf of his client,”

committee secretary George Hartmann said in

a written statement. ”He has thus far failed to

provide anything.”

PHOTO: Brett Kavanaugh, sitting with his wife

Ashley Estes Kavanaugh, answers questions

during a FOX News interview on Sept. 24,

2018, in Washington. (Jacquelyn Martin/AP)

Ramirez, 53, is a former Yale University

classmate of Kavanaugh's and his second

accuser of sexual assault. Ramirez told The

New Yorker that the nominee exposed himself

to her at a party and "thrust his penis in her

face," causing her to "touch it without her

consent as she pushed him away."



The first accuser, Christine Blasey Ford, a

California professor, alleges Kavanaugh

sexually assaulted her when they were high

school students. She is slated to testify before

the Senate Judiciary Committee at 10 a.m. on

Thursday.

(MORE: Rachel Mitchell named as prosecutor

set to question Brett Kavanaugh accuser

Christine Blasey Ford)

(MORE: Brett Kavanaugh accuser Christine

Blasey Ford: 'My fear will not hold me back

from testifying')

Kavanaugh has strongly denied the allegations

from both Ramirez and Ford.

A number of Republicans have questioned the

credibility of the latest allegation by Ramirez.

“I read the New Yorker article, it's pretty thin.

No one else remembered any of it. This is

really kinda getting carried away. It's feeling

more like a circus,” Tennessee Sen. Bob



Corker said.
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Trump high court nominee denies new

allegation as hearing looms

Reuters By Lawrence Hurley and Susan
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By Lawrence Hurley and Susan Heavey

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - A third woman came

forward in a statement to a Senate panel made

public on Wednesday accusing Brett

Kavanaugh, President Donald Trump's U.S.

Supreme Court nominee, of sexual misconduct

in the 1980s, further inflaming an already

contentious confirmation process. Kavanaugh

immediately denied the allegation.



Lawyer Michael Avenatti said on Twitter he

has submitted a sworn statement to the

Senate Judiciary Committee from a woman

accusing Kavanaugh of sexual misconduct.

Reuters was not immediately able to verify the

substance of the woman's allegation.

Kavanaugh rejected the allegations in a

statement released by the White House. "This

is ridiculous and from the Twilight Zone. I don't

know who this is and this never happened,"

Kavanaugh said.

Avenatti also represents adult film star Stormy

Daniels, who previously filed suit against

Trump to try to void a non-disclosure

agreement under which the president's former

personal lawyer paid her $130,000 not to

discuss her alleged relationship with Trump

more than a decade ago.

Avenatti's statements represent the latest

development in the pitched battle in the U.S.

Senate over whether to confirm Kavanaugh, a

conservative federal appeals court judge



picked by Trump in July, for a lifetime job on

the top U.S. court. Three women have now

accused Kavanaugh of sexual misconduct.

Senate Democratic leader Chuck Schumer

called on Kavanaugh to withdraw in light of the

allegations against him, and said if he does

not, an FBI investigation is needed before any

Senate vote on confirmation.

"If our Republican colleagues proceed without

an investigation, it would be a travesty for the

honor of the Supreme Court and our country,"

Schumer said in a statement.

Lawyers for Christine Blasey Ford, who has

accused Kavanaugh of a sexual assault in

1982, released signed documents from Ford's

husband, Russell Ford, and three friends. Ford

and Kavanaugh are due to testify before the

Judiciary Committee at a high-stakes hearing

on Thursday ahead of a vote scheduled in the

panel on Friday on his nomination.

Senator Chuck Grassley, who chairs the



committee, said on Wednesday the hearing will

go forward as planned.

The allegations against Kavanaugh have

endangered his chances of confirmation in the

Senate, which Trump's fellow Republicans

control by a narrow 51-49 margin. The

controversy has unfolded ahead of the Nov. 6

congressional elections in which Democrats

seek to take control from the Republicans.

Russell Ford said his wife shared her story

during a couples therapy session in 2012.

"I remember her saying that the attacker's

name was Brett Kavanaugh, that he was a

successful lawyer who had grown up in

Christine's home town, and that he was

well-known in the Washington, D.C.

community," Russell Ford said.

A long-time friend, Keith Koegler, said that in

2016 Ford told her that as a high school

student she was sexually assaulted by a boy

who became a federal judge in Washington.



Before Trump nominated Kavanaugh in July,

Ford and Koegler had an email exchange in

which she said she had been referring to

Kavanaugh, Koegler said.

Two other friends, Adela Gildo-Mazzon and

Rebecca White, said Ford had made similar

remarks to them, in 2013 and 2017

respectively, describing an alleged assault by

a teenager who later became a federal judge.

Ford has said she remained silent about the

alleged assault for years after it occurred. The

documents are intended to show committee

members that Ford did discuss the incident

long before contacting lawmakers in July after

Trump nominated Kavanaugh.

Kavanaugh's legal team has submitted copies

of his personal calendar pages from the

summer of 1982, when Ford said the alleged

incident occurred.

In testimony released in advance of the

hearing, Kavanaugh denied all the allegations



against him but said he was "not perfect"

during his high school days.

"I drank beer with my friends, usually on

weekends. Sometimes I had too many. In

retrospect, I said and did things in high school

that make me cringe now," he added.

Ford, a psychology professor at Palo Alto

University in California, said in an interview

published in the Washington Post last week

that Kavanaugh attacked her and tried to

remove her clothing when both were high

school students in Maryland while he was

drunk at a party when he was 17 years old and

she was 15.

Another woman, Deborah Ramirez, has

accused him of exposing himself during a

drunken dormitory party during the 1983-84

academic year when both attended Yale

University.

Kavanaugh has denied the allegations.



Senators will be keenly aware of the impact

the potentially explosive hearing on Thursday

could have on voters, particularly women,

against a backdrop of the #MeToo movement

fighting sexual harassment and assault.

TRUMP FAULTS REPUBLICANS

Trump on Wednesday faulted Republicans for

not pushing the nomination through the

Senate, which must confirmation Supreme

Court appointments, more quickly.

"They could have pushed it through two and a

half weeks ago, and you wouldn't be talking

about it right now, which is frankly what I

would have preferred. But they didn't do that,"

Trump told reporters in New York, where he is

attending the annual U.N. gathering of world

leaders.

If the Republican-led committee approves

Kavanaugh, his nomination then faces a

confirmation vote in the full Senate. That vote

could happen as early as Tuesday, according



to senior Senate Republicans.

Kavanaugh's attorney, Beth Wilkinson, in

televised interviews on Wednesday said Ford's

declarations cited recent interactions, not

discussions at the time of the alleged incident.

She said Thursday's hearing was not about

Kavanaugh's behavior as a youth.

"I don't think there's any dispute that he drank

when he was in high school and when he was

in college but that's not the issue here,"

Wilkinson told CNN.

Ramirez's lawyer, John Clune, said in

interviews on NBC and CBS that she has not

been invited to speak to senators but likely

would be willing to appear.

Trump, who himself faced allegations of sexual

misconduct during the 2016 presidential

campaign, again accused Democrats of "a con

game" and praised how Republicans have

handled Ford's allegation. Of the Democrats,

Trump said, "They go into a back room and



they talk with each other, and they laugh at

what they're getting away with."

The Judiciary Committee said on Tuesday it

had hired a female lawyer to question Ford on

behalf of the 11 Republicans on the panel, all

men. The decision drew criticism from

Democrats, whose 10 committee members

include four women, given that senators

typically do the questioning themselves.

Rachel Mitchell, a sex crimes prosecutor from

Arizona, will conduct the questioning.

(Reporting by Lawrence Hurley and Susan

Heavey; Additional reporting by David Morgan,

Sarah N. Lynch and Doina Chiacu; Editing by

Will Dunham)
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Washington police investigating video showing

officer kicking teen originally appeared on

abcnews.go.com

A Washington police department said it has

opened a use of force investigation on Monday

after a video showed an officer using pepper

spray on a boy and kicking him in the back.

The video, which captured the police officer

kicking the boy to the ground as nearby

officers yelled "get on the ground," had

accumulated nearly 285,000 views on

Facebook as of early Tuesday.

The Yakima Police Department acknowledged

that the officer had used "force while effecting

an arrest” on Sunday during the Central

Washington State Fair in Yakima, about two



hours southeast of Seattle, but it did not

provide additional details. It did not disclose

any information about the officer in question.

PHOTO: Police said a video showed an officer

“using force while effecting an arrest” at the

Central Washington State Fair in Yakima,

Washington. (Jasmin Hernandez Cervera)

(MORE: Dallas police officer fired in wrong

apartment fatal shooting: Chief)

Yakima’s interim police chief, Gary Jones,

issued a statement on the police department’s

website and Facebook page Monday night,

asking witnesses to come forward with any

information that may help the investigation.

The department's Facebook post had hundreds

of reactions and comments by Tuesday

morning, with a majority of users expressing

outrage over the issue, including some who

questioned if the boy might develop spinal

injuries due to the impact of the kick.

“The Yakima Police Department has been



made aware of a video posting that involves a

Yakima Police officer using force while

effecting an arrest last night,” Jones said

Monday. “Maintaining public trust is one of our

highest priorities, and in doing so,

investigators will be collecting all available

evidence as it pertains to a use of force

review.

“Anyone with information concerning this

event is encouraged to contact the department

and share what information they may have,” he

added.

Jones did not disclose the boy’s age or

identity, but a witness told ABC News the boy

was a student at Wapato High School in

Wapato, Washington.

Jasmin Hernandez Cervera, who shared video

of the incident on Facebook, said the officers

were responding to a chaotic brawl that

involved about 15 “young” boys. She said it

looked like "any high school fight."

PHOTO: A Washington police department



opened use of force investigation on Monday

after video showed an officer kicking a boy in

the back. (Jasmin Hernandez Cervera)

It’s unclear if charges were filed in connection

with the incident, but Cervera said the boy was

escorted out by police.

“They were young,” Cervera said. There were

no weapons involved, just “kids swinging at

each other,” she added.

(MORE: Police video released 3 years after cop

kills man)

Bill Pickett, who identified himself as the boy’s

attorney, called the officer’s conduct “abusive

and unacceptable,” according to the Yakima

Herald.

“The family wants justice,” he said. “They need

to know that they are heard, and they need to

know that this type of conduct is wrong and

they need to know that this is going to stop.”



Pickett's law firm did not immediately respond

to ABC News' request for comment.

ABC News' Stacy Chen contributed to this

report.
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On Tuesday’s third season premiere of NBC’s

This Is Us, fans got to see the first moments

that Jack, played by Milo Ventimiglia, laid eyes

on Mandy Moore’s Rebecca. Reactions on

Twitter flooded in quickly.

As the episode proceeded, Jack noticing

Rebecca singing onstage led to an immediate

first date at a nearby carnival. Unfortunately,



Jack only had $9 in his pocket to get him

through the night.

“Nine bucks to show my dream girl the night of

her life,” Jack said, one of many earnest

one-liners you would expect from Jack on a

first date.

That money issue created some rather

uncomfortable moments on the date, including

when he wouldn’t buy her an umbrella after it

started raining. But fans seemed to enjoy the

not-so-fairy-tale exchanges.

Later, Jack rebounded nicely with a vulnerable

moment in the car while dropping her off,

which led to one of the most Tweeted about

lines of the night. After breaking down just

how bad the date was, Rebecca finished by

surprisingly adding, “Oh, but the way that you

look at me, wow.”

And even though the night ended with a kiss,

the scene at Rebecca’s house the next

morning left fans reeling. When Jack pulled up



with flowers in the seat next to him, he looked

up and saw a different man had beat him to the

door with flowers, and a kiss, of his own.

This Is Us airs Tuesdays at 9 p.m. on NBC.

Watch clips and full episodes of This Is Us for

free on Yahoo View.

Check out what happened when a Hurricane

Harvey survivor wowed the judges on The

Voice:

Read more from Yahoo Entertainment:

    Will Smith Is ‘Gettin’ Jiggy Wit It’ On the

First Episode of ‘Carpool Karaoke’

    Final season premiere of ‘Parts Unknown’

kicks off with Anthony Bourdain trolling Trump

    First blind competitor on ‘DWTS’ inspires

judges and brings Twitter to tears

Tell us what you think! Hit us up on Twitter,

Facebook, or Instagram, or leave your

comments below. And check out our host,

Kylie Mar, on Twitter, Facebook, or Instagram.
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As short-term gains and losses fail to provide

an accurate gauge of Nike’s Colin Kaepernick

campaign, CEO Mark Parker remains confident.

(Getty)

Nike CEO Mark Parker spoke glowingly of the

company’s controversial ad campaign with

Colin Kaepernick on a Tuesday earnings call,

touting the “Just Do It” promotion’s connection

with consumers.

“We feel very good and are very proud of the



work we’ve been doing,” Parker said. “We

know it’s resonating quite strongly with

consumers here in North America and around

the world.”

Nike posts earnings beat, shows profit growth

Nike’s shares have risen 6.25 percent since

the debut of the Kaepernick ad on Sept. 5,

according to ESPN. Shares fell in after-hours

trading by 3.5 percent as of Tuesday evening

despite Nike showing an earnings beat and

profit growth during the quarter.

Stacey Widlitz, president of consulting firm SW

Retail Advisors, told CNBC that analysts

wanted to see something beyond the 10

percent revenue growth that the apparel

company reported on Tuesday.

Shares of Nike initially fell the day after the

reveal of the ad campaign, prompting critics to

cheer the results as a sign that aligning with

Kaepernick was bad business. But the

company’s shares’ dip that day was in line with

a broader sector drop that also included losses



from rivals Adidas and Puma.

Short-term results not a reliable gauge of ad’s

success

This all goes to show that attributing these

kinds of short-term gains and losses to the

Kaepernick campaign is a fool’s errand, an

imprudent evaluation method of a massive

company not swayed by minor headwinds and

tailwinds.

The use of these numbers have been primarily

used to tout a win for whatever side of the

Kaepernick aisle someone falls on when the

numbers support an argument one way or

another.

In reality, only the long-run will truly give

insight into how successful the

Nike-Kaepernick campaign is or isn’t. At three

weeks in, we’re nowhere close to the long run.

Nike’s strategy targets young demographic

over broad market

In the meantime, Parker maintains a confident



stance in the risky move that eschews the

broader market to appeal to a younger, more

progressive demographic that Nike covets. It’s

an attempt at direct engagement with

consumers that Parker pointed to on Tuesday.

“How we look at it is how do we connect and

engage in a way that’s relevant and inspiring

to the consumers that we’re here to serve.”

More from Yahoo Sports:

• Chiefs LB: Garoppolo injury ‘his fault’

• Happy ending after homeless teen kicked off

HS team

• Vikings player reportedly made shooting

threat

• Eric Adelson: Flaw of Mike Tomlin’s Steelers

exposed in win
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floods wash into South Carolina
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South Carolina National Guard motor transport

operators from Bennettsville, S.C., assist local

residents evacuating from rising flood waters

as a result of Hurricane Florence in Bucksport,

South Carolina, U.S. September 24, 2018. Staff

Sgt. Jorge Intriago/U.S. Army National

Guard/Handout via REUTERS

By Harriet McLeod and Gene Cherry

CHARLESTON, S.C./RALEIGH, N.C. (Reuters) -

Thousands of people in the Georgetown, South

Carolina, area were urged to evacuate their

homes on Tuesday as rainwater unleashed by

Hurricane Florence surged down rivers,

threatening to submerge some neighborhoods

under 10 feet of water.

Georgetown, which sits at the confluence of



the Waccamaw, Great Pee Dee and Sampit

rivers, was largely spared the initial fury of

Florence, which came ashore on Sept. 14 as a

Category 1 hurricane, killing 46 people in three

states.

But the port city of more than 9,000 stands in

the path of what the National Weather Service

has said could be significant flooding as water

dumped by the storm system drains to the

ocean.

"We are urging people to take this event

seriously. We expect the flooding to be worse

than Hurricane Matthew a couple years ago,"

said Randy Akers, deputy public information

officer for Georgetown County. "We always

urge people to prepare for the worst and hope

for the best."

Akers said between 6,000 and 8,000 people

have been exhorted to leave, but it was not

clear how many had done so as of Tuesday

evening. He said the county lacked authority to

mandate evacuations.



"We do have some concerns that people are

not taking this event as seriously as they

should," he said.

Parts of Georgetown could be submerged in up

to 10 feet (3 meters) of water in the coming

days as the Pee Dee and Waccamaw rivers

overrun their banks, the National Weather

Service said, adding that the deluge

threatened to cut off highways and isolate

communities.

COAL ASH POND COULD FLOOD

In neighboring Conway County, the

Waccamaw, which was already well above

flood stage on Tuesday, could inundate a coal

ash pond that holds more than 200,000 tons of

toxic ash, according to Santee Cooper, South

Carolina's state-owned electric and water

utility.

Coal ash can contaminate water and harm fish

and wildlife.



Santee Cooper said it removed more than 1

million tons of ash from the site in the past few

years.

The Waccamaw was forecast to crest on

Thursday at 22 feet in Conway and at 21.2 feet

in Georgetown, a representative with the

South Carolina Emergency Management

Division said.

The potential flood zone encompasses some

3,500 homes in Georgetown, 37 miles (60 km)

south of Myrtle Beach, and the coastal resort

community of Pawleys Island where as many

as 8,000 people live, Georgetown County

spokeswoman Jackie Broach-Akers said.

Authorities were warning residents in harm's

way with recorded telephone messages and

home visits. The county opened two

emergency shelters on Monday, and hotels in

nearby Myrtle Beach were offering discounts

to evacuees. Public schools were closed until

further notice.



State transportation crews were working to

erect temporary dams on either side of U.S.

Highway 17, the main coastal route through

the area, and National Guard engineers were

installing a floating bridge at Georgetown in

case the highway is washed out at the river.

In North Carolina, Governor Roy Cooper said on

Monday that seven rivers in the southeast part

of the state were at major flood stages and

three others at moderate flood stages.

Florence dumped 30 to 40 inches (75 to 100

cm) of rain on Wilmington, North Carolina,

alone.

Insured losses from Hurricane Florence will

range from $2.8 billion to $5 billion, according

to RMS, a risk modeling and analytics firm.

(Additional reporting by Brendan O'Brien in

Milwaukee and Dan Whitcomb in Los Angeles;

editing by Bill Trott and Leslie Adler)



Aw, what a cute little mental case, that

kavanaugh ... kind of in the league of total

fraud kennedy, not to mention (sc)alito ...

america the corrupt shithole ..... how pathetic!

(Obtained by The Post)

Analysis



The 1982 calendar that Kavanaugh submitted

to senators, annotated

To rebut an allegation that he assaulted a

teenage girl at a party while he was in high

school, the judge gave lawmakers a calendar

of his activities for that summer. (Well, there

you go ... evidence of no assault if he didn’t

write assault in his calendar, then no assault

occurrred ..... republicamericano logic...)

    By Philip Bump

Third woman accuses Kavanaugh of sexual

misconduct

The woman, identified by lawyer Michael

Avenatti as his client Julie Swetnick, said

Brett M. Kavanaugh was physically abusive

toward girls in high school and was present at

a 1982 party where she says she was the

victim of a “gang” rape. The Post has not

verified her allegations.

Meanwhile, the Supreme Court nominee is set

to tell senators at a Thursday hearing that

while he was “not perfect” in high school, he

says he did not sexually assault Christine



Blasey Ford when they were teens.

    By John Wagner27 minutes ago

The Fix

Analysis

Kavanaugh has no good choices anymore

The nominee is faced with two unattractive

options: withdraw or testify at a second

hearing Thursday.

    By Deanna Paul45 minutes ago

Christine Blasey Ford’s family has been nearly

silent after allegation

Kavanaugh’s ‘choir boy’ image on Fox rankles

former Yale classmates

(Obtained by The Post)

(Obtained by The Post)

Analysis

The 1982 calendar that Kavanaugh submitted

to senators, annotated

To rebut an allegation that he assaulted a

teenage girl at a party while he was in high

school, the judge gave lawmakers a calendar



of his activities for that summer.

    By Philip Bump2 hours ago

The Daily 202

Analysis

Trump’s attacks show why the GOP hired a

woman to question Ford

Republicans announced the selection of

Rachel Mitchell at the end of another day in

which President Trump forcefully criticized the

women who have accused his Supreme Court

nominee of sexual misconduct.

    By James Hohmann
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averts shutdown

The legislation does not contain the funding

increase President Trump wants for his wall
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elections.

    By Erica Werner2 hours ago



Without evidence, Trump accuses China of

interfering in U.S. midterm elections

At a meeting of the U.N. Security Council, the

president asserted Beijing was retaliating

against his administration over the escalating

trade war.
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Resign, fire or stay? Rosenstein is the latest

contestant in Trump’s favorite game.

The president’s penchant for allowing

underlings to dangle and stew in Washington’s

fickle swamp often seems to be a form of

psychological cruelty — and also the way he

prefers to conduct business, according to

advisers and associates.

    By Ashley Parker and Philip Rucker

    Rosenstein may remain at Justice Dept.

until after the midterms, officials say
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Trump's infamous gaffe correction strategy

Following today’s unintended laugh lines at

President Trump's speech to the United

Nations, we revisit Trump's infamous gaffe

correction strategy.
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Explosive new allegations against Kavanaugh

demand a full investigation — now

    By Paul Waldman

Christine Blasey Ford can control Thursday’s

hearing

    By Jennifer Rubin

Brett Kavanaugh and the moral ugliness of

casual lying

    By Greg Sargent

Republicans are about to lose more than 450

years of experience in Congress

    By Robert Gebelhoff

Michael Avenatti, media gatekeeper

    By Erik Wemple



WhatsApp can be dangerous

    By Nicole Rigillo
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A comprehensive account of Russia’s

scheming in the 2016 election

Washington Post reporter Greg Miller probes

the hacks and the disinformation campaign

that benefited President Trump.

    By Kai Bird



‘Murphy Brown’ once sparked a feud with Dan

Quayle. Now the reboot is courting one with

Trump.

The new version of the beloved sitcom returns

to a world where the boundaries between pop

culture and politics have collapsed.

    By Lisa Bonos

    Review: ‘Murphy Brown’ is a welcome sight,

even when her outrage is too on-the-nose

Retropolis

The Past, Rediscovered

America’s bloodiest battle happened

100 years ago this month. It claimed

26,000 lives.

Twice as many died in the

Meuse-Argonne campaign than the

battle of Okinawa, according to the

late historian Robert H. Ferrell.

    By Michael E. Ruane



Supreme Court Nominee

Brett Kavanaugh Regrets Some Choices in

High School, but Again Denies Sexual Assault

    Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh will tell a Senate

panel that he “was not perfect” in high school

and deny the sexual assault allegations. He

also submitted pages from his 1982 calendar

to rebut accusations.

    A third woman has come forward to accuse

him of misconduct during high school,

including trying to get teenage girls “inebriated

and disoriented” so they could be assaulted.

5m ago

A woman charged that she saw Judge

Kavanaugh at high school parties where

women were “gang raped,” and that she was

raped at one of the parties.

4m ago

Judge Kavanaugh’s calendars from the

summer of 1982 were released by the Senate

Judiciary Committee. via Senate Judiciary

Committee
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Her World Converged With Kavanaugh’s

    Deborah Ramirez and Brett Kavanaugh came

to Yale from very different backgrounds.

    But their college circles overlapped, and

during a drinking game at a dorm party, she

claims, he exposed himself to her.

11m ago

Deborah Ramirez has accused Judge Brett M.

Kavanaugh of exposing himself to her during a

drinking game at a dorm party when they were

freshmen at Yale.

Uniting the complaints of sexual impropriety

that threaten to upend Judge Kavanaugh’s

confirmation is a theme of heavy drinking.
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Female candidates, Democratic and

Republican, tread carefully on the Kavanaugh

allegations, fearful of alienating suburban

women.
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Trump Accuses China of Interfering in Midterm

Elections



    President Trump offered no evidence of

Chinese meddling in the November vote, but he

has previously accused China of aiming tariffs

at American states that support him.

    Mr. Trump has made the accusation before,

but never so bluntly or in such a high-profile

international setting.

2h ago

President Trump told the United Nations

Security Council on Wednesday that the

Chinese “do not want me or us to win, because

I am the first president to ever challenge China

on trade.” Tom Brenner for The New York

Times

Live Updates From the U.N. General Assembly

Mr. Trump presides over a Security Council

meeting on the issue of nonproliferation on

Wednesday.

1h ago

The president said he hoped to present his

long-anticipated Middle East peace plan within

four months.
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U.S. ECONOMY

Saying Economy Is Strong, Fed Raises Key

Interest Rate and Hints of Another

    The Federal Reserve, as expected, raised its

benchmark interest rate by one quarter of a

percentage point, and indicated that it plans to

raise rates again in December.

    The Fed repeatedly described economic

conditions as “strong” in a statement.

10m ago

As debt rises, the U.S. government will soon

spend more on interest than on the military.
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One reason for slow wage growth? More

benefits.
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structures threatened by climate change.
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It Looks Like an American News Site. But It’s

Based in Moscow.

    Like many fledgling news organizations,

USAReally publishes a steady stream of stories

on hot-button issues like race and immigration.

    Some cybersecurity experts believe it may

be a part of a retooled Russian propaganda

operation.

Sept. 25

“I’m an easy victim for American media,”

Alexander Malkevich, the founder of

USAReally, said. Elias Williams for The New

York Times
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Questions Brett Kavanaugh Needs to Answer

Because there’s still a lot America needs to

know.
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Too many Americans would deny Muslims the

religious liberty they insist upon for Christians.
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Our critic-at-large went to as many

Instagramable “museums,” “factories” and

“mansions” as she could. They nearly broke

her.
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Right to Vote?

A referendum on the November ballot in Florida

would re-enfranchise 1.5 million citizens — and

could change the state’s electorate.
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Kavanaugh’s Yearbook Page Is ‘Horrible,

Hurtful’ to a Woman It Named

Judge Kavanaugh and some high school

friends described themselves in a yearbook as

“Renate Alumni.” The woman they were

referring to is furious.

Business DaySept. 24

Rosenstein Suggested Secretly Recording

Trump and Discussed 25th Amendment

In the turbulent days after the firing of James

B. Comey, the deputy attorney general Rod

Rosenstein appeared conflicted about his role

and wanted to expose administration

dysfunction, people around him said.
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A Plot to Subvert an Election: Unraveling the

Russia Story So Far

To many Americans, the intervention seemed

to be a surprise attack. For Vladimir V. Putin, it

was long-overdue payback.
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Kavanaugh to Give Senate Calendars From

1982 to Back Up Denial

Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh has calendars from

the summer of 1982 that do not show a party

consistent with the allegation against him. But

his team acknowledges they do not disprove

the accusation.

PoliticsSept. 23

A third woman accuses Brett Kavanaugh of

sexual misconduct

Julie Swetnick alleges the Supreme Court

nominee was present at a 1982 house party

where she was gang raped, according to a

statement released by Michael Avenatti.

    • Key passages from Julie Swetnick's

declaration alleging sexual misconduct against

Brett Kavanaugh

    • Trump slams Avenatti as 'third rate lawyer'

after release of Julie Swetnick allegation
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Kavanaugh to tell senators he is the victim of

'grotesque' character assassination

By Jennifer Haberkorn  and Sarah D. Wire

    • Read Kavanaugh's prepared opening

statement for the Senate hearing with

Christine Ford

    • Who is Rachel Mitchell, the Arizona

prosecutor chosen to question Kavanaugh and

Ford?
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Armed with only a martini and a long memory,

former Vegas mayor talks mobsters, 'rats' and

Trump

Former Las Vegas Mayor Oscar Goodman has

his own sort of performance residency — a

one-man stage show where he tells wild

stories of his days defending mobsters who ran

Sin City.

David Montero

By David Montero

Dodgers' loss was Angels' gain when they

hired Mike Scioscia

Mike DiGiovanna

By Mike DiGiovanna

Musk blames a trailer shortage for Tesla's

Model 3 delivery delays. Auto haulers are

dubious

Musk blames a trailer shortage for Tesla's



Model 3 delivery delays. Auto haulers are

dubious

Russ Mitchell

By Russ Mitchell 
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play_arrow

New allegations against Kavanaugh submitted

to Senate committee

A third woman has presented the Senate

Judiciary Committee with allegations of

inappropriate behavior by Supreme Court



nominee Brett Kavanaugh, accusing ...

CNN

one hour ago

Ford, Kavanaugh seek to bolster cases with

new documents

Washington (CNN) Lawyers for Christine

Blasey Ford, the woman accusing Supreme

Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh of sexual

assault, have sent the Senate ...

CNN

today

Brett Kavanaugh turns over calendar from

summer of '82 to push back on allegations

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh has

turned over his calendar from four months in

1982 to Senate investigators as he fights back

against accuser ...

Fox News

5 hours ago

Laura Ingraham: The critical lessons of the

Kavanaugh battle

Undoubtedly weary of watching the daily



smear storm buffeting a Supreme Court

nominee, Brett Kavanaugh, Mr. Trump decided

it was time to do what he does ...

Fox News

today

Opinion

Republicans on the Senate Judiciary

Committee have a problem: They're all men

The Senate Judiciary Committee is scheduled

to hear testimony on Thursday from Christine

Blasey Ford, who has accused Judge Brett

Kavanaugh of sexual ...

Los Angeles Times

today

Opinion

Federal Reserve approves its third rate hike of

the year

The Federal Reserve increased its benchmark

interest rate on Wednesday, marking Fed

Chairman Jerome Powell's third rate hike this

year.

NBCNews.com

one hour ago



Federal Reserve Meeting Press Conference

Live Streaming: Watch Today's Fed Interest

Rate Hike Discussion Online

Federal Reserve meeting, press conference

live streaming.

video_youtube

Newsweek

2 hours ago

swetnicklist

Third Kavanaugh accuser comes forward

saying she was victim of a ‘gang’ rape

By John Wagner | The Washington Post. A third

woman came forward Wednesday to accuse

Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh of sexual

misconduct, saying he was ...

The Mercury News

today

New Kavanaugh accuser Julie Swetnick

details parties where girls allegedly were

drugged and raped

Swetnick, in an affidavit, claims that

Kavanaugh as a high school student in the



early 1980s, with others spiked the drinks of

girls at house parties with grain ...

CNBC

4 hours ago

play_arrow

NYT ad supporting Ford echoes Anita Hill

support in 1991

Washington (CNN) Sixteen-hundred men took

out a full-page ad in The New York Times on

Wednesday to voice their support for Christine

Blasey Ford in a ...

CNN

one hour ago

Anita Hill Says Kavanaugh Accuser Hearing

'Cannot Be Fair'

As it stands now, Hill tells NPR, the hearing

cannot provide senators "with enough

information to reach a reasonable conclusion."

She testified in 1991 that ...

NPR

today

U.S.

More U.S.



Who is Rachel Mitchell, the prosecutor who’ll

question Ford and Kavanaugh?

Mitchell, a career prosecutor from Arizona, will

question Brett Kavanaugh and Christine Blasey

Ford.

Vox.com

4 hours ago

Senate Republicans hire Arizona prosecutor to

question Kavanaugh and his accuser

video_youtube

CBS News

today

Rachel Mitchell, prosecutor experienced in

sex-crimes cases, to question Kavanaugh and

Ford, Grassley announces

Rachel Mitchell, an experienced career sex

crimes prosecutor, will handle the questioning

of Christine Blasey Ford, the California

professor accusing Supreme ...

Fox News

today

No, Jennifer Rubin, the prosecutor hired to

question Kavanaugh accuser is not 'someone



from Sheriff Joe Arpaio's operation'

Rachel Mitchell, the sex crimes bureau chief

for the Maricopa County Attorney's Office in

Phoenix, Ariz., has been asked by Republicans

on the Senate Judiciary ...

Washington Examiner

4 hours ago

Opinion

Arizona prosecutor Rachel Mitchell is GOP

choice to question Kavanaugh and accuser at

hearing

Republican senators have selected Arizona

prosecutor Rachel Mitchell to question Judge

Brett M. Kavanaugh and the woman who has

accused the Supreme ...

The Washington Post

today

People navigate floodwaters caused by

Hurricane Florence near the Waccamaw River

on September 23, 2018 in Conway, South

Carolina.

Hurricane Florence aftermath: Flooding

envelops South Carolina homes as death toll



rises

GEORGETOWN, S.C. -- Twelve days after the

once-fierce Hurricane Florence arrived on the

Carolina coast, and more than a week after it

blew north and ...

CBS News

5 hours ago

Hurricane Florence exposes more problems

with South Carolina dams

During Hurricane Florence, 11 dams broke in

eastern South Carolina's Pee Dee region, but

that number could increase as more study is

conducted.

video_youtube

The State

today

play_arrow

A black student refused to recite the Pledge of

Allegiance — challenging Texas law requiring

it

Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton has joined

a lawsuit to defend the Texas law requiring



students to cite the pledge.

The Washington Post

32 minutes ago

Texas backs school that expelled girl over

pledge of allegiance

The state of Texas is backing a school that

expelled a black student after she refused to

stand for the flag during the US Pledge of

Allegiance. Texas Attorney ...

BBC News

3 hours ago

President Trump in Springfield, Mo., on Friday.

Midterm elections typically serve as

referendums on the party in the White House,

and right now, that's a problem for

Republicans, a new poll shows.

With growing support from women, Democrats

poised for major gains in midterm, new poll

shows - Los Angeles Tim

Boosted by growing support among suburban

women and widespread antipathy toward

President Trump, Democrats approach the

midterm election poised to ...



Los Angeles Times

today

World

More World

Trump gets foreign policy lashing at U.N.

meeting - POLITICO

Trump gets foreign policy lashing at U.N.

meeting

The president sat stone-faced as international

leaders criticized his foreign policy both

overtly and obliquely.

POLITICO

2 hours ago

Trump brags at UN, crowd laughs

video_youtube

CNN

today

‘People actually laughed at a president’: At

U.N. speech, Trump suffers the fate he always

feared

UNITED NATIONS — President Trump has long

argued that the United States has been taken

advantage of by other nations — a “laughing



stock to the entire ...

The Washington Post

today

Trump should hit Iran on human rights at the

UN | TheHill

Alan Goldsmith says this is President Trump's

chance to lead and build consensus on Iran

and put the regime in a corner.

The Hill

today

Opinion

Opinion | President Trump Addresses the

United Nations (laughter)

A dark and cramped view of the world from an

increasingly isolated leader.

The New York Times

today

Opinion

UN General Assembly: Trump accuses China of

meddling in US midterms, claiming they 'don't

want me to win'

Donald Trump has accused China of interfering



with the upcoming 2018 US elections, claiming

the country "do not want me to win".

The Telegraph

3 hours ago

Trump says China meddling in 2018 election;

Beijing rejects charge

UNITED NATIONS (Reuters) - U.S. President

Donald Trump accused China of seeking to

meddle in the Nov. 6 U.S. congressional

elections on Wednesday, ...

Reuters

4 hours ago

Hurricane Rosa is seen in an infrared satellite

image captured at 11:30 a.m. ET on Sept. 26,

2018.

Hurricane Rosa: Mexico track, Rosa path,

models, latest forecast of Category 1 hurricane

today

Tropical Storm Rosa becomes hurricane off

Mexico's Pacific coast, forecasters say; storm

expected to strengthen but doesn't pose

immediate threat to land.

CBS News



one hour ago

Tropical Storm Kirk is Reborn East of the

Lesser Antilles; Tropical Storm Watches,

Warnings Issued for Windwar

Tropical Storm Kirk has redeveloped east of

the Lesser Antilles and will bring a threat of

flooding rain, mudslides and some

tropical-storm-force winds to parts of ...

The Weather Channel

3 hours ago

Entire Acapulco police force disarmed due to

links to drug gangs

Authorities in southern Mexico disarmed and

placed under investigation the entire police

force in the once-glittering resort of Acapulco

on Tuesday.

NBCNews.com

5 hours ago

Mexican Authorities Disarm Acapulco Police,

Fearing Infiltration By Drug Gangs

Federal and state authorities in Mexico have

disarmed the entire police force in the city of



Acapulco as investigators look into suspicions

that it has been ...

NPR

5 hours ago

Business

More Business

Comcast will own all of Sky as Fox sells its

stake for $15 billion

Comcast finally managed to outbid 21st

Century Fox for a controlling stake in European

TV and broadband provider Sky for $38.8 billion

last week and having ...

The Verge

3 hours ago

Fox to sell minority stake in Sky to Comcast

The deal will dramatically increase Comcast's

international footprint.

Axios

4 hours ago

Rupert Murdoch ends Sky association with

Comcast stake sale

Rupert Murdoch's 21st Century Fox will sell its



39% stake in Sky to Comcast, ending the

media mogul's association with the satellite

broadcaster after almost ...

BBC News

35 minutes ago

Fox will sell remaining Sky stake to Comcast

for around $15 billion

Fox said Wednesday it will sell the remainder

of its stake in U.K.-based satellite TV

broadcaster Sky to Comcast. The

announcement came four days after the ...

CNBC

4 hours ago

Fox Agrees to Sell Sky Stake to Comcast;

Disney to Use $15B Cash to Reduce Debt

21st Century Fox said Wednesday that it will

sell its 39% stake in Britain's Sky plc to

Comcast, ending one of the longest takeover

battles in U.K. history and ...

TheStreet.com

4 hours ago

Trump's tariffs on metals costs Ford $1 billion,

CEO says



Steel and aluminum tariffs imposed by the

Trump administration has cost Ford Motor Co

about $1 billion, its chief executive officer said

on Wednesday.US.

Reuters

4 hours ago

Ford CEO Says Trump Metals Tariffs Took $1

Billion of Profit

Ford Motor Co. Chief Executive Officer Jim

Hackett encouraged the Trump administration

to resolve trade disputes quickly or it could do

“more damage” to his ...

Yahoo Finance

today

Uber agrees to $148 million settlement with

states over data breach

CHICAGO — Uber has agreed to pay $148

million and take steps to tighten data security,

after the ride-hailing company failed for a year

to notify drivers that ...

NBCNews.com

one hour ago

Uber to pay record $148 million over 2016 data



breach

Uber will pay $148 million in a settlement over

a 2016 data breach, in which the company was

accused of intentionally concealing the

incident.

CNN

23 minutes ago

McDonald’s: Most of our burgers now free from

artificial preservatives, flavors, colors

Affected are the hamburger, cheeseburger,

double cheeseburger, McDouble, Quarter

Pounder with Cheese, double Quarter Pounder

with Cheese and Big Mac.

USA TODAY

one hour ago

McDonald’s Removes Artificial Ingredients

from Burgers

McDonald's is stripping artificial ingredients

from more food to win over customers who, the

burger chain believes, don't want to eat things

with names like ...

The Wall Street Journal



one hour ago

Technology

More Technology

play_arrow

Oculus' most powerful, wireless VR headset

ships spring 2019 for $399

Project Santa Cruz has left the pre-production

phase. Oculus VR's powerful standalone

headset is officially called Oculus Quest and

it's due to hit the market i...

video_youtube

Engadget

2 hours ago

Oculus Quest is a new, $399 standalone VR

headset shipping next year

Oculus' next headset is the Oculus Quest: a

$399 standalone virtual reality headset that's

launching in the spring of 2019, following up on

its Oculus Rift and ...

The Verge

one hour ago

Oculus Quest, a fully wireless VR headset,

shipping spring 2019 for $399



Oculus says it finally has the right headset to

deliver powerful VR without wires or PC.

Ars Technica

2 hours ago

Oculus Quest Is Facebook's All-In-One VR

Headset

Oculus Quest is the big leap forward from

Facebook in the VR space.

video_youtube

VentureBeat

7 minutes ago

Oculus Quest standalone VR coming spring

2019 for $399

Facebook's next VR headset promises full

motion, no wires at all.

video_youtube

CNET

one hour ago

Sony Is Finally Allowing Cross-Play On The PS4

Having resisted for so long, Sony is finally

giving in and allowing cross-play on the PS4

“for select third party content”, meaning



PlayStation 4 owners will soon ...

Kotaku

today

PlayStation 4 gets cross-play with Nintendo

Switch and Xbox One

PlayStation is knocking down the wall blocking

off PS4 from cross-play with rival consoles. It

all begins today, with a cross-platform beta for

Fortnite.Aft…

Eurogamer.net

today

WhatsApp founder, Brian Acton, says Facebook

used him to get its acquisition past EU

regulators

WhatsApp founder, Brian Acton, who left

Facebook a year ago — before going on to

publicly bite the hand that fed him, by voicing

support for the ...

TechCrunch

5 hours ago

The end of Instagram as we know it is here

Instagram cofounders Kevin Systrom and Mike



Krieger quit this week, opening the door for

Facebook to transform the app they built

together.

The Verge

today

play_arrow

Apple Watch Series 4 review: It's time to give

one to Grandma

For the first time, the new Apple Watch is

showing up the latest iPhones.

CNN

2 hours ago

Apple Watch Series 4 Review...

video_youtube

Dom Esposito

3 hours ago

Entertainment

More Entertainment

Bill Cosby , Mug shot

Bill Cosby Appears in New Mug Shot From

Prison

Bill Cosby has a new uniform. The disgraced

star, who was ruled a sexually violent predator



and sentenced to 3 to 10 years in prison on

Tuesday for the 2004 ...

E! NEWS

3 hours ago

What life will be like for Bill Cosby in SCI

Phoenix state prison

The man once known as "America's Dad" now

has a new moniker: Inmate No. NN7687.

CNN

3 hours ago

Bill Cosby, now inmate NN7687, placed in

single cell

Bill Cosby spent his first night in prison alone,

in a single cell near the infirmary, as he began

his three-to-10-year sentence for sexual

assault.

Yahoo News

one hour ago

Bill Cosby Prosecutor On Prison Sentence:

'Justice Was Served' | TODAY

video_youtube

TODAY

5 hours ago



Bill Cosby spends first night in jail; O.J.

Simpson says he belongs in protective custody

Bill Cosby spent Tuesday, his first night as

Inmate No. NN7687, in a single cell at a state

correctional facility outside Philadelphia

Tuesday. He also posed for a ...

USA TODAY

11 minutes ago

Gisele Bündchen reveals she contemplated

suicide, struggled with panic attacks in

memoir

In her new memoir, supermodel Gisele

Bündchen opens up about past mental health

struggles, panic attacks and medication.

USA TODAY

one hour ago

Gisele Bündchen Says She Battled Panic

Attacks So Extreme She Considered Suicide: 'I

Felt Powerless'

"Things can be looking perfect on the outside,

but you have no idea what's really going on,"

supermodel Gisele Bündchen tells PEOPLE in



an exclusive ...

PEOPLE.com

today

Meghan Markle Closing Car Door Causes Stir

All eyes have been on Meghan Markle since

her much-hyped nuptials to Prince Harry, with

people commenting on what she wears , how

they think she feels ...

Newser

2 hours ago

Meghan Markle Performs First Solo Royal

Engagement Without Prince Harry

video_youtube

Inside Edition

4 hours ago

Trump's election motivated "Murphy Brown"

reboot, Candice Bergen says

CBS' reboot of "Murphy Brown," which featured

a groundbreaking portrayal of a

career-focused, tough-talking TV journalist in

Washington D.C., is one of fall's ...

CBS News

2 hours ago



Murphy Brown Is Back and Ready to Take on

Donald Trump

A review of the Murphy Brown revival, which

returns to CBS with Candice Bergen in the lead

role, ready and raring to take on Donald Trump.

Vulture

4 hours ago

Sports

More Sports

2018 Ryder Cup: Jordan Spieth, Patrick Reed

look prepped for new partners

It seemed like a lock, Jordan Spieth and

Patrick Reed being paired together again at

the Ryder Cup. It may still happen, but it's

looking less likely.

Golf Channel

2 hours ago

2018 Ryder Cup -- Tiger Woods as a Ryder Cup

teammate and how it has changed over the

years

Playing against Tiger Woods has always been

intimidating. Playing with him at the Ryder Cup



hasn't been much easier. Will this time be

different?

ESPN

today

Ranking the Top 10 Golfers Ahead of the 2018

Ryder Cup

The sands are nearly through the preparatory

hourglass, which means it's time for our

biennial Ryder Cup ranking...

Bleacher Report

today

2018 Ryder Cup: Jim Furyk: Not worried about '

overconfidence, complacency'

After spending dinner with his team on

Tuesday night, U.S. Ryder Cup captain Jim

Furyk said he has no worry that his guys are

overconfident.

Golf Channel

4 hours ago

McIlroy: 'Silly' to focus on Tiger at Ryder Cup

PARIS -- Rory McIlroy says Europe's Ryder Cup

team will not be paying Tiger Woods any



special attention, adding that it would be

"silly" to earmark individual ...

ESPN

today

Photo: Michael Regan (Getty)

Paul Pogba And José Mourinho's Relationship

Is Rapidly Deteriorating

When last we updated you on the fraught

situation between Manchester United manager

José Mourinho and his star player Paul Pogba,

the two parties were ...

Deadspin

5 hours ago

Manchester United senior players angry and

frustrated with Jose Mourinho sources

Jose Mourinho has left several of Manchester

United's senior players "angry and frustrated"

with his man-management this season, with

sources telling ESPN ...

ESPN

today

play_arrow

NFL Week 4 Picks: Schedule, Odds For Every



Game And Expert Predictions Against The

Spread

Week 4 of the 2018 NFL season is coming up

hot and with it comes a slew of great

matchups to watch and bet on. Be prepared for

the action with this in-depth ...

video_youtube

Forbes

4 hours ago

Jamal Adams: Jets weren't ready for Baker

Mayfield

In wake of deflating 21-17 defeat on Thursday

night to Baker Mayfield-led Cleveland Browns,

New York Jets safety Jamal Adams says 'we

weren't prepared for ...

NFL.com

today

play_arrow

Josh Allen’s fumble should have been a

forward pass, but refs messed up

Despite an impressive performance from Bills

quarterback Josh Allen in Week 3 against the



Vikings, there was a miscue from the Buffalo

offense on the first play ...

SB Nation

5 hours ago

Josh Allen: The story of the Bills QB's breakout

Week 3 performance vs. the Vikings | ESPN

Photos

video_youtube

ESPN

yesterday

Science

More Science

Japanese company ispace says it will launch

two missions to the Moon in 2020 and 2021

A Japanese company with hopes of exploring

the Moon says it has purchased room on two

upcoming flights of SpaceX's Falcon 9 rocket

in order to transport ...

The Verge

today

Japan lunar exploration firm to head for moon

on SpaceX rockets

TOKYO (Reuters) - Japanese lunar exploration



startup Ispace said it has signed up for

launches on Elon Musk's SpaceX rockets in

2020 and 2021, its first step ...

Reuters

today

Japanese Startup ispace to Launch Moon

Landing Missions on SpaceX Rockets

A Japanese company that aims to help

humanity explore and settle the moon will fly

its first two lunar missions with SpaceX. The

Tokyo-based startup ispace has ...

Space.com

today

Japanese company ispace selects SpaceX for

lunar missions

A Japanese company that has roots in the

former Google Lunar X Prize announced Sept.

26 that it has selected SpaceX to launch a pair

of lunar missions.

SpaceNews

today

A Japanese Company Says It Will Use SpaceX

Rockets to Land on the Moon



A Japanese company called iSpace announced

Wednesday (Sept. 26) that it will launch a lunar

lander and lunar rovers to the moon in 2020

and 2021.

Live Science

today

The Elephant Bird Regains Its Title as the

Largest Bird That Ever Lived

History has not been kind to the elephant bird

of Madagascar. Standing nearly 10 feet tall and

weighing up to 1,000 pounds — or so

researchers believed — this ...

New York Times

2 hours ago

Ending decades of doubt, 'biggest bird' dispute

put to nest

Aepyornis maximus -- stalked the savannah

and rainforests of Madagascar until it was

hunted to extinction around 1000 years ago.

"They would have towered ...

Yahoo News

today

Opportunity Rover Spotted From Mars Orbit



The Opportunity rover is still taking an

extended nap on Mars, but NASA has caught

sight of the little robot. With the aid of the

HiRISE camera aboard the Mars ...

ExtremeTech

3 hours ago

NASA spots their hibernating Mars rover

months after it went dark

video_youtube

USA TODAY

3 hours ago

Astronomers might finally know where that

mysterious 'Alien Probe' came from

Late in 2017 our Solar System received a very

peculiar visitor. Called Oumuamua, it was a

comet (or was it an asteroid?) with a bizarre

shape moving at ...

BGR

2 hours ago

'Oumuamua Isn't from Our Solar System. Now

We May Know Which Star It Came From

Ever since astronomers first spotted their

first-ever object from beyond our solar system,



it has offered more questions than answers —

what is it? Where did it ...

Space.com

yesterday

Health

More Health

While America wages war on opioids, meth

makes its comeback

America is focused on combating the

devastating impacts of opioid addiction, but

states like Oklahoma are struggling to fight a

new battle against an old foe: ...

CNN

5 hours ago

Scientists Wiped Out a Mosquito Population by

Hacking Their DNA With CRISPR

Researchers have used gene drive to

effectively wipe out an entire population of the

mosquito species that spreads disease in

sub-Saharan Africa.

Futurism

yesterday

Gene editing could eliminate mosquitoes, but



is it a good idea?

Researchers used a gene editing tool, CRISPR,

to wipe out a population of malaria-carrying

mosquitoes in the lab but questions remain

about how releasing ...

CNN

today

Experimental tuberculosis vaccine shows

promise against world's deadliest infectious

disease

Tuberculosis remains the most lethal of

infectious diseases worldwide, killing more

than 1.6 million people a year. But researchers

say a new vaccine might ...

CBS News

2 hours ago

New TB vaccine protects half of people with

latent infection

An experimental vaccine to prevent

tuberculosis prevented active TB infection in

more than half of people who got it.

NBCNews.com



today

Puppies to blame for nationwide drug-resistant

illness, CDC says

A nationwide outbreak stemming from puppy

adoptions has caused more than 100 people to

fall ill.

WDTN.com

today

Puppies spread the Campylobacter outbreak

across 18 states: What you need to know

Puppies caused the national Campylobacter

outbreak.

ABC News

today

WILL SHE SHOW?

POLYGRAPH RELEASED...

TV Networks Gear Up For Frenzy...

STUDY: Rigged Against Kavanaugh...

The calendar...

Eight big problems with her story...

BRETT: New allegations from 'Twilight Zone'...

TRUMP STANDS STRONG...



NATION DIVIDED...

AMERICA TEARS ITSELF APART...

NEW ACCUSER CLAIMS 'GANG RAPE'

Retired Lt. Col. Ralph

Peters on AC360 9/25

Analyst: Trump shoots

himself in both feet

Kate Bolduan

Kate Bolduan: World

laughed at Trump ...

literally

Ex-CIA officer mocks

Trump official's speech



Kavanaugh's attorney: He respects women

cellphone app syria 1

App warns civilians of incoming airstrikes

Don Lemon speaks out on his sexual assault

The small rovers, MINERVA-II1. Rover-1A is on

the left and Rover-1B is on the right. Behind

the rovers is the cover in which they are

stored.

See the images rovers took on asteroid

Lady Gaga arrives for the 60th Grammy Awards

on January 28, 2018, in New York. / AFP

Lady Gaga impresses Bradley Cooper with her

cooking skills



    WHO warns about an Ebola 'perfect storm'

    Trump calls this group 'violent animals.'

Here's what you should know about them

    First female duo to call NFL games

    Thousands of spider webs cover nearly

everything in this town

    Critics shamed man in viral video, then they

learned this

    Yellowstone grizzlies back on endangered

list

    Aston Martin put a V8 in this silly, tiny car

    SiriusXM is buying Pandora in $3.5 billion

deal

    Syphilis cases in newborns at 20-year high

    Instagram founders are stepping away from

the company

    New allegations against judge submitted to

Senate committee

    Breaking News

    A woman has accused Supreme Court pick

Kavanaugh of inappropriate behavior while in

high school

    Kavanaugh's lawyer: He is outraged by new

allegations- live updates Ford's lawyers

provide polygraph report



Daily Kos Breaking News

Breaking news from Washington:

    A new Kavanaugh accuser comes forward

with extremely troubling allegations

    Three Kavanaugh supporters reverse

course, call for investigation of sexual assault

allegations

    Michael Avenatti releases statement from

NEW Kavanaugh accuser

    Sign and send the petition to your U.S.

senators: The sexual assault charges against

Brett Kavanaugh are disqualifying, and he

must be rejected.

    More Yale alum refute Kavanaugh's 'choir

boy' image: 'You can't lie your way onto the

Supreme Court'

    Right-wing smears of third Kavanaugh

accuser begin with a lie. Naturally.

Republicans trying to keep Kavanaugh hearing

he said-she said, even though she's not alone



World Reuters Videos

Porcine Pompeo 'disturbed' by

Iran payment channel - How

about porcine pompeo is just

plain disturbed like his mental

case global embarrassment

mob boss ... Pathetic ... no

credibility! ... Deference to EU

civility and rationality is the

order of the day .....
U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said on

Monday he was "disturbed and deeply

disappointed" to hear about an EU plan for a

special Iran payment channel. Rough Cut (no

reporter narration).

Trump: No plans to meet Rouhani

Yahoo View

Iran says US wants to overthrow govt, rejects

two-way talks

Associated Press



    Recap: Trump calls attack on Kavanaugh

‘con job,’ says he rejected meeting with

Trudeau

    Trump: People were laughing with me, not at

me, at UN : Riiiight typical american nut case

....anything you say

    3rd Kavanaugh accuser: What's known

about her

    In addition to her stunning accusations

against Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh, it was notable how much time

Julie Swetnick spent portraying herself as

credible.

    Sparks reaction on Twitter »

        Trump would 'prefer' deputy AG to stay

        Globalization profits Trump even as he

bashes it

        Bill Cosby accuser reacts to his prison

sentence



        Homeless as a kid, Panthers rookie wins

NFL award

        Smartphone voting could revolutionize

U.S. politics

    Politics Bloomberg

    Bolivia's Morales Slams Trump to His Face

at UN Security Council

    Most foreign leaders are delicate when

presented the opportunity to criticize Donald

Trump to his face. Trump was forced to sit

through a lengthy tongue-lashing from Morales

on Wednesday at a meeting of the UN Security

Council that the U.S. president hosted. “I

would like to say to you, frankly and openly

here, that in no way is the United States

interested in upholding democracy ’’ Morales

said through a translator.

    Bolivian President Criticizes Trump to His

Face at UN Meeting

    Bloomberg Video

    Trump at UN Security Council: 'Most

watched meeting ever'?

    Associated Press



    Politics HuffPost

    Trump Supporter Tells Daughters Groping 'Is

No Big Deal' Live On MSNBC

    As Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh

deals with a growing number of sexual

    Donald Trump defends Brett Kavanaugh as

he cites personal experience of 'false

accusations'

    The Telegraph

    Trump press conference - LIVE: President

claims women were paid to accuse him of

sexual misconduct in rambling briefing

    The Independent

    BusinessCNBC

    Nearly 70% of Americans consider

themselves middle-class-here's how many

actually are

    The definition of "middle class" can vary

wildly depending on who you ask. For some,

it's defined by certain attributes: If you're

hardworking, thrifty and humble, for example,

you're middle-class. In reality, the middle class

now makes up just over 50 percent of the total



U.S. population, according to a recent report

from Pew Research Center , which used 2016

data.

    U.S.Associated Press

    Woman pleads guilty to letting boyfriend

molest daughter

    MARION, Ind. (AP) - A northeastern Indiana

woman has admitted to charges that she

allowed her boyfriend to molest her daughter,

leaving the child pregnant at age 10.

    World Yahoo Lifestyle

    Princess Mary appears unimpressed as she

sits near Melania during Trump's U.N. speech

    Princess Mary was snapped running her

hands through her hair, crossing her arms, and

looking down at the floor in a series of photos

as President Trump addressed the U.N.

General Assembly.

    Melania Trump announces first solo

overseas trip

    Reuters Videos

    Why People Think Melania Trump's Latest

Look Is Another Dig at Her Husband



Why General Electric Shareholders Will Need a

Lot of Patience

Motley Fool

GE Sinks to Nine-Year Low as Turbine Trouble

Continues to Pressure Stock

Barrons.com

Politics The Wrap

‘Morning Joe’ Rips Trump’s UN Speech: ‘The

World Is Laughing’

The set of “Morning Joe” offered a dismal

reaction to President Trump’s speech to the

United Nation on Tuesday, telling their

audience Wednesday that world leaders were

laughing at Trump and warned that America

had surrendered it’s place in the world. “I just

want everyone to stop for a second and get

reaction to the sound bite you just saw and the

laughter you just heard,” said co-host Mika

Brzezinski.



    The President works to wrest his

beleaguered Supreme Court nomination back

from the brink

    Acosta asks Trump to call on a female

reporter

    Trump defends his own past as Kavanaugh

faces allegations

    Analysis: Trump's me, me, me, me press

conference

    Jake Tapper fact-checks Trump

    Collins privately raises concerns about new

allegations

    READ: Christine Blasey Ford's prepared

testimony 

    Today in politics

    FILE PHOTO: An air-to-air front view of a

B-52G Stratofortress aircraft from the 416th

Bombardment Wing armed with AGM-86B

Air-Launched Cruise Missiles (ALCMs). (Photo

by USAF)

    US B-52s fly near contested islands amid

China tensions

    Trump says he would prefer not to fire

Rosenstein



    Trump: Leaders were laughing with me

    The unspoken reason Ford may be viewed

differently than Anita Hill

    Opinion: Kavanaugh case has become a

circus

    Avenatti: Put my client under oath

    Latest salvos between Ford and Kavanaugh

go back to 1982

    Kavanaugh's calendar: Read entries from '82

    How many Americans actually back Trump? 

    Top stories

    Seeing Kavanaugh's accusers come forward,

they wonder if they could do the same

    Opinion: These images of women around

Kavanaugh evoke a familiar alibi

    Fed hikes rates for third time this year

    Fed chairman reacts to Trump criticism

    General Electric is in a sharp decline

    CEOs are cashing in on the market boom

    Trump: NK horror stories are gone

    Missing autistic boy's dad blames himself

    Mexican authorities seize control of

Acapulco police force 



Proof that Brett Kavanaugh is Mark Judge's

Blackout Drunk, Bart O ...

https://www.dailykos.com/.../-Proof-that-Brett-K

avanaugh-is-Mark-Judge-s-Blackout-...

3 days ago - Bart, is Brett Kavanaugh, aka in

Judge's post-rehab memoir, Wasted: Tales of a

Gen-X Drunk, “Bart O'Kavanaugh.” These

wink-wink, nod,nod ...

Brett Kavanaugh was a model youngster. Bart

O'Kavanaugh was not ...

https://www.washingtonpost.com/.../brett-kava

naugh-was-a-model-youngster-bart-okava...

1 hour ago - It is too bad that his live-in

doppelganger, Bart O'Kavanaugh, was not. But

perhaps that was the only way things could

have been. Brett was so ...

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh is

hard to believe

https://www.cnbc.com/.../supreme-court-nomin

ee-brett-kavanaugh-is-hard-to-believe.... 

Kavanaugh has deepened questions about his

present-day credibility – a ... milieu involving a

character identified as "Bart O'Kavanaugh.



Pale Horse Rider: William

Cooper, the Rise of Conspiracy,

and the Fall of Trust in America

Hardcover – September 4, 2018

by Mark Jacobson (Author)

We are living in a time of unprecedented

distrust in America: Faith in the government is

at an all-time low, and political groups on both

sides of the aisle are able to tout preposterous

conspiracy theories as gospel, without much

opposition. “Fake news” is the order of the

day. This book is about a man to whom all of it

points, the greatest conspiracist of this

generation and a man you may not have heard

of.

A former U.S. naval intelligence worker, Milton

William Cooper published his manifesto Behold

a Pale Horse in 1991. Since then it has gone on

to sell hundreds of thousands of copies,



becoming the number-one bestseller in the

American prison system. (Bookscan lists sales

at 289,000 since 2005.) According to Behold a

Pale Horse, JFK was assassinated—because

he was about to reveal that extraterrestrials

were about to take over the earth—by his

driver, an alien himself; AIDS is a government

conspiracy to decrease the population of

blacks, Hispanics, and homosexuals; and the

Illuminati are secretly involved with the U.S.

government to manage relationships with

extraterrestrials. Cooper died in a shootout

with Apache County police in 2001, one month

after September 11, in the year in which he

had predicted catastrophe.

Many of Cooper’s conclusions were driven by

personal demons and a highly creative

connection of dots, and yet they have shaped

much of the fabric of American life in the past

few decades. Terry Nichols, Timothy

McVeigh’s cohort in the Oklahoma City

bombing, was a fan, and Behold a Pale Horse

has great appeal among right-wing radicals. On

the other hand, the book transcends class and



race barriers: It is read primarily by poor

blacks in prison and appeals to people who

acutely feel that society is fixed against them.

It has inspired numerous hip-hop groups and

continues to do so.

In Pale Horse Rider, journalist Mark Jacobson

not only tells the story of Cooper’s fascinating

life but also provides the social and political

context for American paranoia. 

Indeed, with the

present NSA

situation and

countless other

shadowy

government dealings

often in the news,

aren’t we right to

suspect that things

may not be as they

seem?



Bill Cooper Conspiracies/ Coral Castle

Wednesday - September 26, 2018

Host

George Noory

Guests

Mark Jacobson,  Joe Bullard

First Half: Mark Jacobson is a writer and

journalist based in Brooklyn, New York. He is

known for his explorations of the seamy side of

urban life and for his offbeat and witty take on

popular culture. He'll discuss his research on

former U.S. naval intelligence worker, Milton

William Cooper, who published his manifesto

"Behold a Pale Horse" in 1991. Since then, it

has gone on to sell hundreds of thousands of

copies, becoming the number-one bestseller in

the American prison system. Cooper died in a

shootout with Apache County police in 2001,

one month after September 11, in the year in

which he had predicted catastrophe.

    Pale Horse Rider: William Cooper, the Rise of

Conspiracy, and the Fall of Trust in America













































    Trump denies being mocked by U.N. leaders

    Audible laughter broke out among the

assembled diplomats when Trump used his

address to the General Assembly to boast

about his achievements as president.

    Trump denies mockery »Politics HuffPost

Christine Blasey Ford Offers Senate 4

Affidavits Backing Her Claim Against

Kavanaugh

Attorneys for Christine Blasey Ford on

Wednesday submitted to the Senate



Politics Reuters

Trump wavers on Supreme Court nominee

Kavanaugh

Trump defended Kavanaugh, now a federal

appeals court judge, at a New York news

conference, but the president's comments

injected another note of uncertainty into

Kavanaugh's already troubled bid for a lifetime

appointment to the nation's highest court.

"You know, believe it or not, I'm going to see

what's said" at the hearing, Trump told

reporters. A third woman has accused

Kavanaugh of aggressive sexual behavior in

the 1980s.

Third woman accuses Kavanaugh of sexual

misconduct

Yahoo News Video

New Kavanaugh accuser Julie Swetnick

details parties where girls allegedly were

drugged and raped

CNBC



Photos of the Powerful Typhoon Headed for

Japan Taken From Space

Trami is on track to make landfall by Sunday.

From Popular Mechanics

U.S. Inside Edition

Brett Kavanaugh: Raunchy Writings of 'Renate

Alumnius' in Georgetown Prep Yearbook Raise

Questions

Kavanaugh's personal page mentions he's a

"Renate alumnius [sic]," a possible reference

to a student at a nearby school who ran in the

Supreme Court hopeful's social circle.

Representatives from a number of major tech

companies appeared before the US Senate

Committee on Commerce, Energy and

Transportation today, discussing data privacy

and concerns over consumer protection.

Google sent its new chief privacy officer, Keith

Enright, to the hearing, who was questioned

multiple times over rumors that Google is

working on a censored search engine for



China. VentureBeat reports that Enright

confirmed a project codenamed Dragonfly,

though he stopped short of discussing what

that project entailed.

Politics Deadline

Donald Trump Insists Brett Kavanaugh

Confirmation “Working Out Well” After

Stunning New Allegations

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh is a

“high quality person,” President Donald Trump

said at a UN presser this afternoon. Trump

blasted Democrats for “bringing people out of

the woods” to make allegations against his

nominee, a couple hours after Michael Avenatti

revealed the name and stunning claims of his

client Julie Swetnick. Swetnick has alleged

she witnessed Kavanaugh drink excessively

and engage in abusive and physically

aggressive behavior toward girls at…

Politics Yahoo Lifestyle Videos

The internet is going nuts after President

Trump mistakes "cocoa" for "coca"



President Trump isn’t the first commander in

chief to flub a line, but he’s probably the only

one to be accused of trying to ban chocolate.

As the pro-weed blog Marijuana Moment noted,

Trump mistakenly referred to coca, the plant

used to make cocaine, as “cocoa” - the hot,

steamy beverage or the bean that creates

chocolate - during remarks Monday at a U.N.

event addressing drug policies.

    Trump's me, me, me, me press conference

    President Donald Trump speaks during a

news conference at the Lotte New York Palace

hotel during the United Nations General

Assembly, Wednesday, Sept. 26, 2018, in New

York. (AP Photo/Evan Vucci)

    ANALYSIS

    On the eve of a potentially make or break

moment for Kavanugh, Trump held a press

conference to talk about his favorite subject:

Himself

    Chris Cuomo: Fox News interview may haunt

Kavanaugh

    opinion Trump performs his best material,

but fails on Kavanaugh



The Beat with Ari Melber

Anonymous, fourth accuser comes forward

with allegation against Kavanaugh

The Senate Judiciary Committee is inquiring

about at least one additional allegation of

misconduct against Supreme Court nominee

Brett Kavanaugh, according to a letter

obtained by NBC News and multiple people

familiar with the process.

    Rep. Swalwell: Mounting Kavanaugh

allegations 'pointing' to guilt

    Dr. Ford’s prepared remarks to Senate

Judiciary Committee released

Michael Avenatti reveals new details about 3rd

Kavanaugh accuser, responds to Trump

The Last Word

Michael Avenatti reveals new details about 3rd

Kavanaugh accuser, responds to Trump

Michael Avenatti, who represents the third

Kavanaugh accuser Julie Swetnick, told

Lawrence tonight new details about what



Swetnick is accusing Kavanaugh of having

done in the 1980s. Avenatti also responds to

attacks from Trump and Lindsey Graham.

Third accuser comes forward with allegations

against Kavanaugh

BREAKING

Third accuser comes forward with allegations

against Kavanaugh

Julie Swetnick

Supreme Court

Kavanaugh on Julie Swetnick: 'This is

ridiculous and from the Twilight Zone'

Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell

speaks during a news conference in

Washington

Susan Walsh / AP

Economy

Federal Reserve approves its third rate hike of

the year

The Federal Reserve is hoping to get to a point

where it is no longer in the driving seat,

following the 2008 financial crisis.

Mika Brzezinski shares message for women:

Know Your Value



Stephanie Ruhle

Mika Brzezinski shares message for women:

Know Your Value

Road fixes, economy on the minds of Texas

voters

Morning Joe

Road fixes, economy on the minds of Texas

voters

More students speak out on culture

surrounding Kavanaugh's high school years

Deadline White House

More students speak out on culture

surrounding Kavanaugh's high school years

Vanity Fair’s Emily Jane Fox discusses her

reporting about the culture of the schools tied

to the allegations surrounding Brett

Kavanaugh.

Image: The Senate Judiciary Committee's

room is seen on Capitol Hill September 26,

2018 in Washington, DC

Opinion

Trauma expert: Why the memories of

Kavanaugh's accusers remain strong

Republicans hire female prosecutor to



question Kavanaugh accuser

Rachel Maddow

Republicans hire female prosecutor to

question Kavanaugh accuser

WaPo: Rosenstein likely to stay on until after

midterms

Hardball

WaPo: Rosenstein likely to stay on until after

midterms

Trump's infamous gaffe correction strategy

All In

Trump's infamous gaffe correction strategy

Following the unintended laugh lines in

Trump's speech to the U.N., we revisit his

infamous gaffe correction strategy.

Image: Crowded NYC Subway

Chris Hayes podcast

Social Infrastructure Week with Eric

Klinenberg

PAID CONTENT

DIY: Over 16,000 Step-by-Step Woodworking

Plans. Now Build Anythi…Donacenneiil
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Trump's Rosenstein meeting looms large over

his administration
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Is GOP willing to lose control of Congress to

confirm Kavanaugh?
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Why the GOP is pushing ahead with Kavanaugh

despite allegations
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Trump blasts Kavanaugh 'con job' before new

allegations surface
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Rep. Patricia Schroeder, D-Colo., center, leads

a delegation of congresswomen from the

House to the Senate on Capitol Hill to voice

their concerns on the nomination of Clarence

Thomas

Opinion

We implored senators to respect Anita Hill.

They've learned nothing since then.

Image: Donald Trump

Opinion

Trump's U.N. speech proves the president has

no idea what patriotism means

Image: Brett Kavanaugh

Opinion

Defenses to the Kavanaugh misconduct

allegations expose our double standards

Image: Mandy Moore, Milo Ventimiglia

Opinion

'Life Itself' aspires to be 'This Is Us' — but

fails, miserably



Attorney: Republicans skipped call with

second Kavanaugh accuser

Rachel Maddow

Attorney: Republicans skipped call with

second Kavanaugh accuser

Twist in Rosenstein succession raises

concerns for Trump cases

Rachel Maddow

Twist in Rosenstein succession raises

concerns for Trump cases

Schiff: Failing to protect Mueller investigation

invites a crisis

Rachel Maddow

Schiff: Failing to protect Mueller investigation

invites a crisis

The Rachel Maddow Show
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4th accuser alleges Kavanaugh assault
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4th accuser alleges Kavanaugh assault

GOP plays chicken with Kavanaugh nomination



The Last Word

GOP plays chicken with Kavanaugh nomination

Lawrence: Republicans are running scared on

Kavanaugh

The Last Word

Lawrence: Republicans are running scared on
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despite allegations
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despite allegations

Trump blasts Kavanaugh 'con job' before new

allegations surface
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Trump blasts Kavanaugh 'con job' before new

allegations surface

by Taboola
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UN chief blasts lack of 'strong leadership' on

climate
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APNewsBreak: 80,000 people died of flu last
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All eyes on Ford

    A handful of senators are left to question

Christine Blasey Ford as she continues her

emotional testimony

    Christine Blasey Ford: The detail Ford

remembers most

    Analysis: Takeaways from the hearings thus

far

    100 percent: Ford says she's certain

Kavanaugh assaulted her

    Alleged assault: Kavanaugh accuser gives

vivid details

    GOP senator: 'She's an attractive, good

witness'

    The case: Kavanaugh has a slim margin of

error

    In pictures: The Kavanaugh-Ford hearing

    Watch: Christine Blasey Ford's full opening

statement

    How to help: Ways to help survivors of

sexual assault

    Read: Brett Kavanaugh's prepared remarks



    Live Updates

        2 min agoFord's testimony is over.

Kavanaugh's is up next.

        5 min agoFox News host: 'This is a

disaster for the Republicans'

        8 min agoHarris to Ford: 'You are not on

trial'

        21 min agoGraham threatens Democrats:

'You better watch out for your nominees'

        32 min agoGraham to rape victim who

asked if he believes her: 'Go to the cops'

        35 min agoFord's lawyers paid for the lie

detector test, 'as is routine,' they say

        36 min agoKavanaugh protesters and

supporters face off outside the hearing

        40 min agoGraham casts doubt on Ford's

accusation

        44 min agoSantorum: Sometimes pawns

can take kings

        47 min agoFord doesn't know who paid for

her polygraph test

        50 min ago'I didn't talk about my abuse

until almost 20 years later'

        59 min agoGOP senator of Ford's claims:

"There is no corroboration"



        1 hr 2 min agoTear rolls down Rep.

Carolyn Maloney's cheek

        1 hr 6 min agoHow to help survivors of

sexual assault

        1 hr 15 min agoGOP congressional aide:

"Kavanaugh better be as compelling"

        1 hr 17 min agoThese 6 senators are left

to question Ford

        1 hr 22 min agoHatch reacts to Ford's

testimony: 'She’s attractive and she’s a nice

person'

        1 hr 23 min agoRepublican senator thanks

Ford for appearing at hearing

        1 hr 31 min agoThe committee is taking a

lunch break

        1 hr 42 min agoWhite House moves

Trump-Rosenstein meeting to next week so as

not to interfere with hearing

        1 hr 49 min agoMore Democratic senators

meet with protesters outside hearing

        1 hr 58 min agoThe stairs. The bed. The

laughter. Ford lists the things she will never

forget.

        2 hr agoProsecutor asks Ford about her

fear of flying



        2 hr 4 min agoProtesters seen crying as

Ford testifies about her sexual assault

        2 hr 11 min agoCongresswoman: Jeff

Flake looked 'pained' during Ford's testimony

        2 hr 18 min agoThe founder of the #MeToo

movement is in the hearing room

        2 hr 22 min agoAtlanta bar opens early for

the hearing, and people are tuned in

        2 hr 25 min agoGillibrand: I don't know

how Republicans can confirm Kavanaugh after

today

        2 hr 26 min agoGOP governor calls on

Senate to postpone vote: 'The accusations...

are sickening'

        2 hr 34 min agoTrump was watching a

delayed version of the hearing on flight

        2 hr 40 min agoChuck Grassley: 'Maybe

it’s something I ought to sleep on'

        2 hr 49 min agoFord says she's 100%

certain it was Kavanaugh who assaulted her

        2 hr 51 min agoDurbin calls for Mark

Judge to be subpoenaed from his beach

'hideaway'

        2 hr 57 min agoFord says 'the uproarious

laughter' haunts her the most



        3 hr 1 min agoPeople are watching the

emotional hearing mid-flight, too

        3 hr 6 min agoWhy Ford says she decided

to come forward with her story now

        3 hr 9 min agoFord: It's 'absolutely not'

possible I mistook Kavanaugh's identity

        3 hr 11 min agoElizabeth Warren meets

with protesters outside hearing

        3 hr 20 min agoFord wrote her opening

statement herself

        3 hr 24 min agoFord, her voice shaking,

describes the night she was sexually assaulted

        3 hr 31 min agoPeople watching Ford's

testimony are tearing up in the room

        3 hr 33 min agoFord says she doesn't

remember everything, but what she does she

will never forget

        3 hr 40 min agoProtesters are standing

silent outside the hearing, clogging halls and

elevators

        3 hr 44 min agoFord tells senators: 'I am

terrified' but it's my 'civic duty' to be here

        3 hr 48 min agoFord sworn in

        3 hr 49 min agoHearing kicks off with a

feisty exchange between committee members



        3 hr 53 min agoGrassley hits Feinstein

and calls for FBI probe in opening statement

        3 hr 53 min agoWhat we've learned about

Ford's work and education

        3 hr 59 min agoChuck Grassley apologizes

to Ford and Kavanaugh

        3 hr 59 min agoKavanaugh will watch

Ford's testimony from Mike Pence's office

        4 hr 5 min agoDemocrats to coordinate

questions, but not their time

        4 hr 10 min agoSusan Collins will watch

the hearings — but not from her office

        4 hr 14 min agoFord's friend: 'She's ready,

and she's determined'

        4 hr 17 min agoFord arrives at Senate

hearing. This is the first time we've seen her

since the allegation.

        4 hr 19 min agoWhy we'll see a different,

perhaps angrier, Kavanaugh today

        4 hr 21 min agoTrump's message to

Kavanaugh: Be forceful in your denials

        4 hr 25 min agoWhat Christine Blasey Ford

will say in her opening statement

        4 hr 26 min agoChuck Grassley hoping for

'a fair hearing'



        4 hr 42 min agoAlyssa Milano is in the

hearing room

        4 hr 46 min agoHow Trump plans to watch

today's hearing

        4 hr 51 min agoFord's friends will be at

today's hearing (but not her husband)

        4 hr 52 min agoTake a look inside the

hearing room

        4 hr 54 min agoWhat to watch for in

today's hearing

        4 hr 55 min agoHow we think the

Ford-Kavanaugh hearing will play out

    Grassley interrupts Feinstein during her

opening statement

    LAS VEGAS, NV - OCTOBER 13:

Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker speaks

during the National Clean Energy Summit 9.0

on October 13, 2017 in Las Vegas, Nevada.

(Photo by Isaac Brekken/Getty Images for

National Clean Energy Summit)

    Republican governor calls on Senate to

postpone vote

    Breaking White House says Rosenstein

meeting postponed



    Senator Blumenthal to Ford: Should Mark

Judge be interviewed?

    How Fox News is covering Christine Blasey

Ford's testimony

    Woman representing GOP at hearing has

lengthy history of prosecuting sex crimes

    Prosecutor to Ford: I'm very sorry

    Opinion: What Kavanaugh should have done

    Democrat apologizes for fundraising off

Kavanaugh allegations

    Kavanaugh commentary, in real time

    Analysis: A day that will resonate in history

    Opinion: These images of women around

Kavanaugh evoke a familiar alibi

    Top stories

    13 m

    Body believed to be that of missing North

Carolina boy with autism

    3 h

    New 26,000-pound dinosaur discovery was

Earth's largest land animal

    Cadillac moves home to Michigan

    What Bill Cosby will eat behind bars

    NFL protester signs with team



    Analysis: The 63 most outrageous lines from

Donald Trump's New York press conference

    4 h

    President Trump falsely claims women paid

to make up stories

    Students raise money to send a janitor on

the first vacation he's had in almost a decade

    NFLer not pleased with surprise 3 a.m. drug

test

    McDonald's quest for healthy consumers

    McDonald&#39;s Big Mac is seen in Hong

Kong, Hong Kong, on August 02, 2018.

McDonald&#39;s is giving away free big macs

for the burger&#39;s 50th birthday.

McDonald&#39;s sold 1.3 billion Big Macs last

year, according to the chain.

    McDonald's removing artificial additives

from its burgers

    How McDonald's solved its Happy Meal

problem

    McDonald's puts fresh beef in the Quarter

Pounder

    UK and Ireland McDonald's scrap plastic

straws



    Cheeseburgers will disappear from Happy

Meal menus

Check these out

Seal attacks kayaker with octopus

Late night laughs off UN's reaction to Trump

L-R: Allegra Versace Beck, Lady Gaga, and

Donatella Versace arrive at the Costume

Institute Benefit at the Metropolitan Museum

of Art May 2, 2016 in New York. / AFP / Timothy

A. CLARY (Photo credit should read TIMOTHY

A. CLARY/AFP/Getty Images)

What will Versace look like under Michael

Kors?

Romancing the rails on Amtrak's Crescent

    News and buzz

    Man arrested in Dublin Airport for chasing

plane

    Florence is gone. Here come the scams.

    'Walking Dead' actor gets hate from fans

    Ted Cruz's airplane photo goes viral

    Top college QB to transfer after benching

    War shipwreck discovered after 100 years

    New Apple Watch is showing up the latest
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    Christine Blasey Ford: I feared being raped,

killed

    The university professor told a Senate panel

about an alleged incident with the Supreme

Court nominee when they were in high school.

    'I am no pawn' »

        Why Trump, Rosenstein rescheduled their

meeting



        Ex-NBA-er Chris Dudley on Kavanaugh's

character

        Grim details on Trump's election night in

new report

        Iran weighs in on laughter during Trump

at U.N.

        MLB pitcher’s fiancée breaks up with him

on Twitter

    Politics Bloomberg

    On Fox News, Ford

Testimony Seen as

‘Disaster’ for GOP

    The reviews are coming in for Christine

Blasey Ford’s Senate testimony on Donald

Trump’s favorite network, Fox News -- and they

aren’t good for the Republican Party. Fox News

panelists discussing Ford’s testimony during a

break in the Senate hearing called her

credible, and one -- anchor Chris Wallace --

said her recounting of an alleged sexual

assault by Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh was “a disaster” for the GOP.



Kavanaugh denies the allegations.

    Christine Blasey Ford: 100% certain

Kavanaugh assaulted m...

    CNBC Videos

    Brett Kavanaugh hearing: Why is there only

one camera to record Christine Blasey Ford's

testimony?

    The Independent

Sponsored MyMedicarePlans.org®

The *Top 5* Medicare Plans For 2018
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Needs.

Business MarketWatch

Jobless claims jump to highest level since

early August

The numbers: The number of Americans who

applied for unemployment benefits in late

September rose to the highest level since early

August. Initial jobless claims, a rough



substitute for layoffs, rose 12,000 to 214,000 in

the seven days ended Sept. 22. The number of

people already collecting unemployment

benefits rose 16,000 to 1.66 million.

Health Business Insider

A Marine Corps veteran who teaches people to

be mentally strong says the biggest killer of

success is a daily choice people make

As a mental toughness coach, Andrew Wittman

has seen one thing sabotage too many clients'

efforts to be physically and mentally stronger:

inconsistency. Wittman, who is also a Marine

Corps veteran, former police officer, and

former federal agent, said consistency is

especially important for people trying to be

better parents.

Politics FOX News Videos

Retired agent who gave Ford polygraph test

shares insight

Dr. Christine Ford's legal team gave the results

of a polygraph test to the Senate Judiciary



Committee; the retired FBI agent who

administered the test discusses the process

on 'Fox News @ Night with Shannon Bream.'

Trump Says He Wishes Senate GOP Pushed

Ahead With Kavanaugh Vote Instead of Ford

Hearing

Fortune

Christine Blasey Ford 'relives trauma in front of

the world' at Kavanaugh hearing

The Guardian

World Reuters

China demands U.S. 'dispel obstacles' to

military ties and stop slander

Trump on Wednesday accused China of

seeking to interfere in the Nov. 6 U.S.

congressional elections, saying that Beijing did

not want him or his Republican Party to do well

because of his pugnacious stance on trade.

The two countries are already embroiled in an

acrimonious trade war and have continued to

butt heads over a list of sensitive issues

including the disputed South China Sea and

self-ruled Taiwan, armed by Washington but



claimed by Beijing. On Saturday, China

summoned the U.S. ambassador in Beijing and

postponed joint military talks to protest

Washington's decision to sanction a Chinese

military agency and its director for buying

Russian fighter jets and a surface-to-air missile

system.

2018 is the year to take your finances

seriously! Browse our top CD rates in your

state & find the best way to start saving more

today!

Politics The Wrap

Fox News’ Chris Wallace After His Daughters

Shared High School Experiences: ‘I Don’t Think

We Can Disregard Ford’

Chris Wallace warned viewers watching his

coverage on Fox News on Thursday that they

should be careful not to discount the

allegations of Christine Blasey Ford against

Brett Kavanaugh, invoking the experience of

his own daughters in high school. Wallace did

not specify on air what his daughters told him



about their high school experiences. Reps for

Wallace at Fox News declined to offer any

additional information.

Christine Blasey Ford Says She is "100%"

Positive Brett Kavanaugh Assaulted Her. The

Latest on Her Senate Testimony

Meredith Videos

Fox News’ Chris Wallace Declares Start Of

Christine Ford Testimony “Disaster For

Republicans”

Deadline

U.S. HuffPost

Fox News' Chris Wallace: My Daughters

Revealed High School 'Stories' In Light Of

Kavanaugh Allegations

Chris Wallace said the allegations against

Brett Kavanaugh prompted his daughters to

reveal to him for the first time certain

experiences they had.

Christine Blasey Ford Says She is "100%"

Positive Brett Kavanaugh Assaulted Her. The

Latest on Her Senate Testimony

Time



Christine Blasey Ford 'relives trauma in front of

the world' at Kavanaugh hearing

The Guardian

Politics Business Insider

Trump said soybean prices have gone up.

They're near decade-lows.

President Donald Trump said soybean prices

have gone up. President Donald Trump claims

US soybeans have largely held up against his

trade war with China. In reality, soybean prices

have fallen more than 12% since China placed

a 25% import tax on the legume to retaliate

against the Trump administration.

Business MarketWatch

Bitcoin below $6,000? It’s only a matter of

time, warns one analyst

Bitcoin prices are trading higher midafternoon

Wednesday, with the digital currency

attempting to buck a recent downbeat trend.

After opening the week with two consecutive



losses, the price of the world’s largest digital

currency, bitcoin (BTCUSD) was trading at

$6,487.27, up 1.5% since Tuesday at 5 p.m.

Eastern Time of the Kraken exchange. As

digital currency owners tout the resilience of

bitcoin’s support at $6,000, one analyst

believes the tenuous psychological level could

soon disintegrate, noting the evidence isn’t in

the support, but the weakness of every

subsequent rally.

Business Reuters

China announces fresh import tariff cuts amid

brewing trade war

China on Wednesday unveiled plans to cut

tariffs for products including machinery,

electrical equipment and textile products

beginning on Nov. 1, as the country braces for

an escalating trade war with the United

States. The cuts on over fifteen hundred

industrial products are expected to lower

costs for consumers and companies by about

60 billion yuan this year, the state cabinet said



in a meeting chaired by Premier Li Keqiang,

according to the state radio. Beijing has

pledged to take steps to increase imports this

year amid rising tension with some of its

biggest trade partners, such as the United

States.

U.S. Teen Vogue

A High School Assistant Principal Told

Students to "Blame the Girls" for Dress Code

Rules

He said it in response to the school's banning

of athletic shorts.

Politics Time

Iran President Hassan Rouhani Says He Does

Not Want War With the U.S.

Rouhani said that the U.S. decision to pull out

of the 2015 nuclear deal in May was "a

mistake"

John Bolton: "There will be hell to pay" if Iran's

Hassan Rouhani crosses the U.S.



CBS News Videos

What Rouhani's Speech at the UN Reveals

about Iran

The National Interest

    200

    Reactions

World Reuters

Canada sticks to plan to stay at NAFTA talks

despite Trump attack

The prospects for a quick deal to update the

North American Free Trade Agreement

appeared to dim on Wednesday after Trump

blasted Canada's stance and threatened to

impose tariffs on cars imported from Canada.

The United States has imposed a Sept. 30

deadline for Canada to agree to the text of a

new NAFTA. The 1994 deal underpins $1.2

trillion in annual trade between Canada,

Mexico and the United States.

Facing U.S. Nafta Deadline, Canada Digs In on

Tariff Protection

Bloomberg



The US-Mexico Trade Deal May Move Forward

Without Canada

Yahoo View

This top cash back card offers a super easy

$200 bonus, up to 3% cash back, 0% interest

for a year, and No Annual Fee.

Celebrity Bloomberg

‘I Am Terrified’: Kavanaugh Accuser Christine

Blasey Ford Tells Her Story

Christine Blasey Ford began her testimony

against Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh on Thursday by telling the Senate

Judiciary Committee: “I am terrified.”She

looked and sounded it.Blasey began her

testimony by explaining where she went to

high

U.S. Yahoo News Photo Staff

Bill Cosby sentenced to prison for sexual



assault

Bill Cosby was sentenced to between three

and 10 years in prison on Tuesday for sexually

assaulting a woman, capping the once-beloved

comedian’s downfall from “America’s Dad” to

convicted felon. Cosby, 81, was found guilty in

April of three counts of aggravated indecent

assault for the drugging and sexual assault of

his one-time friend Andrea Constand, a former

Temple University administrator, at his

Philadelphia home in 2004. He was the first

celebrity to be convicted for sexual abuse

since the start of the #MeToo movement, the

national reckoning with misconduct that has

brought down dozens of powerful men in

entertainment, politics and other fields. His

lawyers have already vowed to appeal the

conviction. Montgomery County Court of

Common Pleas Judge Steven O’Neill also

decided to designate Cosby a “sexually violent

predator” under Pennsylvania law. (Reuters)

See more news-related photo galleries and

follow us on Yahoo News Photo Twitter and

Tumblr.



Business Motley Fool

GE Shareholders Missed the Biggest Piece of

Company News From the Past Week

A problem with a component in GE's newest

gas turbine model stole the headlines last

week, but it wasn't the most important piece

of news about the company to emerge

recently.

Politics Mashable

Stephen Colbert brilliantly breaks down

Trump's laugh-filled UN appearance

When the president is literally laughed at

during an appearance in front of the United

Nations General Assembly, you know it's

gonna be fodder for Stephen Colbert. "Don't

worry, Mr. President, they're not laughing at

you," Colbert quipped. "They're laughing with

each other at you." SEE ALSO: Trump claims

he wanted the UN to laugh at his speech, calls



it 'great' Colbert delightedly ran through the

rest of Trump's disastrous appearance at the

UN on Tuesday, showing clips of the attacks

the president made on other countries and

proclaiming, “He's working the room like an

insult comic." Colbert also couldn't help

pointing out the Kim Jong Un was the only

world leader Trump praised - spiking it with the

punchline, "Putin is gonna be jealous!" He also

compared Trump's speech to a marriage-hating

wedding guest's toast. Good on Colbert for

finding a way to wring some laughs out of this

situation because if he didn't, we'd all be

crying.

Donald Trump sends UN General Assembly into

laughing fit after boasting about

accomplishments

Yahoo Entertainment

President Trump's UN speech met with some

laughter

FOX News Videos

Sponsored Her Moments

Crash Was Unsolved Until They Looked In This



Purse

Horrific Crash Could've Been Avoided Had It

Not Been For This

U.S. Associated Press

The Latest: Kavanaugh pal's memoir seems to

back up timing

The memoir of Brett Kavanaugh's friend Mark

Judge appears to support one aspect of

Christine Blasey Ford's account of the summer

of 1982. Ford told the Senate Judiciary

Committee on Thursday that she ran into

Judge at the Potomac Village Safeway where

he worked six to eight weeks after she says

Kavanaugh sexually assaulted her while Judge

watched. Ford said Judge was arranging

shopping carts and seemed "nervous" to see

her.

Brett Kavanaugh's Hearing Is An

Unprecedented Drama For Both Court And

Country

HuffPost



Brett Kavanaugh Submits His 1982 Calendar as

Evidence Against Sexual Assault Allegations

People

Politics Bloomberg

The Trump Press Conference: Words Cannot

Describe It, Can They?

President Donald Trump gave a freewheeling

news conference yesterday. At least, that’s

one word for it.The Washington Post agreed,

though other online stories from the Post

allowed that it was a “marathon” and

“insane.”The 80-minute media show was

memorable

Six Wildest Moments From Trump’s Bizarre

Press Conference

Variety

The Craziest Moments From Trump's Crazy

Press Conference

Esquire



Lifestyle Prevention

7 Things a Funeral Director Wants You to Know

Most people don't realize how important #4 is.

From Prevention

Entertainment HuffPost

Arnold Schwarzenegger And Linda Hamilton

Get Cozy On 'Terminator 6' Set

Who else but Arnold Schwarzenegger could

turn a birthday wish for a co-star

See Arnold Schwarzenegger and Linda

Hamilton together again on set of 'Terminator'

reboot: 'Pumped to be back'

Yahoo Movies

Arnold Schwarzenegger, Linda Hamilton

Reunite in ‘Terminator’ Set Photo

The Wrap

Sponsored NewsD

Bride's Speech Stunned Everyone, Groom Calls

Cops



Read in here to find out what did this bride

plan specially for her wedding day...

Six Men Surround The Groom After Bride's

Speech

NewsD

Bride Reveals Her Secret; Groom Calls His Ex

NewsD

U.S. Reuters

Man deported six times charged with murder in

California bludgeonings

A man who police said fled to California from

Texas after being questioned in the

disappearance of two relatives was charged on

Wednesday in Los Angeles with bludgeoning

eight men, three fatally, in a string of attacks

aimed mostly at homeless victims. Ramon

Alberto Escobar, 47, an El Salvador native and

convicted burglar who has been repeatedly

deported from the United States, was arrested

on Monday after he allegedly clubbed a

sleeping man in the head with bolt-cutters in

the ocean-front city of Santa Monica,



authorities said. Seven other men were

similarly attacked in Santa Monica and Los

Angeles earlier this month, according to the

Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office.

U.S. FOX News Videos

Woman named on Kavanaugh's 1982 calendar

speaks out

Woman who spent time with Brett Kavanaugh

during the summer of 1982 speaks out in

defense of the judge on 'The Ingraham Angle.'

Brett Kavanaugh’s Former Roommate

Describes Their Debauched Dorm at Yale

The Cut

Jeff Flake Took to the Senate Floor to Say

Nothing at All

GQ

Politics Bloomberg

Trump Avoided Trudeau More Than Once at

UN, Official Says



Prime Minister Justin Trudeau tried more than

once to speak with President Donald Trump on

the sidelines of UN meetings, a U.S. official

says, but Trump avoided the Canadian leader

because of a standoff in trade talks. It was

those attempted discussions that Trump was

referring when he said he refused to meet

Trudeau, the official said, rather than a request

for a formal bilateral sit-down meeting, which

the Canadians said they did not make. One

such attempted encounter led to a brief

handshake, with Trump remaining seated when

approached by the prime minister.

Trump and Trudeau handshake at UN luncheon

shows simmering tensions between leaders

The Independent

Trump’s UN Handshake With Trudeau Suggests

Lingering Resentment

Bloomberg

Business Yahoo Finance

Fed raises interest rates, signals it'll raise

rates again



The most notable change in Wednesday’s

statement was the removal of language

indicating the Fed sees its policy as

“accommodative.”

Fed raises U.S. interest rates, sees at least

three more years of growth

Reuters

Stock markets steady as focus turns to Fed

rate decision

Associated Press
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Celebrity HuffPost

Naomi Campbell Says A Lot By Saying Very

Little About Kendall Jenner

Naomi Campbell should really just start selling

"Naomi Shaded Me" T-shirts a

Celebrity AFP

Key quotes from Kavanaugh accuser hearing

University professor Christine Blasey Ford

offered gripping testimony before the US

Senate Judiciary Committee on Thursday

about the alleged sex assault she says she

suffered at the hands of Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh. "Indelible in the

hippocampus is the laughter, the uproarious

laughter between the two, and they are having

fun at my expense. Brett and Mark came into

the bedroom and locked the door behind them.

Powerful note left next to Christine Ford's

microphone 'by Chuck Grassley' at Brett

Kavanaugh hearing



The Independent

Read Christine Blasey Ford's Opening Remarks

on Her Allegation of Sexual Assault Against

Brett Kavanaugh

Time

Politics Bloomberg

Trump Says Xi Might Not Be His Friend After

Meddling Allegation

Donald Trump said he and Chinese President Xi

Jinping might not be friends anymore after he

accused Beijing on Wednesday of trying to

interfere in U.S. congressional elections in

November. “Maybe he’s not anymore,” Trump

answered when asked how he could remain

friends with Xi at a news conference on

Wednesday after the United Nations General

Assembly in New York. Trump’s trade feud

with the world’s most populous nation

escalated during his visit to the UN as the

president accused China of attempting to

meddle in the U.S. midterm election.



U.S. The Daily Beast

Texas Inmate Laughs, Says ‘It’s All Good’ as

He’s Executed

A convicted murderer on Wednesday night

became Texas’ 17th inmate to be put to death

by lethal injection this year, but not before

laughing off his fate from the execution

chamber. Troy Clark, 51, was found guilty of

torturing and killing a former roommate,

Christina Muse of Tyler, in May 1998, and he

was accused of two other murders. OK,

Warden, I’m ready.” He also reportedly

reassured friends, saying, “It’s all good.” Clark

was pronounced dead at 6:36 p.m.

Image: US-COURT-POLITICS-ASSAULT

Saul Loeb / Pool via AFP - Getty Images

BREAKING

Ford testifies against Kavanaugh before

Senate Judiciary Committee

Follow along with minute-by-minute updates of

the high-stakes hearing, which comes a day

before the committee is scheduled to vote on



Brett Kavanaugh's Supreme Court nomination.

    Ford describes alleged Kavanaugh assault,

thought she'd 'accidentally be killed'

    Ford says her most unforgettable memory of

her assault was laughter

    Ford describes sexual assault as having a

'lasting impact' in her life

Image:

Jose Luis Magana / AP

White House

Trump pushes meeting with Rosenstein to next

week, leaving fate uncertain

Morning Joe fact checks Trump's press

conference

Morning Joe

Morning Joe fact checks Trump's press

conference

Julie Swetnick becomes first accuser to speak

on camera

Morning Joe

Julie Swetnick becomes first accuser to speak

on camera

Sarah Huckabee Sanders: I question



Kavanaugh accusers’ ‘tactics’

Politics

Sarah Huckabee Sanders: I question

Kavanaugh accusers’ ‘tactics’

Michael Avenatti reveals new details about 3rd

Kavanaugh accuser, responds to Trump

The Last Word

Michael Avenatti reveals new details about 3rd

Kavanaugh accuser, responds to Trump

Michael Avenatti, who represents the third

Kavanaugh accuser Julie Swetnick, told

Lawrence tonight new details about what

Swetnick is accusing Kavanaugh of having

done in the 1980s. Avenatti also responds to

attacks from Trump and Lindsey Graham.

Third accuser comes forward with allegations

against Kavanaugh

BREAKING

Third accuser comes forward with allegations

against Kavanaugh

Julie Swetnick

Supreme Court

Kavanaugh on Julie Swetnick: 'This is

ridiculous and from the Twilight Zone'



Trump noncommittal about Rosenstein

meeting at presser

Rachel Maddow

Trump noncommittal about Rosenstein

meeting at presser

Trump accusing China (not Russia) of election

meddling

Brian Williams

Trump accusing China (not Russia) of election

meddling

Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell

speaks during a news conference in

Washington

Susan Walsh / AP

Economy

Federal Reserve approves its third rate hike of

the year

The Federal Reserve is hoping to get to a point

where it is no longer in the driving seat,

following the 2008 financial crisis.

Mika Brzezinski shares message for women:

Know Your Value

Stephanie Ruhle

Mika Brzezinski shares message for women:



Know Your Value

Road fixes, economy on the minds of Texas

voters

Morning Joe

Road fixes, economy on the minds of Texas

voters

Image: US President Trump Press Conference

in New York

Donald Trump

Fact check: 8 things Trump got wrong at his

news conference

Trump's infamous gaffe correction strategy

All In

Trump's infamous gaffe correction strategy
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Hillary Clinton To Stump For Andrew Gillum In

Florida Governor’s Race

By Doha Madani

The Tallahassee mayor confirmed that Clinton

would be joining him for an event in South

Florida next month.

Florida Gubernatorial Candidate Andrew Gillum

Gains Megadonor Support

Democratic Senator Slams GOP Opponent For

Paying Family With Campaign Cash
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 IN THE NEWS

POLITICS

Blasey Recalls Kavanaugh’s ‘Uproarious

Laughter’ During Alleged Sexual Assault

By Alanna Vagianos

Blasey described Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh laughing in haunting testimony

during Thursday’s Senate hearing.

POLITICS

Republican Governors Call For Delay Of

Kavanaugh Vote

By Kevin Robillard

Despite allegations from three women, the

Senate Judiciary Committee has set a vote for

Friday.

POLITICS

Lawyers For Kavanaugh’s Alleged Victims Were

Uncooperative: Grassley

By Sebastian Murdock

But lawyers for alleged victim Deborah Ramirez

said they repeatedly tried to speak to

committee members, to no avail.

POLITICS

After Years Of Racial Harassment, Vermont’s

Only Black Female Lawmaker Resigns



By Dominique Mosbergen

Kiah Morris said she's faced years of racially

motivated attacks online, as well as “home

invasions” and vandalism.

ENVIRONMENT

After Double Tragedy, North Carolina Family

Picks Up The Pieces After Florence

By Yvette Cabrera

“We’re trying to take it one step at a time."

WEIRD NEWS

Florida Man Tries To Flee In Pickup, But It’s

Hooked To Repo Man’s Tow Truck

By David Moye

Mr. Tow Truck: You win this round.

POLITICS

Fox News Host: My Daughters Shared High

School ‘Stories’ After Kav Allegations

By Hayley Miller

"I don’t think that we can disregard Christine

Blasey Ford and the seriousness of this,"

Wallace said.

POLITICS

House Passes Bill To Improve Casualty Count

In Natural Disasters

By Willa Frej



Puerto Rico's inaccurate mortality count from

Hurricane Maria's should serve as a lesson,

said Rep. Nydia Velázquez.

POLITICS

Here’s What Yale Was Like For Women When

Brett Kavanaugh Was There

By Matt Ferner and Jessica Schulberg

"There was this sense that we were

responsible for what men did to us," one former

student said.

POLITICS

Each Year, They Gather For Anita Hill. Now

They’re Ready For Christine Blasey.

By Molly Redden

The “I Believe Anita Hill” group says the

parallels between the 1991 testimony and

Christine Blasey’s are overwhelming.

IMPACT

Jeffrey Sachs: Sugar Addiction Is A Sign Of Our

Broken Food System

By John Vidal

The economist takes aim at large food

companies that “peddle food and drink that is

bad for people.”
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This Is What High Schoolers Like Me Are

Learning From The Kavanaugh Hearings

By Jessica Melnik, Guest Writer

Our nation’s leaders are writing off allegations

of sexual assault in high school as “typical

teenage behavior.”

OPINION

The Burden Lies With Judge Kavanaugh

By Larry Krasner, Guest Writer

Kavanaugh’s ‘Good Guy’ Defense Reveals The

Toxic Truth About Masculinity

By Sarah Diefendorf, Guest Writer

Men Are Afraid Of Women Now? Good.

By Talia Lavin, Columnist
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O.J. Simpson Fears Bill Cosby Will Be In Danger
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via Getty Images
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Live coverage and analysis from The

Washington Post as senators question

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh

and Christine Blasey Ford. (The Washington

Post)

By Greg Sargent

Opinion writer

September 27 at 9:28 AM

Three named women have now accused

Brett M. Kavanaugh of committing serious

sexual misconduct as a young man. At

Thursday’s hearing before the Senate

Judiciary Committee, we will hear the



testimony of only one of those three women.

And we will not be hearing from Mark Judge,

Kavanaugh’s high school friend, even though

two of those women have also charged that

Judge was an accomplice to Kavanaugh’s

alleged misconduct.

This is because Republicans don’t want to

hear from any of those additional people.

True, the hearing could end up having a good

deal of value, depending on how it goes. It

could give us a closer look at the credibility

of Christine Blasey Ford, who has accused



Kavanaugh of sexually assaulting her in the

1980s. Her cross examination by prosecutor

Rachel Mitchell — who was chosen to avoid

the spectacle of a murderers’ row of

scowling, hidebound Republican senators

heaping disdain and condescension on Ford

— could reveal that her memory of the

general circumstances surrounding the

alleged assault is worrisomely shaky, or it

could showcase a tight memory of specific

details that enhances her believability.

The hearing could reveal Kavanaugh to be

either impressively emphatic or squirrely in

his denials. It could showcase him being



evasive about his general conduct at the

time, which, when contrasted with the

choirboy image he sought to project on Fox

News, could further undermine his

credibility. All these things could cut either

for or against Kavanaugh.

But one thing we know right now is that this

hearing has been constructed and

circumscribed to prevent as full an

accounting as possible from taking place —

deliberately. The prepared opening

statements from Kavanaugh and Ford

capture this reality very well.



Kavanaugh’s opening statement

In his opening statement, Kavanaugh says

this:

    These are last-minute smears, pure and

simple. They debase our public discourse.

And the consequences extend beyond any

one nomination. Such grotesque and obvious

character assassination — if allowed to

succeed — will dissuade competent and

good people of all political persuasions from

serving our country.

This actually makes a strong case for, not



against, a more robust effort to determine

the truth than we will see today. Anyone

concerned for the health of our discourse

should want to vault this out of the realm of

“he said, she said,” which is where it will

inevitably remain mired, given that only

Kavanaugh and Ford are testifying, and into a

realm in which there is an outside,

independent effort to gather as much

information as possible.

Reopening Kavanaugh’s FBI background

check would provide lawmakers with a

wealth of such independently gathered

information, which would enable them to



better assess what they hear from

Kavanaugh and Ford. The American public

would also be in a better position to assess

that competing testimony. It is obvious on its

face that this would be better for our

“discourse” than what we are now seeing.

Today’s proceedings appear almost

deliberately constructed to ensure that half

the country believes the outcome of this

confirmation battle — whatever it is — is

deeply unjust.

Barring a reopened FBI background check,

Republicans could subpoena Kavanaugh’s

high school friend Judge, who according to



Ford participated in the alleged assault.

Michael Avenatti’s client Julia Swetnick has

now claimed she witnessed repeated efforts

by Judge and Kavanaugh to inebriate women

so that they could be gang-raped. Judge

could testify to — and be cross-examined

about — all of this.

“Why is the administration refusing to allow

Mark Judge to be subpoenaed?” Sen. Richard

Blumenthal (D-Conn.), a member of the

Judiciary Committee, asked in an interview

with me. “He has knowledge about Brett

Kavanaugh during that time of his life as well

as the instances that have been raised by



these credible allegations. He needs to be

interviewed by the FBI and then before the

Judiciary Committee.”

Republican Sen. Susan Collins of Maine has

privately expressed similar reservations.

Why aren’t we hearing from Judge?

What’s more, Judge’s college girlfriend

Elizabeth Rasor is now prepared to speak to

the FBI and the Judiciary Committee. Rasor

told the New Yorker, in its piece about

Deborah Ramirez, the second Kavanaugh

accuser, that Judge confided in her about an

episode — not necessarily involving



Kavanaugh — in which he and others took

turns having sex with a drunk woman. She

could be asked about this — and about

whether Judge confided in her about any of

the episodes that Swetnick alleges, which do

include Kavanaugh.

We will not be hearing from these additional

people. It is obvious that it would be better

for our “discourse” if we did. As for

Kavanaugh’s worry about these claims

dissuading “good people” from “serving our

country,” a genuine, impartial fact-finding

effort would buttress confidence that there is

a workable process in place for clearing up



such “character assassinations,” which

might make “good people” more prone to

public service, not less.

Ford’s opening statement

Now, on to Ford’s opening statement. In it,

she recounts a wealth of details: She told her

therapist about the alleged attack in 2012,

adding: “My husband recalls that I named my

attacker as Brett Kavanaugh.” She also says:

    Over the years, I went through periods

where I thought about Brett’s attack. I

confided in some close friends that I had an



experience with sexual assault. Occasionally

I stated that my assailant was a prominent

lawyer or judge, but I did not use his name. I

do not recall each person I spoke to about

Brett’s assault, and some friends have

reminded me of these conversations …

A number of such people have said they are

ready to testify to this. A serious fact-finding

effort could gather testimony from all these

people, under questioning from professional

investigators. It might not bring us any

closer to proving anything about

Kavanaugh’s conduct. But it might enhance

Ford’s credibility — or diminish it. We will not



be getting any such effort.

Blumenthal points out still another problem:

Each senator will have only five minutes to

question Kavanaugh.

“He has been well prepared to filibuster,”

Blumenthal said of Kavanaugh. “Do we cut

him off and appear disrespectful? Or do we in

effect allow him to squander our time?”

Blumenthal notes that one thing Democrats

need to accomplish today is to reveal, in

effect, the paucity of this current process, by

demonstrating — through effective cross



examination of Kavanaugh — the need for a

professional effort to solicit testimony from

more of these additional people. So doing,

Blumenthal notes, could demonstrate the

need for an “impartial, objective FBI

investigation.”

Of course, it’s likely that nothing would be

enough to get Trump and Republicans to

agree to one, no matter how effectively that

might be accomplished.

Update: The sentence on Swetnick’s claims

about Kavanaugh and Judge has been

slightly rewritten for accuracy.
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How Fox News is covering Christine Blasey

Ford's testimony

The White House says President Trump is

watching Christine Blasey Ford's testimony. If

he is watching on his favorite network, Fox

News, he may not like what ...
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Watch Live: Kavanaugh and Blasey Hearing

video_youtube

The New York Times
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LIVE: Brett Kavanaugh and Christine Blasey

Ford Senate hearing

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh and

professor Christine Blasey Ford will testify

before the Senate Judiciary Committee on

Capitol Hill today beginning ...

video_youtube

INSIDER

5 hours ago

Opening statements from Kavanaugh and Ford

reveal what a sham this hearing is

Three named women have now accused Brett

M. Kavanaugh of committing serious sexual

misconduct as a young man. At Thursday's



hearing before the Senate ...

The Washington Post

5 hours ago

Opinion

Opinion | This Hearing Is Stacked Against

Christine Blasey Ford

It is almost unthinkable that there will be a

second Supreme Court justice taking his seat

under suspicions of perjury and sexual

misconduct.

The New York Times

today

Opinion

‘Can you do this?’: Russia probe conflicts

rampant among Rosenstein replacements -



POLITICO

'Can you do this?': Russia probe conflicts

rampant among Rosenstein replacements

No matter which way the president looks, he'll

have trouble finding the right fit.

POLITICO

today

Trump postpones meeting with Rosenstein until

next week

President Donald Trump postponed a scheduled

meeting with Deputy Attorney General Rod

Rosenstein on Thursday, in order to not

distract from congressional ...

CNBC
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Seal slaps kayaker with octopus in funny video:

'What just happened?'

A kayaker in New Zealand was in for a surprise

when a nearby seal popped up and slapped him

with an octopus.

Fox News

2 hours ago

Seal attacks kayaker with octopus

(CNN) Well, that was a slap in the face. An

Instagram user has uploaded video that shows

a seal swimming up from the depths, armed

with an octopus, which it ...

CNN
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Ruth Bader Ginsburg says she is 'really turned

on' by #MeToo movement

The Supreme Court Justice made the

comments before the Kavanaugh hearing.

ABC News

4 hours ago

Ginsburg cheers on #MeToo movement in

advance of Kavanaugh-Ford hearing

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader

Ginsburg celebrated the #MeToo movement on

Wednesday, just a day before a

highly-anticipated U.S. Senate panel ...

Fox News
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Brett Kavanaugh and accuser Christine Blasey

Ford testify before Senate Judiciary Committee

video_youtube

USA TODAY
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How to watch the Christine Blasey Ford-Brett

Kavanaugh hearings live — and what to expect

Brett Kavanaugh, the Supreme Court nominee,

and Christine Blasey Ford, one of the women

who has accused the judge of sexual

misconduct, are scheduled to ...



video_youtube

Business Insider
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1,600 men voice support for Christine Blasey

Ford in New York Times ad | TheHill

A full-page advertisement in The New York

Times on Wednesday features the names of

1600 men voicing their support for Christine

Blasey Ford, the first ...

The Hill

yesterday

New Kavanaugh accuser says she has

witnesses. Her claim hinges entirely on this

A third woman has accused Supreme Court



nominee Brett Kavanaugh of sexual

misconduct. Her allegation is so big, and it

alleges misconduct by so many ...

Washington Examiner

yesterday

Opinion

Republicans on the Senate Judiciary

Committee have a problem: They're all men

The Senate Judiciary Committee is scheduled

to hear testimony on Thursday from Christine

Blasey Ford, who has accused Judge Brett

Kavanaugh of sexual ...

Los Angeles Times

yesterday

Opinion



Missing North Carolina boy with autism wasn't

seen at park, worker who called 911 says

The North Carolina boy with autism who

vanished nearly a week ago wasn't seen at the

park he was reported missing in by his father,

the park worker who ...

Fox News

4 hours ago

Body is believed to be of missing North

Carolina boy with autism

A body believed to be that of a 6-year-old boy

with autism who went missing after his father

lost sight of him at a North Carolina park has

been found, the FBI in ...
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Michael Avenatti Is ‘Thoroughly Enjoying’ Living

‘Rent-Free’ In Trump’s Head

The lawyer also told MSNBC's Ari Melber that

he has “a hell of a lot more class” than the

president.

video_youtube
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Julie Swetnick Is Third Woman to Accuse Brett

Kavanaugh of Sexual Misconduct

Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh was accused on



Wednesday by another woman of engaging in

sexual misconduct at parties while he was a

student at Georgetown ...

The New York Times

yesterday
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Video: Tennessee School Athletic Director Says

'Girls Pretty Much Ruin Everything,' Gets

Suspended

The athletic director of a high school in

Tennessee was placed on administrative leave

after a video emerged of him telling students

that "girls pretty much ruin ...

video_youtube
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Soddy-Daisy High School AD Jared Hensley put

on leave after saying girls 'pretty much ruin

everything' in video address

A Tennessee high school athletic director has

been placed on administrative leave after

saying girls "pretty much ruin everything" in a

video address to students ...

ESPN
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Iran's Rouhani: US headed into isolation after

UN meeting



Iran's president said on Thursday that the U.N.

Security Council meeting chaired by President

Donald Trump the previous day reflected

America's increasing ...

Fox News

today

The U.N. rebukes Trump in his hometown

Foreign leaders refused to show the fealty

Trump has come to expect from Republican

lawmakers, conservative groups and even

businesses.

POLITICO
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America had no achievements at U.N. General

Assembly: Iran president



Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said on

Thursday the United States had nothing to

show for its appearance at the U.N. General

Assembly this week, ...

Reuters

today

Commentary: Trump and Rouhani flip scripts at

the U.N.

The traditional scripts were flipped during

Tuesday's dueling addresses by U.S. President

Donald Trump and Iranian President Hassan

Rouhani at the 73rd ...

Reuters

yesterday
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Iran will wait for Trump to lose power

Before his speech at the United Nations

General Assembly, US President Donald Trump

tweeted: "Despite requests, I have no plans to

meet Iranian President ...
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Women Are Not 'Chattel,' Says India's Supreme

Court In Striking Down Adultery Law

India's Supreme Court has struck down a

colonial-era law that made adultery illegal,

calling it arbitrary and saying it is

unconstitutional because it "treats a ...
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today

India strikes down sexist adultery law:

'Husband is not the master of the wife'

New Delhi (CNN) India's top court has

abolished a colonial-era law criminalizing

extramarital sex, in a landmark ruling

campaigners have hailed as a victory for ...

CNN
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US and China are engaged in an acrimonious

trade war [Jonathan Ernst/Reuters]

China urges US to stop 'slander' after Trump's

election claims



China's foreign ministry denied Trump's

accusation that Beijing is trying to influence

the US congressional elections.

Al Jazeera English

today

Trump accuses China of meddling in US

midterm elections

video_youtube

Guardian News

yesterday

Tropical Storm Kirk is seen in a satellite image

at 9:15 a.m. ET on Sept. 27, 2018.

Tropical Storm Kirk: Coverage of Caribbean

track, Kirk path, models, latest forecast of

tropical storm today



Tropical Storm Kirk on path to dump heavy

rains that could bring dangerous flooding to

eastern Caribbean, forecasters say; tropical

storm warnings in effect.

CBS News

4 hours ago

Thursday morning tropical update: Tropical

Storm Kirk's winds at 50 mph

Tropical Storm Kirk continues to move quickly

toward the Caribbean, and will bring very

stormy conditions to the Lesser Antilles later

today.

video_youtube

WPTV West Palm Beach

2 hours ago



Business

More Business

U.S. capital goods orders, trade data temper

third-quarter growth forecasts

New orders for key U.S.-made capital goods fell

in August after four straight months of strong

gains and the goods trade deficit widened

sharply, prompting some ...

Reuters India

2 hours ago

New orders for key US-made capital goods

unexpectedly dropped in August

Orders for long-lasting U.S. factory goods were

expected to rise 2 percent in August, after



falling 1.7 percent a month earlier.

CNBC

today

Aircraft Demand Propels Increase in U.S.

Durable-Goods Orders

Demand for long-lasting goods produced by U.S.

factories took off in August due to an increase

in aircraft orders, but an underlying measure of

business ...

The Wall Street Journal

today

Gold Continues To Fall Following Mixed Durable

Goods Data

(Kitco News) - Mixed momentum in the U.S.



manufacturing sector is helping to pressure

gold prices, which has fallen clearly below

$1200 an ounce.

Kitco News

today

Details of durable-goods orders report are much

softer than headline lets on

The numbers: Orders for durable goods rose

4.5% in August, on the back of orders for

commercial aircraft and a surge in defense

orders, the government said ...

MarketWatch

4 hours ago

Military’s primary launch provider poised to

pick Blue Origin’s new engine for future rocket



The military's primary launch provider, the

United Launch Alliance, is poised to announce

that it has selected the main engine for its

next-generation rocket, ...

The Verge

5 hours ago

Jeff Bezos' space company Blue Origin just

landed a major rocket deal

Blue Origin, the space company founded by Jeff

Bezos, has won a contract to supply its

next-generation engines for the massive rocket

United Launch Alliance ...

CNBC

today

Aetna to Sell Medicare Part D Drug Business to



WellCare Health

Aetna has agreed to sell its Medicare Part D

prescription business to a WellCare Health

subsidiary, as the company waits for its merger

with CVS Health to be ...

The Wall Street Journal

26 minutes ago

Aetna to sell its Medicare Part D drug plan

business to WellCare Health Plans

The companies say the transaction is

contingent on regulatory approval from the

Trump administration for CVS Health's $69

billion acquisition of Aetna.

CNBC



today

Ahead of Geron blowup, warning signs were

visible for those willing to see them

Before Janssen decided to end a partnership

with Geron to develop the blood disease drug,

there were plenty of red flags.

STAT

3 hours ago

Shares of biotech firm Geron fall 70% after

Johnson & Johnson ends collaboration

The two companies had been working together

on a cancer drug since 2014.

CNBC

today



Technology

More Technology

Mark Zuckerberg's opening remarks at Oculus

Connect reinforced virtual reality's social

benefits.

The Facebook Effect Hits Oculus: In VR, Other

People Are Everything

At Oculus' annual developer conference,

everything from the demos to the keynote

language reinforced how important VR is to

Facebook's long-term efforts.

WIRED

3 hours ago

Oculus Quest put us in an ‘arena-scale’ Wild

West shootout, and it was great



A first look at the Oculus Quest, Oculus' new

$399 VR headset, which features a fully

wireless, self-contained design and will ship in

spring of 2019.

The Verge

4 hours ago

Oculus Quest Hands-On Impressions: This

Could Be The VR Headset For Everyone

We spent a lot of time trying out the upcoming

Oculus Quest standalone VR headset at OC5

and came away impressed with what it can do.

Here's our full ...

UploadVR

5 hours ago

Opinion



Facebook's $399 Oculus Quest is powerful, but

it still doesn't solve the basic problems with

virtual reality

Virtual reality requires a lot of space and

immunity to nausea, and there's still no killer

app. The Oculus Quest, while powerful, doesn't

change any of that.

CNBC

3 hours ago

Oculus Shows off Colored Quest Headsets at

Connect

Oculus Connect, the company's annual

developer conference, kicked off yesterday

with the surprise announcement of a new



high-end standalone VR headset.

Road to VR

today

Fortnite Update 6.0 Patch Notes: Pets, New

Island Areas, Vaulted Weapons, And More -

GameSpot

Fortnite Patch Notes (6.0 Update): Pets, New

Map Areas, Vaulted Weapons, Shadow Stones

Fortnite: Battle Royale Season 6 is finally here

and, alongside it, developer Epic Games is

rolling out patch 6.00 for the game. The arrival

of a new season ...

GameSpot

one hour ago

‘Fortnite’ Season 6 gives us the dog and dragon



companions we needed

Fortnite, like nearly every other video game in

existence, doesn't have enough dogs. Epic

Games has recognized this, and with the

introduction of Season 6 ...

video_youtube

Digital Trends

4 hours ago

TiVo targets cord-cutters (again) with the Bolt

OTA

What happens when you take TiVo's latest Bolt

Vox DVR, remove the cable functionality, but

keep just about everything else? You've got the

new Bolt OTA, the ...



Engadget

today

TiVo tries to win over cord cutters with its Bolt

OTA DVR

It's been over four years since TiVo released

the Roamio OTA, a cheaper version of its

then-flagship Roamio DVR. And now,

over-the-air customers are finally ...

The Verge

today

play_arrow

LG V40 ThinQ teaser hypes its 5 cameras

It'll also have a reduced bezel and a bigger

screen.



video_youtube

CNET

5 hours ago

LG V40 unveiled with all five of its cameras

We'll get our hands on the LG V40 ThinQ

October 3rd, but in Korea the company has

partially lifted the curtain on its latest V-series

phone. While the line has...

Engadget

today

Entertainment

More Entertainment

Watch Lady Gaga, Bradley Cooper Perform

Striking ‘A Star is Born’ Duet ‘Shallow’



Lady Gaga unveiled her powerful duet with

Bradley Cooper, “Shallow,” from their upcoming

movie, A Star Is Born. “Shallow” is a

slow-burning ballad that finds ...

Rolling Stone

2 hours ago

[LISTEN] Lady Gaga's 'Shallow' From New

Movie 'A Star Is Born' Debut

Gaga is a goddess as always, and anyone

skeptical about Cooper's singing chops can

listen to this song and eat their words.

video_youtube

UPROXX

2 hours ago

Lady Gaga Reveals Her Unusual First Celebrity



Crush!

Before Lady Gaga was a triple-threat star, she

had a celebrity crush of her own. Of course,

Mother Monster didn't pick a traditional male

lead as the object of her ...

Entertainment Tonight

today

Bradley Cooper & Lady Gaga's A Star Is Born

Should Be The Last

Barbra Streisand reportedly once said that A

Star Is Born “seems to work every 20 years.”

Her math more or less checks out. Practically

every generation since ...

Refinery29



4 hours ago

Opinion

Ellen DeGeneres Grills Lady Gaga on Her First

Kiss and Celebrity Crush

The A Star Is Born actress also reveals the

three things she has to do every day.

E! NEWS

5 hours ago

JK Rowling just retroactively made Neville

Longbottom a murderer

J.K. Rowling loves making buzzy revelations

about her “Harry Potter” series: Dumbledore is

gay! She's not sure Hermione and Ron make

sense as a couple!



New York Post

3 hours ago

Cries of racism erupt over the casting of Nagini

in latest 'Fantastic Beasts' installment

The final trailer for Fantastic Beasts: The

Crimes of Grindelwald contained a

jaw-dropping character reveal that has some

Harry Potter fans fuming. As it turns out ...

Yahoo Entertainment

yesterday

Bill Cosby Hates You

We can conclude, with much evidence and

without much doubt, that Bill Cosby hates

women.



The Root

one hour ago

Bill Cosby gets prison warning from O.J.

Simpson

Even O.J. Simpson is warning that Bill Cosby

should watch his back behind bars — because

“rapists are frowned upon in prison.”

Fox News

today

JC from Big Brother defends actions: 'I am not

a pervert'

He manipulated friends and enemies alike

when he was in the Big Brother house, but in

the end, JC Mounduix could not scam his way



into the finals. After she ...

EW.com

5 hours ago

'Big Brother' Season 20 Finale -- See Who Won!

video_youtube

Entertainment Tonight

today

Sports

More Sports

US golf team plays cruel but funny prank on

Tiger Woods ahead of the Ryder Cup

Woods was expecting high-fives and hugs when

he saw his Ryder Cup teammates, but he

instead got something different.

AOL



2 hours ago

Woods paired with Reed to start Ryder Cup

Tiger Woods will be paired with Patrick Reed

on the first day of the Ryder Cup.

ESPN

2 hours ago

Tiger Woods and girlfriend Erica Herman get

glammed up for Ryder Cup Gala

Newly crowned Tour Championship winner

Tiger Woods suited up and stepped out with

girlfriend Erica Herman at the Ryder Cup Gala

dinner at the Palace of ...

Fox News

4 hours ago



Phil Mickelson's final Ryder Cup?

Will this be Lefty's final Ryder Cup? Category.

Sports. Show more. Show less. Loading...

Advertisement. Autoplay When autoplay is

enabled, a suggested video ...

video_youtube

CBS Sports

one hour ago

Ryder Cup: how golf is new focus of soft power

diplomacy

As the Ryder Cup tees off for the first time in

France this weekend, at a vast course beyond

the Palace of Versailles, golf is becoming a

new focus of soft power ...



The Guardian

today

Opinion

Ohio State reaches new low with offensive

graphic promoting 'silence'

Ohio State and Penn State have played brilliant

football games in recent years. The Nittany

Lions upset the No. 2 Buckeyes 24-21 in State

College in 2016, and ...

For The Win

3 hours ago

Ohio State Buckeyes coach Urban Meyer wants

it to be business as usual against Penn State

Nittany Lions



Meyer emphasized his relief over being back to

game day as usual last week, but it will be

different Saturday, when the Buckeyes face

their biggest challenge of ...

ESPN

yesterday

play_arrow

Los Angeles Rams Vs. Minnesota Vikings: Week

4 Thursday Night Football TV Schedule, Odds

And Picks

The Los Angeles Rams are hosting the

Minnesota Vikings in a Thursday Night Football

clash that will open Week 4 of the 2018 NFL

season. Get ready for this ...

video_youtube



Forbes

4 hours ago

The nearly half-billion-dollar Vikings-Rams

game

For the Rams and Vikings, the offseason

brought historic spending sprees. But a run to

the Super Bowl could be worth every penny.

ESPN

today

Arrest warrant out for Truck driver Anderson

There is an outstanding warrant out for

Camping World Truck Series driver Jordan

Anderson for possession of a stolen motor

vehicle. According to the Rowan ...



Racer

2 hours ago

Race car driver wanted for possession of stolen

vehicle

ROWAN COUNTY, NC (WBTV) - The Rowan

County Sheriff's Office is trying to find a

NASCAR Camping World Truck Series driver

who is wanted on a warrant ...

WWBT NBC12 News

5 hours ago

Science

More Science

Asteroid rovers send back stunning new

pictures of space rock's surface



Japan's space agency has released stunning

new photos and video of a distant asteroid's

rocky surface that were captured by two small

rovers.

Fox News

2 hours ago

Hayabusa 2 rovers send new images from

Ryugu surface

Japan's space agency (Jaxa) has released new

images from the robot rovers it has deployed to

the surface of an asteroid. The photos reveal

new details of the ...

BBC News

today

Japan's Hopping Rovers Capture Amazing



Views of Asteroid Ryugu (Video)

See the latest photos from Japan's hopping

rovers on asteroid Ryugu.

Space.com

one hour ago

Japan's hopping Ryugu robots send back video

from the surface of an asteroid 180million miles

away

Japan's space agency released the incredible

video and images, saying 'Please take a

moment to enjoy “standing' on this new world'

Daily Mail

3 hours ago

Japanese probe sends back stunning new



images from asteroid's surface

It's only been a couple of days since Japanese

space agency JAXA showed off the very first

images taken from an asteroid's surface, but

we're already getting ...

BGR

one hour ago

'Killer whale apocalypse': Banned chemical

pollutants could wipe out species, study finds

Toxic chemical pollutants could trigger a “killer

whale apocalypse” with the species likely to

disappear entirely from parts of the world's

oceans within just a few ...

The Independent



one hour ago

The Lingering Curse That’s Killing Killer Whales

Two months ago, a female orca named

Tahlequah captured the world's attention by

carrying the body of her dead calf for 17 days.

Now, a second orca from the ...

The Atlantic

one hour ago

New 26000 pound species of dinosaur found

If humans had lived 200 million years ago, they

would have marveled at the largest dinosaur of

its time. It's name means "a giant thunderclap

at dawn."

CNN



4 hours ago

Ledumahadi mafube—South Africa's new

jurassic giant

A new species of a giant dinosaur has been

found in South Africa's Free State Province.

The plant-eating dinosaur, named Ledumahadi

mafube, weighed 12 ...

Phys.org

4 hours ago

NASA turns 60, and it's reinventing itself for the

SpaceX era

NASA has ventured every which way across the

solar system, but a change of direction closer

to home could be its most audacious move



since the moon ...

CNET

today

Next Moon Landings Will Go Much Further Than

Apollo, NASA Chief Tells Senate

NASA isn't just returning to the moon,

Bridenstine said — it's doing a whole lot more

than it did during the Apollo missions.

Space.com

today

Health

More Health

80,000 Americans died of the flu last winter.

Get your flu shot.



That's more than the number killed in traffic

collisions, gun violence, or from opioid

overdoses.

Vox.com

one hour ago

After deadly 2017-18 flu season, surgeon

general urges Americans to get shots

After an estimated 80000 flu deaths in the

United States last season, Surgeon General

Jerome M. Adams urged Americans to get

vaccinated this year.

USA TODAY

one hour ago

Flu's risks can continue even after recovery,

public health officials warn after historic flu



season

Flu caused a record number of more than 80000

deaths and 900000 hospitalizations in the

United States last year.

CNBC

3 hours ago

Mom’s Viral Video Of Baby’s Irregular Breathing

Is A Warning For All Parents

One mom shares a video of her baby struggling

to breathe and it's quickly going viral ahead of

flu season.

Scary Mommy

5 hours ago

Doctors speak bluntly about a record 80,000 flu



deaths

Flu killed 80000 Americans this past season

and doctors were blunt Thursday about how

that happened, saying someone who had flu

infected someone else.NBCNews.com

Full transcript: Christine opening statement...

Video...

'Don't remember as much as would like'...

NATION GRIPPED...

Ginsburg 'really turned on' by #MeToo...

Brett admits 'juvenile misbehavior ... oooh ...

brett was just so cutely juvenile ... sure brett ...

Riiight ... but no assault ‘cause he was so

juvenile in misbehavin’ ..... whatever you say

brett ... just a frolicin’ juvenile ..... Kavanaugh:



'This is a circus' ..... riiiiight brett ...... just like

goin’ to the circus as a funlovin’ frolicin’ kid

them raucous rapin’ childish moments are ...

you betcha..... brett manchild .....! Wow!

Yeah ..... a circus petition for certiorari moment

to be sure sweet manchild brett ..... ho, ho, ho,

ha, ha, ha ..... more fun than a barrel of

ancestral monkeys those raucous rapin’

childish moments are ... Wow! Yeah, pathetic is

what you are, brett!



Brett admits 'juvenile

misbehavior ... oooh ...

brett was just so cutely

juvenile ... sure brett ...

Riiight ... but no assault

‘cause he was so juvenile

in misbehavin’ .....

whatever you say brett ...

just a frolicin’ juvenile .....



Kavanaugh: 'This is a

circus' ..... riiiiight brett

...... just like goin’ to the

circus as a funlovin’

frolicin’ kid them raucous

rapin’ childish moments

are ... you betcha..... brett

manchild .....! Wow!

Yeah ..... a circus petition



for certiorari moment to

be sure sweet manchild

brett ..... ho, ho, ho, ha, ha,

ha ..... more fun than a

barrel of ancestral

monkeys those raucous

rapin’ childish moments

are ... Wow! Yeah, pathetic

is what you are, brett!































Kavanaugh’s tearful

defense: ‘Listen to the

people I’ve grown up with’

Supreme Court nominee

delivers emotional

opening statement

Brett M. Kavanaugh called

his confirmation process a



“national disgrace” during

testimony before a Senate

committee and denied

allegations of sexual

misconduct, which

Christine Blasey Ford

detailed in testimony

earlier Thursday.



    By Seung Min Kim, Ann

E. Marimow, Mike DeBonis

and Elise Viebeck7

minutes ago

Ford says she is ‘100

percent’ certain

Kavanaugh assaulted her;

Kavanaugh angrily denies



charges

Read: Ford shares her

story exclusively with The

Post

Live analysis: How cable

news networks are

covering the

Kavanaugh-Ford hearing

The country watches as



Ford tells her story

There was silence on Wall

Street. There were tears

in a retirement home. A

country was transfixed as

Christine Blasey Ford

spoke.

    By Lori Rozsa, Karen



Dillon and David A.

Fahrenthold2 hours ago

Listen

(Video: The Post; photo:

Matt McClain/The Post)

The Fix

Analysis

An ‘attractive witness’ and



other problematic things

politicians said

Is it too much to ask that

politicians handle an

extremely delicate

national debate with

sensitivity and care?

    By Amber Phillips3



hours ago

The Fix

Analysis

Chuck Grassley’s

heavy-handed stewardship

of a very delicate hearing

Republicans have taken

pains to prevent their 11



white, male committee

members from talking.

Grassley, though, has no

choice.

    By Aaron Blake3 hours

ago

Analysis: Mark Judge’s



book validates Ford’s

timeline

Transcript of Christine

Blasey Ford’s testimony

Part deposition, part

therapy session: Hearing

is a strange hybrid

MORE COVERAGE

‘I called out his victim



blaming and he lost it,’

Kirsten Powers says after

Michael Caputo’s CNN

meltdown

Fox News anchor Chris

Wallace says Kavanaugh

case prompted his own

daughters to reveal their

stories



subscribe

The story must be told.

Your subscription supports journalism that

matters.

Try 1 month for $1

Opinions

Christine Blasey Ford's testimony was

devastating

    By Ruth Marcus

I hope you were crying

    By Molly Roberts

Lindsey Graham’s meltdown gives away the



GOP game on Kavanaugh

    By Greg Sargent

Europe must put its distinct stamp on AI

    By Nicolas Berggruen and Nathan Gardels

Scrabble has a whole new vocabulary. Yowza!

    By Ammon Shea

What was Rachel Mitchell doing?

    By Jennifer Rubin



More Top Stories

BREAKING NEWS

SEC sues Tesla’s Elon Musk, alleging he lied to

investors

Federal regulators allege Musk misled

investors when he claimed that he had secured

funding to take Tesla private, causing

“significant confusion and disruption in the

market for Tesla’s stock and resulting harm to

investors,” the lawsuit says.

    By Drew Harwell16 minutes ago

The Finance 202

Analysis

Trump and his Fed chair present conflicting



views on trade

President Trump attempted to rattle the

country’s top two trading partners, China and

Canada, with accusations of abuses and

threats of tariffs in a free-wheeling news

conference.

    By Tory Newmyer

Flu broke records for deaths, illnesses in 2017,

new CDC numbers show

Influenza killed about 80,000 people in the

2017-2018 season, according to figures

released by the Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention.



    By Lena H. Sun

Study: Warming oceans intensified devastating

2017 Atlantic hurricane season

The study projects “even higher numbers of

major hurricanes” in the Atlantic in the future.

    By Jason Samenow1 hour ago

SNL’s 1991 Clarence Thomas sketch resonates

today. But is it problematic in the #MeToo era?

The sketch was widely praised, but it can also

be criticized for its treatment of the situation.

    By Travis M. Andrews



TV Review

‘Last Man Standing’ returns, sporting the same

chip on its conservative shoulder

Tim Allen’s right-leaning sitcom hasn’t changed

a bit, but fans of the show deserve better.

    By Hank Stuever

Visual Stories

(Mary Frey)In Sight

(Mary Frey)

Nothing in these photographs is real. They are

meant to ‘hover somewhere between reality

and soap opera.’

(The Washington Post)Graphic

(The Washington Post)



How cable news networks are covering the

Kavanaugh-Ford hearing

(The Washington Post)Graphic

(The Washington Post)

How #MeToo has changed the D.C. power

structure - so far

(AP)Visual Story

(AP)

Reliving Anita Hill’s testimony: How the optics

shaped the historic hearing

(Jonathan Newton/The Washington Post)Story

(Jonathan Newton/The Washington Post)

Across the Arctic, lakes are leaking dangerous

greenhouse gases. And one lake is behaving

very strangely.

(Warburg Realty)Photos



(Warburg Realty)

Inside Steven Mnuchin’s Manhattan co-op

Video

2:51

(JM Rieger/The Washington Post)

How Christine Blasey Ford used science to

defend her allegations 



 How Christine Blasey Ford used science to

defend her allegations

UP NEXT

'You don't call me out like that': Michael Caputo

loses temper on CNN panel

Play Video1:08

Protesters, counterprotesters gather during

Christine Blasey Ford hearing

Play Video1:13

Fact-checking President Trump’s statements

about sexual misconduct allegations

Play Video2:04



Watch live: Kavanaugh and Ford Senate hearing

After a dramatic morning of testimony from Dr.

Christine Blasey Ford, Supreme Court nominee

Brett Kavanaugh will be grilled by the Senate

Judiciary Committee.

Complete coverage from Yahoo News »

    Body found may be that of missing N.C. boy

    Raped at 14: Actress finally breaks her

silence

    Ohio State ripped for cringeworthy Twitter

graphic

    Kavanaugh's calendar reflects prep school

life



    'Murphy Brown' reboot begs for a Trump

tweet

Politics Associated Press

'Tough job' for veteran prosecutor who

questioned Ford

Arizona sex crimes prosecutor Rachel Mitchell

was a long way from the familiarity of a

Phoenix courtroom when she questioned

Christine Blasey Ford on Thursday in a

televised hearing that could determine the fate

of Judge Brett Kavanaugh's nomination to the

Supreme Court. Mitchell typically tries to put

people accused of sex crimes in prison, but on

Thursday she was in the unusual and difficult



position of trying to chip away at the credibility

of a woman who claims she was a victim of

sexual assault by Kavanaugh when they were

teenagers. As her time for questioning Ford

was coming to an end, Mitchell herself seemed

to give voice to her exasperation with her task

when she rhetorically asked Ford about the

best way to question victims of sex crimes.

Five lies and and false facts from Trump's first

press conference in 587 days

The Independent

Police Arrest Protesters Blocking Road in Front

of Supreme Court

Storyful



Politics The Guardian

'I can't cry any more. I'm too angry': women

respond to Ford's testimony

Across the US on Thursday, scenes emerged of

emotional communing among women as they

watched the Senate judiciary committee

testimony of Dr Christine Blasey Ford, the

professor who has accused supreme court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh of sexually

assaulting her while they were in high school. A

woman called into CSPAN during the break and

told a heart-wrenching story about her own

personal trauma. “Women everywhere are

listening to Christine Blasey Ford’s voice

cracking and feeling their own hearts break,



just a little bit more, at the world we’ve all

inherited,” tweeted the New York Times’

Sheera Frenkel.

3 Republican Governors Call for Delay on

Kavanaugh Vote

Time

Your Evening Briefing

Bloomberg

U.S. BRIT + CO

Dr. Christine Blasey Ford Just Gave Everyone

an Important Psychology Lesson

Here's how the brain processes trauma. Read



More...

Kavanaugh accuser Christine Blasey Ford

describes memory science, hippocampus in

emotional Senate testimony

Good Morning America

C-SPAN Callers Recall Their Own Sexual

Assaults After Christine Blasey Ford's

Testimony

HuffPost

Powerful note left next to Christine Ford's

microphone 'by Chuck Grassley' at Brett

Kavanaugh hearing

The Independent

Brett Kavanaugh hearing: Trump says 'it's

possible I'll change my mind' on Supreme Court



nominee, ahead of alleged victim Christine

Blasey Ford's testimony

The Independent

Politics Business Insider

Trump said soybean prices

have gone up. They're

near decade-lows.

President Donald Trump

said soybean prices have



gone up. President Donald

Trump claims US

soybeans have largely

held up against his trade

war with China. In reality,

soybean prices have fallen

more than 12% since

China placed a 25% import

tax on the legume to



retaliate against the

Trump administration.

Headlines

More Headlines

play_arrow

How Fox News is covering Christine Blasey

Ford's testimony



The White House says President Trump is

watching Christine Blasey Ford's testimony. If

he is watching on his favorite network, Fox

News, he may not like what ...

CNN

7 minutes ago

Kavanaugh questioned about sex assault

allegations

video_youtube

CNN

3 hours ago

LIVE: Christine Blasey Ford says she's '100%'

certain Kavanaugh sexually assaulted her in

high school

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh and



Christine Blasey Ford, who has accused the

judge of sexual assault, are scheduled to

testify before the Senate ...

video_youtube

INSIDER

2 hours ago

Opening statements from Kavanaugh and Ford

reveal what a sham this hearing is

Three named women have now accused Brett

M. Kavanaugh of committing serious sexual

misconduct as a young man. At Thursday's

hearing before the Senate ...

The Washington Post



today

Opinion

Opinion | This Hearing Is

Stacked Against Christine

Blasey Ford

It is almost unthinkable that there will be a

second Supreme Court justice taking his seat

under suspicions of perjury and sexual

misconduct.

The New York Times

today



Opinion

Kavanaugh lashes out at Democrats, decries

‘political hit’

Nominee interrupts, rejects questions from

some senators

Characterizing the sexual assault accusations

he faces as a “calculated and orchestrated

political hit,” Supreme Court nominee Brett M.

Kavanaugh said the allegations were fueled by

anger at President Trump’s election in 2016

and people seeking revenge. He tried to turn

the tables on Democratic questioning, at one

point asking a senator about her own drinking

and later apologizing for the question.



    By Seung Min Kim, Ann E. Marimow, Mike

DeBonis and Elise Viebeck10 minutes ago

Ford says she is ‘100 percent’ certain

Kavanaugh assaulted her

Read: Ford shares her story exclusively with

The Post

The country watches as Ford tells her story

There was silence on Wall Street. There were

tears in a retirement home. A country was

transfixed as Christine Blasey Ford spoke.

    By Lori Rozsa, Karen Dillon and David A.

Fahrenthold3 hours ago

Listen



(Video: The Post; photo: Matt McClain/The Post)

The Fix

Analysis

Kavanaugh just showed remarkable anger for a

Supreme Court nominee

Brett M. Kavanaugh dropped the usual

nonpartisan pretense and went hard at

Democrats on the Senate Judiciary Committee.

    By Aaron Blake1 hour ago

The Fix

Analysis

4 takeaways from the extraordinary Kavanaugh

hearing so far

Republicans struggled to balance taking



Christine Blasey Ford seriously with their

objective of confirming Brett M. Kavanaugh.

    By Amber Phillips1 hour ago

Christine Blasey Ford's testimony was

devastating

    By Ruth Marcus

HOW DARE YOU DO THIS TO BRETT

KAVANAUGH?

    By Alexandra Petri

Lindsey Graham’s meltdown gives away the



GOP game on Kavanaugh

    By Greg Sargent

Millions are still at risk in Syria

    By Kumi Naidoo

The GOP hired a pro to question Ford. It did not

go well.

    By Randall D. Eliason

Kavanaugh gets Trump approval



    Supreme court nominee Brett Kavanaugh

testifies before the Senate Judiciary

Committee on Capitol Hill in Washington, DC on

September 27, 2018. - University professor

Christine Blasey Ford, 51, told a tense Senate

Judiciary Committee hearing that could make

or break Kavanaugh&#39;s nomination she was

&quot;100 percent&quot; certain he was the

assailant and it was &quot;absolutely

not&quot; a case of mistaken identify. (Photo

by Andrew Harnik / POOL / AFP) (Photo credit

should read ANDREW HARNIK/AFP/Getty

Images)

    The President says his Supreme Court

nominee's performance was 'powerful, honest,

and riveting'



    Outburst: Lindsey Graham erupts in

Kavanaugh hearing

    Analysis: Takeaways from the hearings thus

far

    The moments: What defined Ford's dramatic

testimony

    A strong denial: Kavanaugh says process has

become a 'circus'

    Watch: Christine Blasey Ford's full opening

statement

    Watch: Brett Kavanaugh's full opening

statement

    Live Updates

        8 min agoNOW: Collins, Murkowski, Flake

and Manchin are meeting



        18 min agoRepublican senator tells

passed-over prosecutor, "Great job"

        30 min agoTrump tweets praise for

Kavanaugh and calls for a vote

        32 min agoJeff Flake: There's 'as much

doubt as certainty' at the end of this hearing

        33 min agoKavanaugh did not watch

Ford's testimony

        37 min agoThe prosecutor Republicans

hired to ask questions sat in silence as

Republicans took over

        38 min agoTrump is pleased with

Kavanaugh's 'righteous indignation' today

        53 min agoWhy the GOP is meeting after

today's hearing

        54 min agoMichael Avenatti says his client



wants to testify, too

        1 hr agoCollege friend told CNN

Kavanaugh 'wasn’t that type of person'

        1 hr 6 min agoBen Sasse accuses

Democrats of 'doing crap' to Kavanaugh's

family

        1 hr 15 min agoSenate Republicans to

meet tonight to decide next steps

        1 hr 16 min agoA Democratic senator

asked about Anita Hill. Some in the room

groaned.

        1 hr 22 min agoSource: The 'only way to

earn respect in Trumpworld is to brawl, and

he's brawling'

        1 hr 47 min agoKavanaugh apologizes to

Klobuchar after asking about her drinking



habits

        1 hr 49 min agoKavanaugh asks Klobuchar

if she's ever blacked out after tense

back-and-forth

        2 hr 2 min agoOn-air callers share their

stories of experiencing sex abuse

        2 hr 13 min agoThe GOP-hired prosecutor

is still in the room, but she's no longer asking

questions

        2 hr 16 min agoGOP aide: Today has been

a 'rollercoaster' but 'people are exhaling'

        2 hr 21 min agoGraham slams hearing as

'the most unethical sham since I've been in

politics'

        2 hr 29 min agoGrassley: We're not

stopping the confirmation process



        2 hr 33 min agoTrump is watching in the

White House residence

        2 hr 38 min agoBiden: The FBI should have

investigated in this case

        2 hr 44 min agoGOP source on

Kavanaugh's performance: 'This is real and

raw'

        2 hr 45 min agoKavanaugh interrupts

Dianne Feinstein

        2 hr 47 min agoKavanaugh calls Swetnick

allegations 'a farce'

        2 hr 59 min agoKavanaugh describes too

many beers as 'whatever the chart says'

        3 hr agoIn a rapid back and forth,

Kavanaugh denies Ford's allegations

        3 hr 17 min agoKavanaugh laments that he



may not be able to coach or teach law again

        3 hr 20 min agoKavanaugh calls his high

school yearbook 'a disaster'

        3 hr 26 min agoSource close to

Kavanaugh: He wrote every word

        3 hr 37 min agoSome in the hearing room

wipe away tears, too

        3 hr 41 min agoPolice arrest protesters

marching near Capitol Hill

        3 hr 50 min agoKavanaugh chokes up

when talking about his 10-year-old daughter

        3 hr 51 min agoKavanaugh strongly denies

he assaulted Ford: 'I am innocent of this

charge'

        3 hr 52 min ago'You'll never get me to quit.

Never.'



        3 hr 53 min agoKavanaugh on the

allegations and hearing: 'This is a circus'

        4 hr 2 min agoKavanaugh: 'This

confirmation process has become a national

disgrace'

        4 hr 8 min agoBrett Kavanaugh is sworn in

and is giving a stern opening statement

        4 hr 11 min agoKavanaugh enters the

hearing room holding his wife's hand

        4 hr 11 min agoFord's lawyers are back in

the hearing room, this time in the audience

        4 hr 16 min agoKavanaugh team feels Ford

didn't hit a home run, source says

        4 hr 20 min agoAt law school viewing,

students cover their mouths and hold back

tears



        4 hr 28 min agoWhite House official says

hearing is 'terrible for Brett'

        4 hr 39 min agoKavanaugh expected to be

angrier than we've seen before

        4 hr 55 min agoPeople in the room say,

'Thank you Dr. Ford' as her testimony ends

        5 hr 2 min agoFord's testimony is over.

Kavanaugh's is up next.

        5 hr 4 min agoFox News host: 'This is a

disaster for the Republicans'

        5 hr 8 min agoHarris to Ford: 'You are not

on trial'

        5 hr 21 min agoGraham threatens

Democrats: 'You better watch out for your

nominees'

        5 hr 32 min agoGraham to rape victim who



asked if he believes her: 'Go to the cops'

        5 hr 34 min agoFord's lawyers paid for the

lie detector test, 'as is routine,' they say

        5 hr 36 min agoKavanaugh protesters and

supporters face off outside the hearing

        5 hr 40 min agoGraham casts doubt on

Ford's accusation

        5 hr 43 min agoSantorum: Sometimes

pawns can take kings

        5 hr 47 min agoFord doesn't know who

paid for her polygraph test

        5 hr 49 min ago'I didn't talk about my

abuse until almost 20 years later'

        5 hr 58 min agoGOP senator of Ford's

claims: "There is no corroboration"

        6 hr 2 min agoTear rolls down Rep. Carolyn



Maloney's cheek

        6 hr 6 min agoHow to help survivors of

sexual assault

        6 hr 14 min agoGOP congressional aide:

"Kavanaugh better be as compelling"

        6 hr 17 min agoThese 6 senators are left

to question Ford

        6 hr 22 min agoHatch reacts to Ford's

testimony: 'She’s attractive and she’s a nice

person'

        6 hr 22 min agoRepublican senator thanks

Ford for appearing at hearing

        6 hr 31 min agoThe committee is taking a

lunch break

        6 hr 42 min agoWhite House moves

Trump-Rosenstein meeting to next week so as



not to interfere with hearing

        6 hr 49 min agoMore Democratic senators

meet with protesters outside hearing

        6 hr 58 min agoThe stairs. The bed. The

laughter. Ford lists the things she will never

forget.

        7 hr agoProsecutor asks Ford about her

fear of flying

        7 hr 3 min agoProtesters seen crying as

Ford testifies about her sexual assault

        7 hr 10 min agoCongresswoman: Jeff

Flake looked 'pained' during Ford's testimony

        7 hr 18 min agoThe founder of the #MeToo

movement is in the hearing room

        7 hr 22 min agoAtlanta bar opens early for

the hearing, and people are tuned in



        7 hr 24 min agoGillibrand: I don't know

how Republicans can confirm Kavanaugh after

today

        7 hr 25 min agoGOP governor calls on

Senate to postpone vote: 'The accusations...

are sickening'

        7 hr 34 min agoTrump was watching a

delayed version of the hearing on flight

        7 hr 40 min agoChuck Grassley: 'Maybe it’s

something I ought to sleep on'

        7 hr 49 min agoFord says she's 100%

certain it was Kavanaugh who assaulted her

        7 hr 51 min agoDurbin calls for Mark Judge

to be subpoenaed from his beach 'hideaway'

        7 hr 57 min agoFord says 'the uproarious

laughter' haunts her the most



        8 hr 1 min agoPeople are watching the

emotional hearing mid-flight, too

        8 hr 5 min agoWhy Ford says she decided

to come forward with her story now

        8 hr 9 min agoFord: It's 'absolutely not'

possible I mistook Kavanaugh's identity

        8 hr 11 min agoElizabeth Warren meets

with protesters outside hearing

        8 hr 20 min agoFord wrote her opening

statement herself

        8 hr 24 min agoFord, her voice shaking,

describes the night she was sexually assaulted

        8 hr 31 min agoPeople watching Ford's

testimony are tearing up in the room

        8 hr 33 min agoFord says she doesn't

remember everything, but what she does she



will never forget

        8 hr 40 min agoProtesters are standing

silent outside the hearing, clogging halls and

elevators

        8 hr 43 min agoFord tells senators: 'I am

terrified' but it's my 'civic duty' to be here

        8 hr 48 min agoFord sworn in

        8 hr 49 min agoHearing kicks off with a

feisty exchange between committee members

        8 hr 53 min agoGrassley hits Feinstein and

calls for FBI probe in opening statement

        8 hr 53 min agoWhat we've learned about

Ford's work and education

        8 hr 58 min agoChuck Grassley apologizes

to Ford and Kavanaugh

        8 hr 58 min agoKavanaugh will watch



Ford's testimony from Mike Pence's office

        9 hr 5 min agoDemocrats to coordinate

questions, but not their time

        9 hr 9 min agoSusan Collins will watch the

hearings — but not from her office

        9 hr 14 min agoFord's friend: 'She's ready,

and she's determined'

        9 hr 17 min agoFord arrives at Senate

hearing. This is the first time we've seen her

since the allegation.

        9 hr 19 min agoWhy we'll see a different,

perhaps angrier, Kavanaugh today

        9 hr 21 min agoTrump's message to

Kavanaugh: Be forceful in your denials

        9 hr 24 min agoWhat Christine Blasey Ford

will say in her opening statement



        9 hr 26 min agoChuck Grassley hoping for

'a fair hearing'

        9 hr 41 min agoAlyssa Milano is in the

hearing room

        9 hr 46 min agoHow Trump plans to watch

today's hearing

        9 hr 51 min agoFord's friends will be at

today's hearing (but not her husband)

        9 hr 51 min agoTake a look inside the

hearing room

        9 hr 53 min agoWhat to watch for in

today's hearing

        9 hr 54 min agoHow we think the

Ford-Kavanaugh hearing will play out

    Collins, Murkowski, Flake and Manchin are

meeting now



    6 m

    The hearing in pictures

    1 h

    Callers relate to Ford's testimony

    2 h

    Lindsey Graham angrily accuses Democrats

of aiming to 'destroy' Kavanaugh's life

    3 h

    Kavanaugh tears up during hearing

    4 h

    Opinion: With Ford, Republicans indicted

themselves

    52 m

    Opinion: Ford signals end of

he-said-who-cares-what-she-said era



    CHICAGO, IL - JUNE 14: Engineer and tech

entrepreneur Elon Musk of The Boring Company

listens as Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel talks

about constructing a high speed transit tunnel

at Block 37 during a news conference on June

14, 2018 in Chicago, Illinois. Musk said he

could create a 16-passenger vehicle to operate

on a high-speed rail system that could get

travelers to and from downtown Chicago and

O&#39;hare International Airport under twenty

minutes, at speeds of over 100 miles per hour.

(Photo by Joshua Lott/Getty Images)

    SEC sues Elon Musk

    Maddox Scott Ritch

    Body believed to be of missing North

Carolina boy with autism



    Top stories

    New 26,000-pound dinosaur discovery was

Earth's largest land animal

    2 h

    Obamacare is about to get a bit cheaper for

lots of people

    45 m

    China strikes back by going after America's

energy companies

    2 h

    A rare storm is on track to hit Europe

    1 h

    These shoes cost $17 million

    What Bill Cosby will eat behind bars

    Analysis: The 63 most outrageous lines from

Donald Trump's New York press conference



    See inside Amazon's new store that only

sells its highest-rated stuff

    Students raise money to send a janitor on

the first vacation he's had in almost a decade

Image: Brett Kavanaugh speaks at the Senate

Judiciary Committee hearing

Michael Reynolds / Pool via AFP - Getty Images

Congress

An angry, emotional Kavanaugh accuses

Democrats of 'search and destroy'

“You may defeat me in the final vote, but you'll

never get me to quit. Never," the Supreme

Court nominee said in testimony before the

Senate Judiciary Committee Thursday.



    Kavanaugh: 'This is a circus. The

consequences will extend long past my

nomination'

    Leahy grills Kavanaugh on whether he is the

person referenced in friend's book

    Ford describes alleged Kavanaugh assault,

thought she'd 'accidentally be killed'

    Ford says her most unforgettable memory of

her assault was laughter

Sen. Graham defends Judge Kavanaugh: 'This

is the most unethical sham since I've been in

politics'

msnbc

Sen. Graham defends Judge Kavanaugh: 'This

is the most unethical sham since I've been in



politics'

Trump tweets support for Kavanaugh after

testimonies

Hardball

Trump tweets support for Kavanaugh after

testimonies

Shortly after Kavanaugh’s testimony, the

President tweeted his support for his nominee.

Meanwhile, Senate Republicans have been

notified of a conference meeting at some point

later Thursday night.

Sen. Blumenthal: I refuse to discount and

disbelieve Ford

Hardball

Sen. Blumenthal: I refuse to discount and



disbelieve Ford

Nicolle Wallace: I think we've seen a lot of

human carnage today

msnbc

Nicolle Wallace: I think we've seen a lot of

human carnage today

Trump postpones meeting with Deputy AG Rod

Rosenstein

msnbc

Trump postpones meeting with Deputy AG Rod

Rosenstein

Julie Swetnick becomes first accuser to speak

on camera

Morning Joe

Julie Swetnick becomes first accuser to speak

on camera



Julie Swetnick, the third woman to come forth

accusing President Trump’s Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh of sexual

misconduct, gave an exclusive interview to

‘The Circus.’ John Heilemann discusses

Swetnick’s remarks.

Sarah Huckabee Sanders: I question

Kavanaugh accusers’ ‘tactics’

Politics

Sarah Huckabee Sanders: I question

Kavanaugh accusers’ ‘tactics’

Michael Avenatti reveals new details about 3rd

Kavanaugh accuser, responds to Trump

The Last Word

Michael Avenatti reveals new details about 3rd

Kavanaugh accuser, responds to Trump



Mika Brzezinski shares message for women:

Know Your Value

Stephanie Ruhle

Mika Brzezinski shares message for women:

Know Your Value

Morning Joe’s Mika Brzezinski joins Stephanie

Ruhle to discuss the release of her book,

“Know Your Value,” the effects of the #MeToo

movement in a Trump world and her thoughts

on Brett Kavanaugh’s sexual assault

allegations.

Road fixes, economy on the minds of Texas

voters

Morning Joe

Road fixes, economy on the minds of Texas



voters
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GRAHAM CRACKS

GOP Senator Goes Off On Democrats In Bizarre

Defense Of Brett Kavanaugh

By Alanna Vagianos

1 hour ago

KAV PLAYS THE VICTIM

The Supreme Court Nominee’s Strategy Was To

Make Himself The Victim

By Emily Peck

2 hours ago

POLITICS

Where The Hell Was Mark Judge?

By Laura Bassett



Senate Republicans didn’t force testimony from

the one witness to Kavanaugh’s alleged assault

on Christine Blasey Ford.
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POLITICS

Blasey Ford Is The ‘Perfect’ Accuser. Most

Sexual Assault Survivors Are Not.

By Angelina Chapin

As a white, highly educated woman, Blasey is

seen as more “credible” than other accusers.

POLITICS

Twitter Users Roast Donald Trump Jr.’s Attack

On Christine Blasey Ford

By David Moye



Trump Jr. began his tweet with "I’m no

psychology professor," and Twitter agreed

heartily.

POLITICS

They Were Too Credible. So The GOP Called

Them Pawns.

By Paul Blumenthal

Republicans defending Brett Kavanaugh are

using the same playbook they deployed against

Anita Hill.

POLITICS

Brett Kavanaugh Showed His True Colors

By Igor Bobic

The Supreme Court nominee spoke like the

partisan warrior that he is.

POLITICS



The Other Things Kavanaugh Stands Accused

Of

By Lydia O'Connor

From gambling issues to hiring only attractive

women, Kavanaugh has been accused of more

than just sexual assault.

POLITICS

Senate’s Treatment Of Anita Hill Was An

Embarrassment. Today Wasn’t Much Better.

By Amanda Terkel

Women are still having to bear the burden to

prove they're telling the truth about powerful

men.

HEALTH

TB Became The Fifth Disease To Get A

High-Level UN Meeting. It Didn’t Go Well.



By Lauren Weber

The world's top infectious killer finally got a

spot on the world's stage.

U.S. NEWS

Lindsey Graham To Rape Survivor Amid Blasey

Testimony: You Should’ve Told Cops

By Jenna Amatulli

Robyn Swirling later said she wanted to tell the

senator that cops "can’t do anything about it

now."

ENTERTAINMENT

‘Star Wars Resistance’ Star Rachel Butera

Mocks Christine Blasey Ford’s Voice

By Sebastian Murdock

"I sound like I'm back at that high school

party," the voice actress, who plays Princess



Leia in the cartoon, said.

POLITICS

Republicans Not Moved By Christine Blasey

Ford’s Testimony (At Least Not Yet)

By Arthur Delaney, Igor Bobic, and Jennifer

Bendery

More corroboration is still needed, several

senators tell HuffPost.

WEIRD NEWS

Jimmy Fallon’s #MyFamilyIsWeird Tweets

Prove Strangeness Is Universal

By David Moye

One person said their dad likes to throw his

glass eye in the pool when kids are diving for

quarters.

OPINION



Men Are Afraid Of Women Now? Good.

By Talia Lavin, Columnist

Kavanaugh Is Forcing The Legal World To

Finally Face Its Weinstein Moment

By Kimberle Crenshaw, Guest Writer

Kavanaugh’s ‘Good Guy’ Defense Reveals The

Toxic Truth About Masculinity

By Sarah Diefendorf, Guest Writer

Michael Avenatti Tweets Bombshell Allegations

Against Brett Kavanaugh By New Accuser

[Deadline]



Lisa de Moraes

DeadlineSeptember 26, 2018

Michael Avenatti has tweeted the name and

photo of the client he reports making new

allegations against Supreme Court nominee

Brett Kavanaugh.

Avenatti had hinted earlier this week that the

announcement was coming. The new

allegations have been submitted to the Senate

committee overseeing Kavanaugh’s

confirmation.

Julie Swetnick alleges that, at numerous



parties in the D.C. area, she witnessed

Kavanaugh drink excessively and engage in

abusive and physically aggressive behavior

toward girls, including pressing against them

without their consent and attempt to expose

their private body parts.

In a statement released by Avenatti, Julie

Swetnick alleges that in 1981-82 she also

became “aware of efforts by Mark Judge, Brett

Kavanaugh and others to ‘spike’ the ‘punch’ at

house parties I attended with drugs and/or

grain alcohol so as to cause girls to lose their

inhibitions and their ability to say ‘No.’”

Christine Ford, who is set to testify before the



Senate Judiciary Committee tomorrow, alleges

that, when they all were high school students,

Kavanaugh and Judge locked her in a room at a

party, where Kavanaugh pinned her on a bed

and tried to remove her clothes, covering her

mouth with his hand, witnessed by Judge in the

room.

Swetnick said, in the document given to the

Senate committee, she “witnessed efforts by

Mark Judge, Brett Kavanaugh and others to

‘target’ particular girls so they could be taken

advantage of; it was usually a girl that was

especially vulnerable because she was alone at

the party or shy.”



Swetnick also claims in the statement she

witnessed “efforts by Mark Judge, Brett

Kavanaugh and others to cause girls to become

inebriated and disoriented so they could then

be ‘gang raped’ in a side room or bedroom by a

‘train’ of numerous boys.” She said she has a

“firm recollection of boys lined up outside

rooms at many of these parties waiting for their

‘turn’ with a girl inside the room. “These boys

included Mark Judge and Brett Kavanaugh.”

In about 1982, Swetnick said in her statement,

she became the victim of one of the  “gang”

rapes at which she alleged Mark Judge and

Brett Kavanaugh were present, though

Swetnick did not claim any knowledge of



Kavanaugh’s direct involvement in that.

Judge has issued a statement denying

Swetnick’s allegations.
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Client Claims: "Twilight Zone"
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New Kavanaugh accuser Julie Swetnick details

parties where girls allegedly were drugged and

raped

Swetnick, in an affidavit posted online by

Avenatti, claims that Kavanaugh, as a high

school student in the early 1980s, with others

spiked the drinks of girls at house parties with

grain alcohol and/or drugs to "cause girls to

lose inhibitions and their ability to say 'No.' "
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Everything You Need to Know About Christine

Blasey Ford's Testimony

Marie Claire
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U.S. Associated Press

Former state Sen. Brian Joyce found dead; was

awaiting trial

WESTPORT, Mass. (AP) - Former Massachusetts

state Sen. Brian Joyce, who was awaiting trial

on federal corruption charges, was found dead

in his home Thursday, authorities said.



Politics Reuters

Canada sticks to plan to stay at NAFTA talks

despite Trump attack

The prospects for a quick deal to update the

North American Free Trade Agreement

appeared to dim on Wednesday after Trump

blasted Canada's stance and threatened to

impose tariffs on cars imported from Canada.

"The Americans are finding that the

negotiations are tough because Canadians are

tough negotiators, as we should be," Trudeau

told reporters on the way into a regular weekly

cabinet meeting in Ottawa. The United States

has imposed a Sept. 30 deadline for Canada to

agree to the text of a new NAFTA.



U.S. Associated Press

Jury: Jehovah's Witnesses must pay $35M to

abuse survivor

HELENA, Mont. (AP) - The Jehovah's Witnesses

must pay $35 million to a woman who says the

church's national organization ordered Montana

clergy members not to report her sexual abuse

as a child at the hands of a congregation

member, a jury ruled in a verdict.

Health Business Insider

A Marine Corps veteran who teaches people to

be mentally strong says the biggest killer of

success is a daily choice people make



As a mental toughness coach, Andrew Wittman

has seen one thing sabotage too many clients'

efforts to be physically and mentally stronger:

inconsistency. Wittman, who is also a Marine

Corps veteran, former police officer, and former

federal agent, said consistency is especially

important for people trying to be better

parents.

U.S. Yahoo Lifestyle

Police force neighbor to remove 'offensive'

Halloween decoration resembling lynched

black man hanging from tree

The police forced a homeowner to remove a

Halloween display depicting what appeared to



be a lynched black man hanging from a tree

after neighbors protested.

Wildfires In Utah Unearthed Secret Bunkers

When Wildfires Tore Through Utah, They

Revealed A Two-Mile Network Of Secret

Weaponized Bunkers

Wildfires In Utah Uncovered Underground

Bunkers

Scribol

Utah Wildfires Unearthed A Secret Stash Of

Bunkers

The Fix



Analysis

Kavanaugh just showed remarkable anger for a

Supreme Court nominee

Brett M. Kavanaugh dropped the usual

nonpartisan pretense and went hard at

Democrats on the Senate Judiciary Committee.

    By Aaron Blake3 hours ago

The Fix

Analysis

5 takeaways from the extraordinary Kavanaugh

hearing

Republicans struggled to balance taking

Christine Blasey Ford seriously with their

objective of confirming Brett M. Kavanaugh.



    By Amber Phillips2 hours ago

The Fix: What Trump’s Twitter feed was — and

wasn’t — showing him during the Kavanaugh

hearing

How Fox News is reacting to the hearing

Read: Ford shares her story exclusively with

The Post

Trump calls for vote on his nominee after

testimony on sexual assault accusations

“Judge Kavanaugh showed America exactly

why I nominated him,” the president wrote on

Twitter after the Supreme Court nominee called

his confirmation process a “national disgrace”

and angrily denied allegations of sexual

misconduct that Christine Blasey Ford



described in testimony earlier Thursday.

    By Seung Min Kim, Ann E. Marimow, Mike

DeBonis and Elise Viebeck34 minutes ago

Ford says she is ‘100 percent’ certain

Kavanaugh assaulted her

The country watches as Ford tells her story

There was silence on Wall Street. There were

tears in a retirement home. A country was

transfixed as Christine Blasey Ford spoke.

    By Lori Rozsa, Karen Dillon and David A.

Fahrenthold

Analysis: Mark Judge’s book validates Ford’s



timeline

The hearing that shut up Washington. And then

. . .

The Fix: Kavanaugh’s angry speech, annotate

After Ford testifies she was sexually assaulted,

Kavanaugh responds with anger and tears

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh

responds to allegations of sexual assault with

anger and emotion, almost shouting his

opening statement and stopping repeatedly to

fight back tears.

    • TV analysis: How cable news has reacted



to the Kavanaugh-Ford hearing

    • Watch Kavanaugh call the confirmation

process a 'national disgrace' in his opening

statement

    In pictures: The Kavanaugh-Ford hearing

    Christine Blasey Ford speaks before the

Senate Judiciary Committee hearing on the

nomination of Brett Kavanaugh to be an

associate justice of the Supreme Court of the

United States, on Capitol Hill in Washington,

DC, U.S., September 27, 2018. Michael

Reynolds/Pool via REUTERS

    The moments that defined Ford's dramatic

testimony



    The detail she remembers most

    Opinion: Ford signals end of

he-said-who-cares-what-she-said era

    Lindsey Graham erupts in Kavanaugh hearing

[what an insecure dissembling westpoint homo]

Ford provides graphic details of alleged assault

In gripping testimony, Christine Blasey Ford

tells the Senate Judiciary Committee about the

night that she alleges Supreme Court nominee

Brett Kavanaugh attempted to rape her.

'The uproarious laughter' »

WASHINGTON — Above all, she remembers the

laughter. In powerful, gripping testimony,

Christine Blasey Ford told the Senate Judiciary



Committee about the night, 36 years ago, when

she alleges Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh attempted to rape her at a house

party in suburban Washington, D.C.

Her voice at times faltering, Ford said she was

“100 percent” certain that her assailants were

Kavanaugh and his friend Mark Judge. Asked

what she most remembered from that night,

Ford answered: “The laughter, the uproarious

laughter between the two, and them having fun

at my expense.”

The account of laughter is one of the more

poignant moments in Ford’s testimony, which

lasted some three hours — and would be



followed by that of Kavanaugh, who has

categorically denied having assaulted Ford or

any of the other women who’ve come forward

with similar allegations against him.

Ford did not offer new details about the

summer night in the early 1980s in question.

But she offered herself as a poignant and

credible testament to the trauma of sexual

assault. In his questioning of Ford, Sen. Richard

Blumenthal, D-Conn., called it a “teaching

moment” for the country, which has grappled

with the implications of the #MeToo movement.

Taking great pains to avoid the spectacle of 11

mostly older white men questioning a lone



woman about her sexual history, Republicans

on the Senate Judiciary Committee hired

Arizona prosecutor Rachel Mitchell to question

Ford. Ford’s lawyers had objected to this

apparent face-saving tactic, but it appeared to

ultimately backfire on the GOP. Many of her

questions focused on Ford’s exchanges with

the Washington Post, which revealed her

identity.

Mitchell established that Ford did not like to

fly, but sometimes flew anyway. Some

conservatives on Twitter seized on this as

evidence of some greater deception.

But no such deception emerged in the three



hours during which Ford faced the Judiciary

Committee — and a captive nation, including

President Trump, who according to reports was

watching the hearing. As Ford’s time as a

witness was coming to a close, Mitchell

quipped about how questioning in five-minute

increments had not proved especially

enlightening.

Christine Blasey Ford before the Senate

Judiciary Committee on Thursday. (Photo: Win

McNamee/Getty Images)

Ford’s memory of the night in question remains

incomplete. But her assertion that the alleged

assault was “indelible in the hippocampus”

could prove convincing on its own. She



described how, during a somewhat recent

renovation of her Northern California home, she

insisted on a second front door.

Asked by Mitchell if there could be any other

event that could have contributed to her

trauma, Ford answered in the negative. That

suggested how large the assault she claims

was perpetrated by Kavanaugh looms in her

memory.

Democrats mostly sought to bolster Ford,

whose confidence seemed to grow with the

morning. “You are not alone,” said Mazie Hirono

of Hawaii. “You are not on trial,” reminded Sen.

Kamala Harris of California. Unable to secure



an FBI investigation of Ford’s claims,

Democrats nevertheless had to be pleased with

her testimony.

“Thank you, Dr. Ford,” someone shouted, in a

break from the decorum that usually marks a

Senate hearing. “Bravo, Dr. Ford,” cried out

someone else.

Outside the hearing room, Sen. Lindsey Graham

reacted angrily, calling Ford “a nice lady who

has come forward to tell a hard story that’s

uncorroborated.” But since he was always

expected to cast a vote for Kavanaugh, that

was of little surprise.



Republican Jeff Flake of Arizona is seen as one

of the potential votes against Kavanaugh. He

listened attentively during the hearing, and

seemed pained at times. Asked after Ford’s

testimony by Yahoo News of his impressions

from the morning, Flake shook his head.

“Still listening,” he said.

Sen. Jeff Flake listens to Christine Blasey Ford

on Thursday. (Photo: Win McNamee/Reuters)

_____

More Yahoo News stories on the Supreme

Court:



    New Kavanaugh allegations don’t change the

fact that it’s all about politics

    Brett Kavanaugh’s ex-boss: There’s no basis

to demand his recusal from Mueller cases

    On the calendar with Kavanaugh, a

controversial nomination to an appellate court

    Whatever happens to Kavanaugh, Trump has

already made 2018 the Year of the Woman

    Capitol Hill protests mark rising wave of

Kavanaugh opposition

Robin Brown Guist

23 hrs ·

Regardless of how anyone feels about him, this



is a very sad situation.

About this website

washingtonpost.com

Perspective | The world is laughing at President

Trump

Save
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Share
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Bob Soly

Bob Soly A disgusting man who will go down in

history as the worst and most corrupt leader of



our country!

1

Manage

LikeShow more reactions
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Donna Marie Blocksidge Brungo

Donna Marie Blocksidge Brungo I am

laughing....and crying at the same time. Such a

destructive fool.
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LikeShow more reactions
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Neal Remz



Neal Remz Make

our entire nation

look like fools

since he was

elected!

ABC News was

live — in

Washington,

District of

Columbia.

Yesterday at

10:17 AM ·



HAPPENING NOW: Amid a new allegation

against Brett Kavanaugh, Republican Sen. Jeff

Flake speaks on the Senate floor regarding

Thursday's hearing, where Kavanaugh and his

first accuser Christine Blasey Ford are set to

testify. https://abcn.ws/2R0lUTq

Andy hit the nail on the head.

















Is Lynwood One of America's Fastest Growing

Cities?

Check out the fastest growing cities in America

and find out if your city made the list!

Politics HuffPost

Brett Kavanaugh Let His Mask Slip

WASHINGTON ¯ During his first confirmation

hearing earlier this month, Supreme

Brett Kavanaugh Once Said Polygraphs Are A

Good Tool. Now He Says They're Unreliable.

HuffPost



Twitter Reacts to Brett Kavanaugh's Senate

Judiciary Committee Hearing

World Bloomberg

North Korea Fault Lines Exposed at UN

Security Council Meeting

The divide over the future of North Korean

sanctions dominated a United Nations Security

Council meeting on Thursday just a few weeks

before America’s top diplomat visits Pyongyang

to press the country’s leaders for swifter

progress toward denuclearization. The foreign

ministers of Russia and China called on the

Security Council to ease sanctions, an idea



that met strong resistance from U.S. Secretary

of State Michael Pompeo and underscored the

challenge the Trump administration will face

keeping up pressure on Kim Jong Un’s regime.

US seeks to keep North Korea sanctions;

Russia, China object

Associated Press

Pompeo tells U.N. only path for North Korea is

diplomacy, denuclearization

Reuters

Politics Associated Press

Graham tells Kavanaugh 'you've got nothing to

apologize for'



WASHINGTON (AP) - Brett Kavanaugh looked in

desperate need of a fighter on his behalf

Thursday as he gave impassioned testimony to

the Senate Judiciary Committee denying

allegations of sexual assault.

Key Moments From the Ford-Kavanaugh

Hearing

WSJ

Brett Kavanaugh's testimony: The moments

that mattered

ABC News Videos

U.S. Deadline

Fox News Fires Contributor Who Called Brett

Kavanaugh Accusers “Lying Skanks,” Says

Remarks “Reprehensible”



UPDATED to note Kevin Jackson has been

terminated:  Fox News has fired contributor

Kevin Jackson after he launched a scathing

Twitter rant Thursday in which he used crude

language to attack the credibility of Judge

Brett Kavanaugh’s accusers, calling them

“lying skanks.” The news network condemned

the remarks as “reprehensible” and that

Jackson has been terminated. “His comments

on today's hearings were reprehensible and do

not reflect the values of Fox News,” the

network…

Business Bloomberg

Elon Musk Wanted to Impress Girlfriend With

$420 Price, SEC Says



It turns out that the price Elon Musk came up

with to take Tesla Inc. private really was about

weed, and that the embattled chief executive

officer tweeted the figure to impress his

girlfriend, the rapper Grimes. The U.S.

Securities and Exchange Commission made the

connection clear at a Thursday press

conference after announcing that it had sued

Musk for falsely asserting that he had secured

funding to take the company private at $420 a

share. “While leading Tesla’s investors to

believe he had a firm offer in hand, we allege

that Musk had arrived at the price of $420 by

assuming 20 percent premium over Tesla’s

then existing share price then rounding up to

$420 because of the significance of that



number in marijuana culture and his belief that

his girlfriend would be amused by it,” Steven

Peikin, co-director of the SEC’s enforcement

division said.

Tesla boss Elon Musk 'deeply saddened' as he

is sued for fraud by US regulator

Sky News

Musk could still be an important piece of Tesla,

he just ...

CNBC Videos

U.S. Associated Press

White House postpones meeting between

Trump, Rosenstein

A highly anticipated meeting between



President Donald Trump and Deputy Attorney

General Rod Rosenstein was postponed until

next week to avoid conflicting with a dramatic

Senate hearing involving Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh, the White House

said Thursday. The two were set to meet

Thursday following news media reports that

Rosenstein last year discussed possibly

secretly recording the president and using the

Constitution's 25th Amendment to remove him

from office. Amid speculation that the meeting

could result in Rosenstein's dismissal or

resignation, Trump said Wednesday that he

would "certainly prefer not" to fire Rosenstein

and that the Justice Department's No. 2 official

had denied making the remarks first attributed



to him in a New York Times report.

U.S. FOX News Videos

Brett Kavanaugh: What lawmakers are saying

off-camera

Freedom Watch: Judge Andrew Napolitano and

Fox News' Capitol Hill Senior Producer Chad

Pergram break down where the Senate now

stands on confirming Judge Kavanaugh after

the latest sexual misconduct allegations

surface.

Brett Kavanaugh facing off against accuser at

Senate hearing

Yahoo Finance Video

Brett Kavanaugh accuser Christine Blasey Ford



set to testify she 'believed he was going to

rape' her

The Telegraph

U.S. The Wrap

Fox News’ Chris Wallace After His Daughters

Shared High School Experiences: ‘I Don’t Think

We Can Disregard Ford’
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Politics CNBC Videos

Trump says China respects him for his 'very,

very large b...

President Trump held a wide-ranging press

conference following meetings at the United

Nations Wednesday. One of the comments he

made was in regard to how China viewed him.

Every Insane Comment Trump Made About

Women During His Unhinged Press Conference

The Cut

The Craziest Moments From Trump's Crazy

Press Conference

Esquire
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CDs Are Money Machines Right Now: Lock In

Rates

2018 is the year to take your finances

seriously! Browse our top CD rates in California

& find the best way to start saving more today!
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Politics ABC News

China hits back at Trump's claim of election

meddling, calling 'Blame China' a GOP

campaign strategy



After President Donald Trump publicly accused

Beijing of interfering with the upcoming

midterm elections at a U.N. Security Council

meeting on Wednesday, Chinese Foreign

Minister Wang Yi, who was at the meeting,

lashed back. "We refuse to accept any

unwarranted accusation against China," Wang

said. "China has,all along followed the principle

of non-interference in other countries domestic

affairs.

Trump says China has total respect for his

very, very large brain

The Telegraph

China Blasts U.S. Over Trump's Allegations of

Election Meddling

Bloomberg



Politics Esquire

The Craziest Moments From Trump's Crazy

Press Conference

Highlights from a wild hour and a half of boasts,

contradictions and out-and-out nonsense

The Trump Press Conference: Words Cannot

Describe It, Can They?

Six Wildest Moments From Trump’s Bizarre

Press Conference



With anger and tears, Trump court pick denies

sex assault allegation

supreme court nomination, Brett Kavanaugh

angrily and tearfully denied on Thursday a

university professor's accusation that he

sexually assaulted her 36 years ...

Reuters

today

Full transcript: Christine opening statement...

Video...

'Don't remember as much as would like'...

NATION GRIPPED...

Ginsburg 'really turned on' by #MeToo...

Brett admits 'juvenile misbehavior ... oooh ...



brett was just so cutely juvenile ... sure brett ...

Riiight ... but no assault ‘cause he was so

juvenile in misbehavin’ ..... whatever you say

brett ... just a frolicin’ juvenile ..... Kavanaugh:

'This is a circus' ..... riiiiight brett ...... just like

goin’ to the circus as a funlovin’ frolicin’ kid

them raucous rapin’ childish moments are ...

you betcha..... brett manchild .....! Wow!

Yeah ..... a circus petition for certiorari moment

to be sure sweet manchild brett ..... ho, ho, ho,

ha, ha, ha ..... more fun than a barrel of

ancestral monkeys those raucous rapin’

childish moments are ... Wow! Yeah, pathetic is

what you are, brett!



Politics Refinery29

Ford's Politeness & Kavanaugh's Anger Are

Everything That's Wrong With Gender In

America

This morning, Dr. Christine Blasey Ford, the

first of at least three different women to come

forward and say they experienced sexual

misconduct at the hands of Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh, testified before the

Senate Judiciary Committee about her

allegations. The process of Dr. Ford even

getting to tell her ordeal was fraught, with

Republicans claiming her story wasn’t credible

and instead just an attempt by Democrats to

obstruct a GOP Supreme Court pick. The result



was inevitable: A tense hearing focused on

scrutinizing some of the most traumatic

moments in Dr. Ford’s life.

Christine Blasey Ford, Brett Kavanaugh: Most

memorable moments from their testimonies

ABC News Videos

Kavanaugh's emotions on display during

testimony

CBS News Videos

Politics HuffPost

Kirsten Gillibrand Slams GOP Senators As

Patronizing Bullies For Kavanaugh Response

Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand (D-N.Y.) excoriated

Republican senators for their “disappointing”



response to sexual misconduct accusations

against Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh and reiterated her unwavering

support for the accusers.

Gillibrand ¯ who earlier this week called for

Kavanaugh to withdraw his nomination ¯ on

Wednesday urged her colleagues to “actually

listen” and show respect to Christine Blasey

Ford, the California professor who has accused

the nominee of sexually assaulting her when

they were teenagers. Ford is due to testify

before the Senate Judiciary Committee on

Thursday. 

“I believe Dr. Blasey Ford because she’s risking



everything — her safety, her security, her

reputation, her career — to tell this story at

this moment for all the right reasons,”

Gillibrand said in a powerful speech on the

Senate floor. “If we allow women’s experiences

of sexual trauma to be second to a man’s

promotion, it will not only diminish this

watershed moment of societal change we are

in, it will bring shame on this body and on the

court.”











































Trump Jr. mocks Ford, but the move backfires

Kavanaugh allegations: What parents are

learning

U.S. Associated Press

FBI agent: Man in burning death admits sex,

denies timing

BATESVILLE, Miss. (AP) - An FBI agent testified

Thursday that the man on trial for burning a

Mississippi woman to death told him the two

had sex, but not on the day she died.



World Associated Press

Iran denies Israeli accusation of 'secret atomic

warehouse'

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu accused Iran on Thursday

of keeping a "secret atomic warehouse" just

outside its capital, despite the 2015 deal with

world powers that was meant to keep it from

obtaining nuclear weapons. Hours later, Iran

dismissed the allegation.



World Associated Press

Iran denies Israeli accusation of 'secret atomic

warehouse'

UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu accused Iran on Thursday

of keeping a "secret atomic warehouse" just

outside its capital, despite the 2015 deal with

world powers that was meant to keep it from

obtaining nuclear weapons. Hours later, Iran

dismissed the allegation.

Politics Deadline

Jimmy Kimmel: Brett Kavanaugh Testified

“Like A Frat Out Of Hell”



Jimmy Kimmel outdid himself tonight in his

monologue deconstruction of the day’s

re-appearance of Donald Trump’s Supreme

Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh and one of his

accusers. Anticipating millions of Americans

watched the much-anticipated testimonies of

Kavanaugh and the woman who accused him of

sexual assault, Dr. Christine Blasey Ford,

Kimmel noted of the day’s TV fun, “People were

crying in front of their televisions so hard you'd

have thought Milo Ventimiglia got…

Politics HuffPost

Man Who Pushed To Ask Bill Clinton Sexually

Explicit Questions Bemoans Dirty Politics



Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh came

out swinging on Thursday, telling

Ruth Bader Ginsburg Weighs in on #MeToo

Movement on Eve of Kavanaugh's Hearing

Fortune

Alyssa Milano is being shamed for her

'revealing' top at the Kavanaugh hearings

Yahoo Lifestyle
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U.S. The Independent

Brett Kavanaugh: Friends describes moment

Christine Ford was 'almost raped by federal

judge' in new statements

One of the two women to have accused

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh of

sexual assault, has provided sworn statements

from four people she believes corroborate her

claims. A day before Christine Blasey Ford and



Mr Kavanaugh were to appear before senators

in one of the most anticipated events in Capitol

Hill for years, Ms Ford sent senators

statements by other people she said confirmed

her alleged sexual assault. It came as, in

another staggering twist, a third woman - Julie

Swetnick - revealed she had filed a lawsuit

claiming Mr Kavanaugh and one of his close

friends were present at "gang rapes".

Business AFP

US regulators charge Tesla CEO Elon Musk

with fraud

The US Securities and Exchange Commission



on Thursday charged Tesla CEO Elon Musk with

securities fraud, alleging he misled investors

last month in tweets about taking the company

private. Musk tweeted August 7 that he had

"funding secured" to privatize the electric

automaker at $420 a share, causing a brief

spike in Tesla's share price. The SEC said

Musk's statements on Twitter were "false and

misleading" and that he had never discussed

the plans with company officials or potential

funders.

U.S. ABC News

Kavanaugh hearing: A look at his calendar and

other key pieces of evidence



On Aug. 7, Ford, 51, was given a polygraph

exam in which she detailed an incident from

the early 1980s in which she claims a

"drunken" Kavanaugh, then a 17-year-old

student at Georgetown Prep in North Bethesda,

Maryland, pinned her to a bed during a house

party, groped her, and tried to take off her

clothes. At the time, Ford was a 15-year-old

student at the all-girl Holton Arms School in

Bethesda.

Brett Kavanaugh faces fourth sexual

misconduct allegation, accused of shoving a

woman against a wall 'very aggressively and

sexually'

Lawyer for Kavanaugh’s 2nd accuser says

client willing to testify



    avanaugh clears the committee, but a key

GOP vote says he wants a delay and an FBI

investigation before the full Senate votes

    Flake: Lawmaker requests an FBI

investigation

    Chaotic scene: Vote comes after backroom

drama

    Walk out: See why key Democrats left

meeting

    A call for delay: American Bar Association

wants an FBI probe

    No votes: Two red-state Democrats oppose

Kavanaugh

    Trump: Senate has to 'do what they think is

right'



    Flake confronted by protesters before the

committee vote

    Trump: I want it to work out for the country

    Analysis: Lindsey Graham may have

single-handedly saved Kavanaugh's

confirmation

    Graham: Somebody has to explain this to

Trump

    Opinion: This was worse than what the

Senate did to Anita Hill

    Classmate: Disappointed in Kavanaugh's

'blatant lying'

    In pictures: The Kavanaugh-Ford hearing

    Opinion: When men cry in public

    Rachel Mitchell, a prosecutor from Arizona,



waits for Christine Blasey Ford, the woman

accusing Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh of sexually assaulting her at a party

36 years ago, to testify before the US Senate

Judiciary Committee on Capitol Hill in

Washington, DC, September 27, 2018. (Photo by

SAUL LOEB / POOL / AFP) (Photo credit should

read SAUL LOEB/AFP/Getty Images)

    OPINION

    Why GOP senators dropped sex crimes

prosecutor so fast

    Demonstrators protesting against Judge

Brett Kavanaugh&#39;s nomination as an

Associate Justice on the Supreme Court hold

up signs in front of the Supreme Court in

Washington, DC, September 28, 2018. -



Kavanaugh&#39;s contentious Supreme Court

nomination will be put to an initial vote Friday,

the day after a dramatic Senate hearing saw

the judge furiously fight back against sexual

assault allegations recounted in harrowing

detail by his accuser. (Photo by Eric BARADAT /

AFP) (Photo credit should read ERIC

BARADAT/AFP/Getty Images)

    Analysis

    Judge Kavanaugh delivered an angry,

partisan message. It marks a turning point.

    Ford-Kavanaugh hearing scored high TV

ratings



    Sen. Jeff Flake exits the Senate Judiciary

Committee meeting about the Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh, Sept. 28, 2018.
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    WASHINGTON, DC - SEPTEMBER 27:

Professor Christine Blasey Ford, who has

accused U.S. Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh of a sexual assault in 1982,



testifies before a Senate Judiciary Committee

confirmation hearing for Kavanaugh on Capitol

Hill September 27, 2018 in Washington, DC. A

professor at Palo Alto University and a

research psychologist at the Stanford

University School of Medicine, Ford has

accused Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett

Kavanaugh of sexually assaulting her during a

party in 1982 when they were high school

students in suburban Maryland. (Photo by Jim

Bourg-Pool/Getty Images)
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professor at Palo Alto University and a

research psychologist at the Stanford

University School of Medicine, Ford has

accused Supreme Court nominee Judge Brett

Kavanaugh of sexually assaulting her during a

party in 1982 when they were high school

students in suburban Maryland. (Photo by

Melina Mara/Pool/Getty Images)
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Senator Orrin Hatch just called Dr. Christine

Blasey Ford an 'attractive witness'

Ugggggghhhhhhh. Senator Orrin Hatch, the

84-year-old Republican from Utah, told a group

of reporters that Christine Blasey Ford is an

"attractive witness" during a break in her

testimony before the Senate Judiciary

Committee on Thursday.  SEE ALSO: Christine

Blasey Ford details the harassment she

received after Kavanaugh allegations In a

recording published by McClatchy DC, a

reporter in the gaggle asks Hatch, "Have you

found Dr. Ford credible?"  "It's too early to say,"



Hatch replies. "I don't think she's uncredible. I

think she's an attractive, good witness."  When

asked what he meant by attractive, Hatch

clarified with: "In other words, she's pleasing." 

According to McClatchy reporter Kate Irby,

fellow female reporters were taken aback by

his statement.  Hatch just called Ford an

“attractive witness.” Asked to elaborate what

he meant, he said “she’s pleasing.” - Kate Irby

(@kateirby) September 27, 2018 Happened in a

gaggle of reporters, and another woman amd I

shared an unmistakable “did he really say

that?” look afterward. - Kate Irby (@kateirby)

September 27, 2018 Hatch's communications

director, Matt Whitlock, has been trying to do

some damage control by responding to tweets



about the incident with the same statement:

And by responding to tweets, we mean

responding to nearly every tweet.  When your

day as Orrin Hatch's communications director

is going great: pic.twitter.com/hEoZHj2egy -

Matt Fuller (@MEPFuller) September 27, 2018

Regardless of Whitlock's clarification, Twitter

users were horrified that a senator would use

"attractive" to refer to a witness.

#KavanaughHearings can't wait to hear

Senator Orin Hatch say Kavanaugh is attractive

when he testifys. pic.twitter.com/gCKQorsj7d -

Lime Green Soda (@Kiddernoggin) September

27, 2018 SHE’S RELIVING HER SEXUAL

ASSAULT ON NATIONAL TELEVISION AND

ORRIN HATCH CALLED HER ATTRACTIVE



https://t.co/VbQAqLzTJc - The Volatile Mermaid

(@OhNoSheTwitnt) September 27, 2018 Senator

Orrin Hatch, on Dr. Ford: I think she’s an

attractive, good, witness. Me:

pic.twitter.com/P1OE6cG7Gi - 12 Days Left to

Register to Vote! (@stacey_hauff) September

27, 2018 Orin Hatch: Dr. Ford is attractive and

pleasing.Lindsey Graham: Dr. Ford is an

emotional woman.See a theme

here?#KavanaughHearings - Spin Doctor

(@SpinDr) September 27, 2018 All the women at

the polls this November

pic.twitter.com/YqQ71t6Gs0 - MichiganDivisible 

   (@IndivisibleMich) September 27, 2018 Watch

the testimony live on C-SPAN.  WATCH: Musk

under investigation, Trump's Chinese tariffs,
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Brett Kavanaugh says opposition against him is

hit job fuelled by 'anger against Trump' and

'revenge for Clintons'

An emotional Brett Kavanaugh has claimed

opposition against him is fuelled by anger over

Donald Trump’s 2016 election victory and by

revenge on “behalf of the Clintons”. In a

combative address to the Senate Judiciary

Committee that unleashed the frustration he

has reportedly been sitting on for weeks, the

Supreme Court nominee launched a strident



defence of his nomination and denied the volley

of sexual assault allegations levelled against

him.
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Martin F-35B, a short take-off/vertical landing

version, said a U.S. military official, speaking

on condition of anonymity.
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GOP asks White House to order FBI

investigation of Kavanaugh

Sen. Jeff Flake, R-Ariz., is seeking to reopen

the FBI background check of the nominee in
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President Trump plans to meet with Deputy

Attorney General Rod Rosenstein next week so
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hearing. NBC’s Hallie Jackson reports.
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Senate panel backs Kavanaugh; Flake requests

FBI probe

Sen. Murkowski joins Flake, backing delay in

vote on Supreme Court nominee

Sen. Jeff Flake (R-Ariz.) supported Brett M.

Kavanaugh in a committee meeting but asked

for a one-week delay in the Senate vote so the

FBI could conduct a limited investigation into

the sexual assault allegation. Meanwhile,

Kavanaugh's friend Mark Judge tells the Senate

he is willing to answer FBI questions.

    By Seung Min Kim and John Wagner16

minutes ago



Analysis: Does the Senate have the votes?

American Bar Association, Yale Law School

dean call for delay in confirmation vote

The Fix

Analysis

The tortured explanations from Republicans for

moving ahead on Kavanaugh

They argue they have enough evidence to

believe Brett M. Kavanaugh is innocent when

they haven't called a key witness.

    By Amber Phillips2 hours ago
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Crying protester confronts Sen. Flake after he

says he'll vote for nominee

Two women tearfully and loudly confronted the

Arizona Republican in an el-e-va-tor, tell-ing

Sen. Jeff Flake that he was dis-miss-ing the

pain of sex-ual as-sault survivors.

    By Lindsey Bever2 hours ago

Analysis

Here’s where Kavanaugh’s sworn testimony

was misleading or wrong

From obvious falsehoods about his drinking to

misrepresentations of exonerating evidence,

we examine his remarks.
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The Fix: The GOP’s Kavanaugh nightmare

scenario is still possible
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Facebook logs 90 million people out of their

accounts after security breach

As many as 90 million Facebook users will have

to log back into their accounts after the social

network reset their security tokens. Hackers

stole the tokens associated with 50 million

user profiles, the company said.

    By Brian Fung3 hours ago



Trump signs bill that averts federal shutdown,
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The bill keeps the government open through
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the Pentagon and some social programs.
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the man they know as Anatoly Chepiga appears

to be one of the two suspects identified by

British authorities as taking part in the March

nerve-agent attack on a Russian ex-spy.

    By Anton Troianovski1 hour ago
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expel immigrants who fail ‘values test’

This year’s contest will be the first in decades

in which the question of Quebec’s secession is

not a campaign issue. But those independence

battles have morphed into fights over

immigration and perceived threats to



francophone identity.
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unbowed Lady Liberty.

    By Robin Givhan
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Vikings are teetering after losing to Rams, but

don’t blame Kirk Cousins

The former Redskins quarterback threw for 422



yards and three touchdowns Thursday night,

but the Los Angeles offense led by Jared Goff

carved up Minnesota’s increasingly suspect

defense.

    By Mark Maske
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Senate Panel Advances Kavanaugh, but Flake

Seeks an Inquiry Before the Final Vote

    Senator Jeff Flake said he would not vote for

Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh in the full Senate

without a week’s delay for an F.B.I.

investigation, an idea which was quickly

endorsed by the Republican Senator Lisa



Murkowski.

    President Trump said Friday that he found

the testimony of the accuser, Christine Blasey

Ford, “very compelling, and she looks like a

very fine woman to me.”

33m ago

1:39‘Don’t Look Away From Me’: Sexual Assault

Survivors Challenge Flake

Earlier, Mr. Flake was confronted on video by

sexual assault survivors. Reuters

From our archives: Mr. Flake, a fierce Trump

critic, announced in October 2017 that he

would not run for re-election.

Oct. 26, 2017

Kavanaugh, the Accusations and the Fallout:



Catch Up on the News

Here’s an overview of the intense fight over the

confirmation of the Supreme Court nominee.

54m ago

American Bar Association Urges F.B.I. Inquiry

Into Kavanaugh

The group, which had endorsed the judge’s

nomination, said Thursday that it should not

move ahead until the allegations were carefully

examined.

2m ago

Two voices pierced Washington: “I am

terrified.” “I am innocent.”

Listen to ‘The Daily’



She gave a raw account of sexual assault. He

gave an outraged denial.
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Do you have the next big story? Share it with

our journalists.
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As Senator Collins Weighs Vote, Maine Women

Size Up Blasey and Kavanaugh

    “He does not to me sound like he’s lying, and



neither did she.” Maine Democrats and

Republicans watched the daylong testimony

and came away torn.

    Whatever Senator Susan Collins decides will

be crucial: She is one of a handful of

Republicans whose vote on Judge Kavanaugh

is an open question and will determine his fate.

Sept. 27

In the home state of Republican Senator Susan

Collins of Maine, several women discussed the

Senate testimony of Christine Blasey Ford and

Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh throughout

Thursday. Sarah Rice for The New York Times

Writers from across the political spectrum

reacted to the hearing.



6h ago

Facebook Network is Breached, Putting 50

Million Users’ Data at Risk

    The company discovered earlier this week

that attackers had exploited a feature in

Facebook’s code, allowing them to take over

user accounts.

    The attack added to the company’s woes as

it contends with fallout from its role in a

Russian disinformation campaign.

52m ago

One of the challenges for Facebook’s chief

executive Mark Zuckerberg is convincing users

that the company handles their data



responsibly. Josh Edelson/Agence

France-Presse — Getty Images

TESLA'S TROUBLES

Elon Musk’s Fans Just Took a Big Hit as Tesla

Shares Tank

    For investors, the Securities and Exchange

Commission’s lawsuit against Elon Musk, the

chief executive of Tesla, was a warning. The

stock tumbled more than 12 percent Friday.

    It puts a spotlight on a company in

turbulence and celebrity C.E.O.s.

1h ago

Elon Musk was sued by the S.E.C. over a tweet

about taking his company Tesla private. The



agency wants to bar him from running any

public firm.

6h ago

Here are some executives the S.E.C. has

banned—and why.

2h ago

House Republicans to Meet Privately With Rod

Rosenstein

    The deputy attorney general agreed to meet

with House Republicans to address the

revelations that he suggested secretly

recording President Trump and possibly

removing him from office.

    House Democrats complained that they were

left out of the planning and pledged to push to



attend the meeting.

2h ago
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A Football Player’s Descent Into Pain and

Paranoia

    Daniel Te’o-Nesheim, who played four

seasons in the N.F.L., was found dead at age 30

and later diagnosed with C.T.E.

    He left behind a paper trail of his struggles

dealing with the injuries caused by playing the

game he loved.

1m ago

Daniel Te’o-Nesheim played parts of three



seasons with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. He

died at the age of 30. Stacy Revere/Getty
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Flake, Murkowski join Democrats in calling for

FBI probe of sex assault allegations against

Kavanaugh

By Jennifer Haberkorn

    • Two sexual assault survivors confront Sen.

Flake over Kavanaugh vote

    • Opinion: Jeff Flake pulls a John McCain

    Column

Do we really want a man consumed with rage,

self-pity and hate on the Supreme Court?

Robin Abcarian

By Robin Abcarian
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‘Look At Me’: Women Confront Flake Over His

Kavanaugh Support

Moments after pivotal Sen. Jeff Flake

announced his support for Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh, the Arizona

Republican was confronted with the

consequences. Two women cornered Flake as



he got on an elevator Friday, pleading for him

to reconsider his support for the appeals court

judge who's been accused of sexual assault

when he was a teenager. "Look at me and tell

me that it doesn't matter what happened to

me," said 23-year-old Maria Gallagher.

Brett Kavanaugh Nomination Moves To Full

Senate In Chaotic Senate Judiciary Committee

Vote
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Kavanaugh Advances as Flake Demands FBI

Investigation and Delay on Final Vote
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Catholic Magazine Rescinds Endorsement of

Brett Kavanaugh to Supreme Court

America, a weekly Roman Catholic magazine

published by members of the Jesuit religious

order, on Thursday rescinded its endorsement



of Brett Kavanaugh after the Senate hearing on

an attempted sexual assault accusation

leveled against him by Christine Blasey Ford.

“Even if the credibility of the allegation has not

been established beyond a reasonable doubt

and even if further investigation is warranted to

determine its validity or clear Judge

Kavanaugh’s name, we recognize that this

nomination is no longer in the best interests of

the country,” wrote the editors of the

magazine, which is the product of the same

Catholic religious order that runs Kavanaugh’s

high school alma mater, Georgetown Prep. The

magazine said that while Judge Kavanaugh

may be entitled the presumption of innocence

under a legal standard, such a high bar was not



the requirement in this case.
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Michael Avenatti challenges Trump to compare

their Penn school records

Michael Avenatti has challenged Donald Trump

to release his student records so they can

compare their results. Mr Avenatti, the lawyer



representing one of the women accusing

Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh of

sexual misconduct, suggested the US president

struggled to get his economics degree from the

University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School.
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how smart you are.
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A full Senate vote is expected next week

[Michael Reynolds/Reuters]

Senate panel backs Trump's Supreme Court

pick Kavanaugh

A Republican-led committee approved

President Donald Trump's nomination of Brett

Kavanaugh to the US Supreme Court on Friday,

but moderate Republican ...

Al Jazeera English

one hour ago

Brett Kavanaugh nomination faces delay: Live

updates



A Senate committee voted to send Brett

Kavanaugh's Supreme Court nomination to the

floor after Sen. Jeff Flake announced he'd only

support it after an FBI ...

CNN

7 minutes ago

This was worse than what the Senate did to

Anita Hill

Julian Zelizer says that despite expectations

that the Senate Judiciary Committee wouldn't

repeat the shameful way it treated Anita Hill 27

years ago, the panel ...

CNN

today

Opinion



What Sen. Jeff Flake just did on the Kavanaugh

Supreme Court nomination, explained

Sen. Jeff Flake, R-Ariz., created some late

drama in the Senate Judiciary Committee this

afternoon. On Friday morning, Flake announced

he would support ...

Washington Examiner

2 hours ago

Opinion

Opinion | Why Brett Kavanaugh Wasn't

Believable

What a study in contrasts: Where Christine

Blasey Ford was calm and dignified, Brett

Kavanaugh was volatile and belligerent; where



she was eager to respond ...

The New York Times

today

Opinion
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She Confronted Sen. Jeff Flake in an Elevator.

Hours Later, He Demanded a Delay in

Kavanaugh Vote

I was sexually assaulted and nobody believed

me,” Maria Gallagher, 23, told the senator in an

elevator hours before his surprise call for a

vote delay.

The Daily Beast

2 hours ago

Meet the Two Women Who May Have Gotten



Through to Senator Jeff Flake

Look at me and tell me that it doesn't matter

what happened to me.”

video_youtube

Vanity Fair

27 minutes ago

House Panel Votes to Release Transcripts of

Its Russia Probe

The House Intelligence Committee voted to

make public the transcripts of more than 50

interviews conducted as part its probe into

Russian interference in the ...

The Wall Street Journal

4 hours ago



House Intelligence Committee votes to release

Russia interview transcripts

The House Intelligence Committee voted Friday

to release transcripts from more than 50

closed-door interviews from its Russia

investigation, which will provide ...

CNN

5 hours ago

Judiciary Committee Members Doxxed During

Kavanaugh Testimony

Cellphone numbers and home addresses of

Republican members of the Senate Judiciary

Committee were posted online Thursday as

they questioned Supreme ...



HuffPost

today

Fight over Kavanaugh nomination finds its

oddest front yet: Wikipedia pages

Republican Senators Lindsey Graham, Orrin

Hatch and Mike Lee were "doxed" through their

Wikipedia pages as they questioned Brett

Kavanaugh.

The Washington Post

today
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More U.S.

play_arrow

Brett Kavanaugh, Lindsey Graham, and the

angry white male backlash



Lindsey Graham's defense of Brett Kavanaugh

shows how much the GOP has come to center

on defending white male privilege.

Vox.com

4 hours ago

‘Special Place In Hell’: Twitter Users Shred

Lindsey Graham After Kavanaugh Rant

Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) lost his temper

during Thursday's Senate hearing as he

defended Brett Kavanaugh, the Supreme Court

nominee accused of ...

HuffPost

today

Lindsey Graham Slammed For 'Single White

Man,' 'I Will Not Shut Up' Remarks



Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) told his

colleagues that he “will not shut up” even

though he is a “single white man” in remarks on

Friday during an executive ...

HuffPost

4 hours ago

Lindsey Graham’s meltdown gives away the

GOP game on Kavanaugh

Christine Blasey Ford has finished testifying,

and judging by Twitter and cable, the

widespread consensus among neutral

observers and even some ...

The Washington Post

yesterday

Opinion



Gregg Jarrett: At Kavanaugh hearing,

Democrats' outrageous conduct victimizes him,

Ford and all Americans

If Judge Brett Kavanaugh was not telling the

truth Thursday at the Senate Judiciary

Committee hearing on his nomination to the

Supreme Court, he is one of ...

Fox News

today

Opinion

Senator Tammy Duckworth, Democrat of

Illinois, surrounded by the press and supporters

as the Senate Judiciary Committee heard

testimony from Dr. Blasey.

Brett Kavanaugh and Christine Blasey Ford



Duel With Tears and Fury

At an extraordinary hearing that gripped the

country, Dr. Blasey emotionally detailed the

night she said Judge Brett M. Kavanaugh

sexually assaulted her.

The New York Times

yesterday

Kavanaugh accuser Blasey Ford describes

alleged attack

video_youtube

CNN

yesterday

Parkland victim father condemns Supreme

Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh



The father of a victim of the Feb. 14 school

shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High

School in Parkland, Florida criticized Supreme

Court Nominee Brett ...

USA TODAY

8 minutes ago

Parkland victim's father to Kavanaugh: 'Your

life and family are not ruined'

Fred Guttenberg, whose 14-year-old daughter,

Jaime, was killed during the Feb. 14 massacre,

was unsympathetic to the Supreme Court

justice nominee.

NBCNews.com

today

Early release: House ditches D.C. until after



midterms - POLITICO

Early release: House ditches D.C. until after

midterms

House Republicans couldn't wait to get out of

Washington on Friday, and Democrats couldn't

stop smiling about it. “We take nothing for

granted, but we feel very ...

POLITICO

one hour ago

House votes to permanently extend individual

tax cuts

The House on Friday voted to permanently

extend the individual rate cuts in the GOP's

$1.5 trillion tax-cut law as part of Republicans'



"Tax reform 2.0" effort, ...

Washington Times

4 hours ago

World

More World

Everybody on Plane Survives Crash Landing in

Pacific Lagoon

Local boats helped rescue all 47 passengers

and crew after the plane hit the water while

trying to land at the Chuuk Island airport in the

Micronesia archipelago.

Snopes.com

today

All passengers and crew survive Air Niugini

Boeing 737 crash in sea off Micronesian island



Dozens of airline passengers were forced to

swim for their lives Friday after their plane

missed a runway and landed in a sea lagoon on

a remote island in the ...

CNN

today

Passengers, crew survive after Air Niugini

plane crashes into sea in Micronesia

All 47 passengers and crew survived a plane's

crash landing in a Pacific lagoon Friday

morning, wading through waist-deep water to

the emergency exits and ...

USA TODAY

today

Plane overshoots runway in Micronesia and



sinks

video_youtube

Guardian News

today

Boeing Jet Misses Runway in Micronesia,

Lands in Lagoon

All 47 passengers and crew survived a Boeing

737's crash landing in a Pacific lagoon, wading

through waist-deep water to the emergency

exits and escaping ...

The Wall Street Journal

today

A damaged house after an earthquake on

Friday in Sulawesi, Indonesia.

10-Foot Tsunami Sweeps Away Houses in



Indonesia

A tsunami smashed into Sulawesi island in

Indonesia on Friday, destroying buildings in the

city of Palu shortly after the region was struck

by a magnitude 7.5 ...

The New York Times

4 hours ago

Indonesia Earthquake, Tsunami Causes Major

Damage on Sulawesi Island

A powerful 7.5 magnitude earthquake struck

the Indonesian island of Sulawesi Friday

evening just hours after a powerful, deadly

foreshock, apparently triggered ...

The Weather Channel



today

play_arrow

In Russia’s Far East, villagers recognize a

Skripal poisoning suspect

MOSCOW — Two people in a village in Russia's

Far East told The Washington Post on Friday

they apparently recognized a suspect in recent

nerve-agent ...

The Washington Post

2 hours ago

Russian spy poisoning: UK warns Russia over

chemical weapons

The UK has warned Russia that it will pay a

"high price" if it continues to use chemical



weapons following the Salisbury nerve agent

attack. Foreign Secretary ...

BBC News

yesterday

Turkey-Germany: Erdogan urges Merkel to

extradite Gulen 'terrorists'

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan has

called on Germany to extradite supporters of a

US-based Muslim cleric whom he blames for an

attempted coup.

BBC News

5 hours ago

Erdogan in Germany brings hope for better

diplomatic relations l Al Jazeera English



Turkey's foreign minister says a visit by

President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to Germany is

a milestone that will open a new page in

diplomatic relations. Ties ha...

video_youtube

Al Jazeera English

2 hours ago

Business

More Business

50 million Facebook accounts breached by

access-token-harvesting attack

Facebook reset logins for millions of customers

last night as it dealt with a data breach that

may have exposed nearly 50 million accounts.

The breach was ...



Ars Technica

2 hours ago

Facebook says 50 million user accounts

affected by security breach

Facebook said Friday it discovered a security

breach that affects nearly 50 million user

accounts. The issue was found by its

engineering team on Tuesday ...

Fox News

3 hours ago

Facebook Is Breached by Hackers, Putting 50

Million Users’ Data at Risk

SAN FRANCISCO — Facebook said on Friday

that an attack on its computer network had



exposed the personal information of nearly 50

million users.

The New York Times

4 hours ago

Another Day, Another Facebook Problem

Facebook has identified, and fixed, an exploit

that allowed attackers to gain control of user

accounts. These failures are so common and so

widespread, ...

The Atlantic

one hour ago

Opinion

Facebook breach put data of 50 million users at

risk



The vulnerability had to do with the social

network's "view as" feature.

CNET

2 hours ago

The 7 most eyebrow-raising details in the Elon

Musk fraud complaint

The securities fraud complaint filed by the U.S.

Securities and Exchange Commission against

Tesla CEO Elon Musk contains an eye-opening

view into the ...

TechCrunch

2 hours ago

Trouble could be ahead for Tesla CEO Elon

Musk

video_youtube



Fox Business

4 hours ago

play_arrow

Sears shares fall below $1 as key debt deadline

nears

Sears' stock hits a new all-time low as the

department store chain is running out of time

to stay afloat.

CNBC

today

Sears is now a penny stock

Once a giant of retail and a member of the Dow,

Sears now has a share price below a buck.

CNN



40 minutes ago

play_arrow

Walgreens knew its profit forecast was wrong

but didn't tell investors, SEC says

The government said Walgreens misled

investors about its profit forecast.

CNN

4 hours ago

Walgreens to pay $34.5 million to settle

charges of misleading investors on financial

targets

Walgreens Boots Alliance said Friday it has

agreed to pay a $34.5 million fine to settle an

investigation by the Securities and Exchange



Commission. The SEC ...

CNBC

today

Technology

More Technology

2019 Nissan Altima First Drive Review

Fresh from a ground-up redesign, the 2019

Nissan Altima boasts an array of new tech and

mechanical features wrapped in more

attractive bodywork. Will that ...

Digital Trends

today

2019 Nissan Altima Boasts Powertrain

Upgrades and New Styling



The new 2019 Nissan Altima adds optional

all-wheel drive for the first time and swaps its

V-6 for a high-tech turbocharged four-cylinder.

Car and Driver

today

Opinion

Can the 2019 Nissan Altima Edge Out the Top

Midsize Sedan Players? | Edmunds

video_youtube

Edmunds

today

First Drive: 2019 Nissan Altima makes midsize

sedans fun, fast, safe

OJAI, California — Despite surging SUV sales,

the midsize sedan ain't dead yet. Don't take my



word; take a look at the 2019 Nissan Altima.

Better yet, take a test ...

Detroit Free Press

today

2019 Nissan Altima Review: Your latest

all-wheel drive sedan

video_youtube

Roadshow

today

Spotify ends test that required family plan

subscribers to share their GPS location

Spotify has ended a test that required its family

plan subscribers to verify their location, or risk

losing accessing to its music streaming

service. According to ...



TechCrunch

4 hours ago

Spotify halts 'short test' of family plan

subscribers' addresses

Spotify has ended a test to confirm whether

some subscribers of its family plan had account

users who all resided at a single address.

USA TODAY

2 hours ago

Google's Big Wear OS Revamp Has Started

Rolling Out

Google's Big Wear OS Revamp Has Started

Rolling Out

While it doesn't have a grand, overarching



designation, you can think of Google's recently

announced revamp to its smartwatch platform

as the third version of ...

Gizmodo

4 hours ago

Google breathes new life into Wear OS

smartwatches with today’s update

Google's smartwatch platform, Wear OS, is

getting updated to version 2.1 today. It features

a new gesture-based interface that is much

simpler than before.

The Verge

today

Seventeen charged in Apple theft ring that

stole $1 million in merchandise



California has filed charges against a group of

individuals who are said to have stolen more

than $1 million from Apple Stores throughout

the state. Seventeen ...

The Verge

3 hours ago

Calif. authorities charge 17 people in Apple

store theft scheme

California's attorney general said 17 people

have been arrested and charged in a string of

robberies at Apple stores across the state.

USA TODAY

5 hours ago

Entertainment

More Entertainment



JWoww Of The Jersey Shore Files For Divorce

(Video)

JWoww Of The 'Jersey Shore' Files For Divorce

- Point Pleasant, NJ - Just as the "Jersey

Shore" has returned to TV, there's already a

divorce.

Point Pleasant, NJ Patch

3 hours ago

Jersey Shore's Jenni ''JWoww'' Farley Files for

Divorce

The MTV reality star splits from husband Roger

Mathews.

E! NEWS

today



Jenni 'JWoww' Farley Files For Divorce From

Roger Mathews After Nearly 3 Years Of

Marriage (Reports)

video_youtube

Access

today

JWoww's husband Roger Matthews vows to

win her back

Hours after it was reported that "Jersey Shore"

star Jenni "JWoww" Farley had filed for

divorce, her husband Roger Mathews turned to

Instagram to share his ...

CNN

4 hours ago

JWoww of 'Jersey Shore' files for divorce. 'I'm



going to win my wife back,' her husband says

Fans of "Jersey Shore Family Vacation," MTV's

revival of "Jersey Shore," are familiar with the

relationship woes of Ronnie Ortiz-Magro and

Jen Harley, the ...

NJ.com

today

play_arrow

How Hillary Clinton's 'Murphy Brown' cameo

came to be

Even before a single word of the script for

CBS's "Murphy Brown" revival was written,

Diane English and Candice Bergen had an idea

for a big-name guest star.



CNN

2 hours ago

Hillary Clinton Has A Blunt Message For

America In Surprise 'Murphy Brown' Cameo

The former presidential candidate serves up a

painful reminder.

HuffPost

today

Lil Wayne’s ‘Tha Carter V’ and Kanye’s ‘Yandhi’

Mark the End of an Era

Kanye West's third studio album, Graduation,

sold 957,000 copies in its first week in 2007. A

year later, Lil Wayne's Tha Carter III sold over a

million. Two albums ...



Rolling Stone

4 hours ago

Lil Wayne's "Tha Carter V" Elicits Fanfare &

Heavy Praise From Hip-Hop's Best

Last night, we were finally given Lil Wayne's

Tha Carter V, which we had waited years to be

able to listen to. The album features

XXXTentacion, Nicki Minaj, ...

HotNewHipHop

today

Lorne Michaels Says Kanye West Stepped Up

When Ariana Grande Canceled ‘SNL’ Premiere

Appearance

Kanye West, this week's musical guest on the



season premiere of NBC's Saturday Night Live,

wasn't the show's first choice: the scheduled

Ariana Grande ...

Deadline

Kanye West Is On 'SNL' This Week Because

Ariana Grande Canceled For 'Emotional

Reasons'

Tomorrow is the release date for Yandhi, the

latest album to emerge from Kanye West's past

few months of astounding musical productivity.

The release also ...

video_youtube

UPROXX

Sports

More Sports



2018 Ryder Cup pairings: Matches, teams,

complete schedule for Day 2 on Saturday

Day 1 of the Ryder Cup was a mixed bag for the

Americans. On one hand, the United States

jumped out to a 3-1 lead with a strong four-ball

lineup. On the other ...

CBSSports.com

Molinari/Fleetwood vs Reed/Woods | Friday

Fourballs | 2018 Ryder Cup

video_youtube

European Tour

Brooks Koepka hits Ryder Cup fan in the face,

leaves her bloodied with wayward tee shot

Brooks Koepka was left shaken after a



wayward tee shot struck a female fan in the

head and left her bloodied.

Fox News

3 hours ago

Ryder Cup: Opening ceremony highlights and

Friday four ball picks

The Ryder Cup opening ceremony was this

morning and the first round matches were

announced. This is a highlights and preview

piece.

video_youtube

Pro Golf Now

yesterday

WATCH: Justin Rose and Jon Rahm go nuts

after clutch chip-in against high-five, chest



bump combo after clutch chip-in

The opening pair of Euros to hit the course,

Justin Rose and John Rahm, have maintained a

slight lead all the way. And acted like it.

Golf.com

play_arrow

Max Kellerman: 'Jared Goff joined the elite' vs.

Vikings | First Take | ESPN

video_youtube

ESPN

A lot to like about Jared Goff’s progression -

Los Angeles Times

These undefeated Rams, who two years ago



were unquestionably the NFL's most boring

team, are now the most explosive...led by

Jared Goff.

Los Angeles Times

Opinion

Sebastian Vettel during practice in Sochi.

Sebastian Vettel needs victory in Russia to

keep Lewis Hamilton in sight

Sebastian Vettel heads for the Russian Grand

Prix needing a winning performance to keep

Lewis Hamilton in sight in F1 title race.

The Guardian

Lewis Hamilton top in Russian GP practice as

Ferrari struggle



Lewis Hamilton heads a Mercedes one-two in

second practice at the Russian Grand Prix, as

title rival Sebastian Vettel struggles.

BBC Sport

Rapper 50 Cent sets $1 million payout for

Bellator welterweight grand prix winner

50 Cent has set a handsome monetary reward

for the winner of the Bellator welterweight

grand prix.

Bloody Elbow

Rory MacDonald Happy to Not Be Part of

'Annoying and Fake' UFC Welterweight Shuffle

video_youtube

MMAFightingonSBN

Science



More Science

Skull-shaped 'death comet' asteroid will fly by

Earth after Halloween

NASA says asteroid 2015 TB145, which is

believed to be a dead comet, will zoom past

Earth at a distance of 25 million miles on Nov.

11.

NBCNews.com

Eerie skull-shaped asteroid will zoom past

Earth just after Halloween

An asteroid that, in certain light conditions,

resembles a human skull, will fly past Earth

just after Halloween.

Fox News



Skull-Shaped Dead Comet To Fly By Planet

Earth After Halloween

An asteroid that looks like a skull is expected

to zip past Earth just after Halloween this year.

The space rock, officially known as 2015

TB145, also flew past our ...

The Inquisitr News

NASA news: Asteroid warning as 2015 TB145

will pass on November 11 | Daily Star

A HUGE asteroid that could cause a mega

tsunami will skim dangerously past Earth.

Daily Star

Spooky skull-shaped 'Halloween Death Comet'

is heading towards Earth



Gigantic space rocks are scary things at the

best of times. But none are quite as spooky as

the huge object that's shaped like a skull and

known as the ...

Metro

Moths Caught Drinking Tears From the Eyes of

Sleeping Birds

Moths Caught Drinking Tears From the Eyes of

Sleeping Birds

In an oddly poetic act, moths will on occasion

drink the tears from the eyes of a sleeping bird.

Sounds harmless, but this rare interaction is an

unmistakably ...

Watch a Moth Suck the Tears Out of a Bird's

Eye, Because Nature Is Metal



Take this moth, for instance. Somewhere in the

Brazilian Amazon, this moth is literally drinking

the tears out of a bird's eye in the dead of

night. While we at Live ...

Live Science

Incredible images from the rovers on asteroid

Ryugu

Last week, the Japanese Aerospace

Exploration Agency landed two tiny rovers on

the asteroid Ryugu where they'll "hop" across

the rock as part of a mission to ...

Boing Boing

A Japanese rover filmed the surface of asteroid

Ryugu | Science News

video_youtube



Science News

As satellite constellations grow larger, NASA is

worried about orbital debris

Multiple aerospace companies, including

SpaceX and OneWeb, have vowed to someday

launch thousands of satellites into low Earth

orbit, but these ...

The Verge

SpaceX and NASA accidentally set the stage

for a new race to the Moon

Almost entirely driven by chance, SpaceX and

NASA may soon find themselves in an

unintentional race to return humans to the

Moon for the first time in half a ...



Teslarati

Health

Rats can transmit Streptobacillus moniliformis

bacteria through bites or scratches.

Man diagnosed with world's first human case of

rat disease hepatitis E

A 56-year-old man from Hong Kong has

developed the world's first human case of rat

hepatitis E, Chinese scientists announced on

Friday. Researchers from the ...

CBS News

World's first human case of rat disease

discovered

The first case of rat hepatitis E infecting a



human has been discovered in Hong Kong. It

was not known this disease could be passed

from rats to humans.

CNN

World's first human case of rat disease found in

Hong Kong

A Hong Kong man has developed the world's

first ever human case of the rat version of the

hepatitis E virus, according to new research

from one of the city's ...

Medical Xpress

today

In Hong Kong, Hepatitis E Strain Jumps From

Rats to Humans



Researchers stressed the seriousness of even

one case of animal-to-human infection in

densely populated areas.

The New York Times

Hong Kong man is world’s first human found

with rat hepatitis E virus

Hong Kong has been put on notice to shape up

on public hygiene and get rid of rodents, after a

male resident became the first person in the

world to be infected ...

South China Morning Post

today

Flu pandemic: 100 years ago, 50 million died.

Could it happen again?



Flu shots may not save you in an

earth-engulfing pandemic of influenza that

world health experts think will happen in just a

matter of time. USA TODAY.

USA TODAY

Doctors deliver blunt message about a record

80,000 flu deaths

Flu killed 80000 Americans this past season

and doctors are clear about how that

happened, saying someone who caught flu

infected someone else.

NBCNews.com

yesterday

Prices for new migraine treatments



Since May, the FDA has approved three new

drugs in a new class of preventive migraine

medication: Aimovig, made by Amgen and

Novartis; Ajovy, made by ...

INSIDER

Eli Lilly Wins FDA Approval For Migraine Drug

Migraine sufferers have gone from having no

migraine-specific treatments to three new ones

this year as the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration (FDA) has ...

Fortune

Parents thought their son couldn't speak, until

a visit to the dentist

A six-year-old boy's trip to the dentist's office



turned life changing after learning his the root

of his speech problems: A tongue-tie.

USA TODAY

Dentist visit changes tongue-tied Texas boy’s

life | WPXI

KATY, Texas - For more than five years, Mason

Motz never uttered a word. That all changed

after a visit to the dentist a year ago, the Fort

Worth Star-Telegram ...

WPXI Pittsburgh
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